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Foreword 
"THE students of the Senior Class publish each year a year 
book known as the Kem-Lec-Mek. This book represents 
and reflects the ideals and the spirit of the college as reflected in 
the student body. The book has in the past been a splendid ex-
ample of all that a year book should be". 
Thus reads the College catalogue. Someone should have 
warned us; this volume is far from a monument to any ideal. In 
fact, we have chosen, from time to time, to be a bit derisive of 
certain phases of our Newark spirit; we feel that many of its pro-
ponents take themselves too seriously, and will be the better for a 
little unmalicious ridicule. 
Furthermore, we realize only too acutely that this volume is 
a far cry from "a splendid example of all that a year book should 
be". We cannot, as did our predecessor, mention perfection in the 
same breath with it. But for better or worse, we herewith present 
it, and trust that our readers will perceive that beneath its levity 
and license, is the solid sobriety of an institution firmly founded on 
a steadfast ideal. 
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The President's Message 
THE graduates this year feel perhaps as if they were entering a profession which just now seems to hold out a very doubtful welcome. 
Jobs or positions do not seem to be crowding in upon the young college graduates 
of 1932, and it may be difficult to find anything to do. It may be almost impossible 
to find anything which fits exactly into our planned and pre-conceived notion of the 
first proper step in our professional life. 
Many years ago, one of the wisest of our American philosophers, Emerson, wrote 
in his essay on Self-Reliance something very sound and very helpful. While I wish 
you would read the whole essay, I should like to quote just a paragraph: 
"If the finest genius studies at one of our colleges and is not 
installed in an office within one year afterwards in the cities or 
suburbs of Boston and New York, it seems to his friends and to 
himself that he is right in being disheartened and in complaining 
the rest of his life. 
A sturdy lad from New Hampshire or Vermont, who in turn 
tries all the professions, who teams it, farms it, peddles, keeps a 
school, edits a newspaper, buys a township, goes to Congress, etc. 
in successive years and always like a cat falls on his feet, is worth 
a hundred of these city dolls." 
If this were to be the text of my message to you, the substance is; that to work—
to accomplish—to advance—and ultimately to succeed; cannot be planned in detail 
in advance. We cannot always see at any instant just where or how we are going. 
We must do many things not of our own choosing. We must remember that suc-
cess depends upon our meeting these unforeseen obstacles and overcoming them. 
Without question you will have a training that will stand you in good stead 
anywhere under any conditions, and you will be better for it no matter what your 
immediate work is. 
The first thing to do is to sincerely and courageously attack your job whatever it 
is and see it through. This will take courage. Life at best calls for that in any case, 
and just now we are all more in need of it than usual—so that the very best message 
is a wish. 
I wish for you your full share of courage. 
ALLAN R. CULLIMORE, 
President. 
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VIEWS 
Dear lovely bowers of innocence and ease, 
Seats of my youth, where every sport could please; 
How often have I loitered o'er thy green, 
Where humble happiness endeared each scene! 
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SENIORS 
To the remnants of one hundred and fifty: 
For some we loved, the loveliest and the best, 
That from his vintage rolling time has prest, 
Have drunk their cup a round or two before, 
And one by one crept silently to rest. 
RUBAIYAT. 

A Word to the Stranger 
IN producing a book of this nature, it is all too easy for the staff to overlook the 
I possibility of readers not familiar with the college. As a precautionary measure, 
therefore, and not through any exaggerated estimate of this volume's ultimate circula-
ion, we present our conception of the institution's ideals and practises. 
The Newark College of Engineering is one of the oldest proponents of coopera-
tive technical education. This system's fundamental principles have become more 
widely known of late, but inasmuch as its application here differs from that at most 
schools, it might be well to briefly outline the "Newark Type". 
A student spends his first two years exactly as he would at any college. Summer 
work is definitely encouraged; in prosperous times, many underclassmen obtain positions 
uring that season. At the start of the Junior year, however, students are paired, and 
gether hold a single job; one man is in college, while the other is in industry. Every 
four weeks they exchange places. Work outside, as well as in class, must be 
satisfactory in order to graduate. 
 Perhaps the most important phase of this practical experience is the knowledge 
human relations garnered in the plant. Ordinary college graduates, used to deal-
ng with only their own sort, are apt to make serious mistakes in handling both work-
men and superiors. An attempt is made to minimize the possibility of such errors by 
presenting a course called Coordination, in which student reports on personnel prob-
lems are delivered and discussed. In this way, each man receives the benefit of the 
experience of all. 
Newark is avowedly a poor man's college. The cost of education is cut to an 
absolute minimum by the elimination of all frills and furbelows. No student is com-
pelled to spend a cent for extra-curricular activities; athletics, social functions, pub-
lications—all are optional, to be participated in or neglected at will. The admin-
istration does not contribute to activities of any sort. No "charges" are added to the 
suition. Those organizations which fill the larger part of this book—this book itself 
is an accomplishment of one of them—are the result of purely voluntary contributions 
of time and money by undergraduates, without outside assistance from any source. 
In fact, the whole situation may be summed up by a story told by President 
Cullimore. He had just finished showing an influential visitor about the college, and 
had explained the philosophy of education applied here. 
"Why," exclaimed the guest, "this isn't a college; it's a state penitentiary!" 
"I should say not!" responded the President. "They have a football team down 
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Herman C. Hesse, Class Advisor 
THE photograph herewith displayed, is the only one avail- able of Mr. Herman C. Hesse, wandering advisor of the 
Class of 1932. Mr. Hesse was elected to his post at the start 
of our Sophomore year, but soon deserted us to accept an 
Associate Professorship at the University of Virginia. The 
class decided, however, to retain him in his former capacity; 
during the past twelve months, he has given long-distance 
counsel by letter. But although assiduous in the pursuit of 
his duties toward the group as a whole, our respected guardian 
has been woefully tardy in answering individual communica-
tions. Consequently, we were unable to procure the large, 
elaborate portrait with which we had planned to enhance the 
page opposite. Close scrutiny of the smaller likeness will reveal that you, gentle 
reader, are the loser. 
Mr. Hesse's most outstanding quality, aside from technical and professorial fie! , 
is his delight in books of all sorts. He is the most voracious reader of our acquain 
ante; he is equally at home with Darwin or Delmar. His monthly letters frequently 
contained synopses of his recent perusals, and we fear that many of his spiritual 
children were thereby tempted to neglect more serious matters. 
Our advisor is definitely a protagonist of broader engineering education. He, in 
common with many of our more intelligent classmates, disagrees with Mr. Cullimore's 
contention that engineering is inherently cultural, and advocates the inclusion of non-
technical material in courses such as ours. This plan has but one serious defect; the 
unfortunate need of the human body for a certain amount of sleep. Were this 
difficulty overcome, men of the Newark type would be only too glad to undertake an 
additional eighteen hours per week in order to thoroughly round out their education. 
We sincerely hope that Mr. Hesse, during his one year at Virginia, has given some 
of the southern "collegiates" a taste of real work. It would be indeed a pleasure to see 
undergraduates of the motion picture type wrestling with problems presented in the 
N. C. E. manner. If our transplanted pedagogue's severity here can be accepted as a 
criterion, there will be great wailing and gnashing of teeth below the Mason and 
Dixon line. 
But whatever his present fortune, we owe him a deep debt of gratitude for his 
labors in our behalf. Undaunted by the miles between us, he has been unfailing in 
earnestness of effort. He has our utmost good wishes for continued success and 
happiness. 
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Senior Class 
T HE Class of 1932 was formally introduced to a hypercritical student body on September 17, 1928. In many ways its first day was a duplicate of all those 
"first days" now traditional in college history. Although each incoming group thinks 
its experiences most harrowing, there is a certain sameness about every such tale. One 
incident, and one alone, distinguished our initiation from any other. Herbert Hoover, 
then in the throes of campaigning for an office he now regrets holding, met us en 
route, and was heartily cheered for his friendly salute. (We were all Republicans 
back in the days of Prosperity—remember?) 
Our first taste of life at Newark was, however, much like that of our predecessors. 
We were introduced to the pleasant Sophomore custom of financing the Hop by 
means of a 100% profit on Freshman apparel; we learned of the deference upper-
classmen expected, and of ways to avoid giving it. By tieing '31 at football, we 
succeeded in creating an unprecedented situation in the White Socks problem, almost 
destroying that tradition. 
Events moved even more rapidly in later months. Our fumbling netmen, many 
of whom had never touched a basketball before reaching N. C. E., were none the 
less able to whip the despised Sophs. But cane-spree broke our hearts. The match 
was all square, with only the heavyweight contest remaining; '32 was supremely con-
fident, for the big fellows were our pride and joy. Had not the elimination contest 
between the two best taken three days to decide? Yet as the hour approached, 
neither our entry nor his alternate were anywhere to be found. Frantic telephoning 
revealed that both had been so badly crippled in practise, that they were confined to 
bed! 
So engrossed were we in outside activity, that the annual Newark disaster en-
gulfed us almost before we realized it. Barely half our number reassembled in Sep-
tember, 1929; those who did return were still a bit dazed. However, before long 
we acquired the famous Sophomore swagger—which was intensified by the twin cir-
cumstances of our upsetting the overgrown '33 eleven, 13-0, and of our successfully 
enforcing an appreciable increase in the price of cap and tie. The added capital gar-
nered by the latter enabled us to make our social debut, the Sophomore Hop, more 
elaborate than that of any previous class. 
Our career of athletic supremacy was brought to an abrupt conclusion on Vis-
itors' Day, (which was, before our ubiquitous Mr. Arnott got after the administration, 
more naturally known as Parents' Day) when the rebellious Frosh courtsters nipped 
us in the last period. Disconsolate, we elected our most ardent rooter, Professor Her-
man C. Hesse, class advisor. It was a wise move; later in the year, due to his en- 
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thusiam, '32's undefeated baseball team emerged from storage long enough to nose out 
the bumptious yearlings. Of course, we are also indebted to the Branch Brook Park 
authorities for stopping the game just as our last-inning rally turned the tide. Our 
pitchers could never have lasted another session. 
Although this seems to have degenerated into an athletic history, we also had our 
moments scholastically. For example, who can forget the tragedy which took place 
during the reading of exemptions in Calculus class? Professor Koshkarian, that most 
likeable and absent-minded gentleman, marks largely by memory. When exempting 
a man, he usually has him stand, to make sure he is the one intended. So: 
"Where are you, Ditzz?" smiled Kosh. 
Dietz rose, smirking. 
"Ach!" exclaimed Kosh disgustedly, "not -you, Bogart!" 
Thus sketchily we pass over the two years of comparative ease (yes, you poor 
fellows, it does get harder!) which prepared us for our venture into industry. Al-
though many of us had worked at technical jobs during our first summer, the neces-
sity of being satisfactory had not been so great. Furthermore, the Great DeLuxe 
Depression had struck our nation in the intervening year. So this assignment was 
veritably our first. Most of us passed inspection, despite the tendency of employers 
to be critical; on the other hand, most of us were shocked at the wages we received. 
We had looked forward to cooperative work as a source of income; in many cases it 
was more nearly a liability. 
Yet the year had its recompense. We were at last upper-classmen! Concrete 
evidence of our new position was the aloof manner in which many of our number 
regarded the welcoming of '34. But the old flame still flickered. When the new-
comers displayed a lack of spirit on opening day, three Juniors slipped among them, 
advising, rebuking, inciting. Their insidious work bore fruit on the Court House 
steps, when an inspired group of Frosh broke loose and ran amuck among the scattered 
Sophomores. Ah, for the good old days! 
The Technician was not a success. Although infrequency of issue was financially 
profitable to the class, it caused the paper to "lose face" with the student body. 
That brace of irresponsibles, Arnott and Fiester, was in charge; although each number 
was a grammatical gem, jewel production was almost at a standstill throughout the 
year. 
On the other hand, the Junior Prom was most satisfactory from every stand-
point. It was held at the Hotel Elizabeth Carteret on the traditional date—February 
21. One of its most agreeable features was the ample size of the ballroom—some-
thing sadly lacking in both previous and subsequent affairs. Probably the most 
amusing event of the evening from an outsider's point of view was the Promenade 
itself. We have so few sophisticates, that subjecting a college group to the public 
gaze is apt to convert many of them into frightened children. 
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As Juniors, we suffered the greatest loss of our history when Mr. Hesse accepted 
an assistant professorship in the University of Virginia. He felt that since his entire 
training and experience had been obtained at Newark, it might be well to broaden his 
horizons. A banquet was given in his honor before he left, at which the class pre-
sented him with a small token of their respect and admiration. By unanimous vote 
at a subsequent meeting, it was decided to retain Mr. Hesse as advisor despite his 
absence. 
Then came the climax of all our worries, work, and tribulation—the senior 
year. In the main, the same men guided our destinies that we entrusted with our 
earliest ventures; either they have proven worthy, or else embryo engineers learn 
slowly by experience. But whoever led—our last year found a more willing group of 
followers than ever before. More of our hitherto reticent "geniuses" (a name applied 
to anyone devoted to books, to the detriment of outside activity) were willing to lend 
their aid to extra-curricula projects; it seemed that all but the Kem-Lec-Mek shared 
in this rush to arms. Practically every Senior turned out for the Ball; this, our 
final gesture, was a worthy one. 
Suddenly we realized that it was nearly over; that this long-awaited graduation 
meant more than freedom from the tedium of regular study. Our habits, our friends, 
those pleasant associations that have always seemed so perpetual—so solid—were nearly 
over. How lonely it will seem without everyone! This is the most uncollegiate—
the most unromantic—institution in the country; its undergraduates are the first to 
admit its lack of all the so-called cultural agencies. It is supremely ridiculous to 
become in the least sentimental about it. It should have no more appeal than a 
prison; we have spent four years doing almost nothing but trying to get out. There 
is hardly a man of us who has not at some time complained of—cursed at—some 
phase of it; most of us have spent as many hours vilifying it as we have working for 
it. Yet—somehow we cannot rejoice at the parting. We are proud of our diplomas, 
but—oh, hell! 
For the faculty and administration, those most patient guides, we have the most 
profound admiration. How they must suffer! They have been to us, as they are to 
all, untiring in lending aid wherever needed; it is almost unbelievable that through it 
all they should have uniformly remained gentlemen. 
And to President Cullimore, whose formidable aspect invades many an under-
classman's dreams, we extend our heartiest hopes that he may bring this college even 
closer to his ideal. We no longer regard him with trepidation; fear has disappeared, 
respect remains. We shall always be Newark's and his, whether the fight be for 
recognition, or, as now, for funds. 
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Kem Lec Mek Staff 
I N one corner of the bleak East Room, huddled a small group of seniors-to-be. 
Every member was ill at ease; all awkwardly evaded definite expression, for despite 
the alleged sophistication of their station, they were appalled at their ignorance of the 
task they were about to undertake. Their membership was utterly heterogeneous; no 
two men had a single common interest, save similarity of course, and partnership in 
the project under consideration. 
Thus inauspiciously did work on this volume begin. Although previous editors 
had given fair warning, none of us realized how precipitous was the climb ahead; half 
of those who appear in the photograph opposite, still have no conception of the labor 
involved. Our staff, the smallest in years, was deliberately made so in order that it 
contain less dead wood than its predecessors. Unfortunately, the only result of prun-
ing was that four men out of seven, instead of six out of twelve, bore the whole 
brunt of production. 
The business side was faultlessly handled. The editorial was a total washout. In 
fact, during the last few days of labor, one member of the outfit whose intended func-
tion was entirely divorced from the literary, spent most of his time concocting senior 
writeups. In consequence of our bitter experiences, we suggest, to descendents who 
will probably blandly ignore us, that the Kem-Lec-Mek editor and manager be elected 
at the beginning of the Junior year, in order that they may serve with the preceding 
staff in a subordinate capacity. In this way, they will have some conception of the 
demands of their positions before they actually become incumbents. 
For example, they will learn not to depend on their fellow-classmates for even 
the simplest sort of cooperation; they will discover that plenty of blame is the only 
product of a plea for assistance. They will acquire some conception of scheduling 
and planning, and become reconciled to the prospect of doing all writeups them-
selves. They will be less shocked at the discovery that most staff members have no 
intention of permitting the annual to interfere with engineering; if all thought that 
way, there would be no book. 
Finally, they would learn that a literary man is not the one to choose for editor. 
This volume is a sad result of that practice. A "hard hittin' go-getter", a slave-
driver, a man with a burning purpose—these make editors. But even though he be 
efficient, calloused, sure of himself—no matter what his qualifications—if he accepts 
the position—God help him, for not another soul will. 
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"Wally", "Bill" 
William A. Amon 
Linden, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Diehle Manufacturing 
Co., Amon Land & Construction Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Chess Club, 2; 
Rifle Club, 4. 
FULL many a rose was born to blush unseen, and waste its sweetness on the 
desert air." This characterization of Bill may not be entirely accurate, but 
from what we have been able to find out about him, his whole life adds to its aptitude. 
First of all, he hails from Linden, a spot desolate as any desert. Although summer-
time in this drab village is enlivened by the "whoosh" of cars speeding through on 
their way to the shore, as a rule it is left solely in its own, unlovely company. Per-
hap's Bill's local environment explains his silent nature; we cannot imagine that any 
Linden native would be worth a moment's conversation. 
At the plant in which he cooperated, he was known as the only employee who 
owned a Packard. But don't misunderstand us; that vehicle's name was all that re-
mained of its splendor. In fact, a few months ago, it gave up its feeble struggle 
for existence, and passed to the happy hunting grounds, a magnificent relic. 
But to return to our original theme: Bill has been an absolute social, political, 
and athletic recluse throughout his four years here. His scholarship has been remark-
able, yet it is with no tinge of envy that we say it. Four long years of work. . . . 
Admirable! But how about the comedy relief? 
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"Archie" 
William D. Archibald 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Worthington Pump and 
Machinery Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Senior Ball 
Committee, 4. 
ARCHIE'S favorite pose is that of "practical man". When his face assumes a slightly cynical expression, and a worried, complaining tone creeps into his voice, 
you can be certain that he is about to annihilate some theorizer. His specialties are 
Management and Coordination; the sanctified ghosts of Taylor and Gilbreth tremble 
as he speaks. 
His is not an attitude of mere belittlement, however. In most cases his remarks 
are based on common sense. Nor is he adept at speech alone; he is a renowned 
"trouble-shooter" in the Mech. Lab. Perhaps his solid foundation is related to the 
fact that his collegiate instincts over-flowed before his arrival here, for Arch spent two 
years in Hamilton's A. B. course. 
In any event, in the fall of '28 he presented an appearance distressingly mature. 
Several semesters passed before the faculty realized that his leaning toward childish 
pranks had been magnified by the years, and that various minor disturbances near him 
were not often instituted without his active cooperation. 
Although Archie has almost completely snubbed our social activities, he is sur-
prisingly well-informed about all of them. That faculty—that of being well-informed 
—coupled with his sense of humor and incorrigible laziness, should carry him to a life 
of ease, if not of wealth. And ease represents Archie's idea of utter satisfaction. 
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"Bill" 
William Arnott 
ΑΚΠ  
Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Splitdorf Electrical 
Co.; Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Class President, 
2; Editor-in-Chief of Technician, 3; 
Student Council, 2, 3, 4, President, 4. 
B ILL'S capacity is unlimited. He is the Demosthenes of our class, and certainly the outstanding personality. He is gifted with a great measure of ability, en-
thusiasm, and ambition,—but we sometimes feel that the latter is in other than en-
gineering directions. 
His good natured affability, together with his unlimited vocabulary (which often 
manifests itself in smooth oratorical dissertations) marks him as a natural politician. 
We are almost certain that his ability to talk for hours without committing himself 
will eventually place him in the Senate. In this calling his characteristic freedom from 
worry will be of tremendous value. 
How Bill manages to carry his varied and seemingly unlimited activities is a 
mystery. Our only attempt at an explanation is that he has only once been known to 
fail to talk himself out of tight situation. 
Bill's never failing smile has made him the friend of every man in the class; a 
friend considerate of others, and ready to give his help, financial and aesthetic, in time 
of trouble. 
Since the days when the Class of 1932 was in its embryonic state, Bill has been a 
leader. The position is natural to him; we feel confident that whatever his future 
profession, he will be a man of action, distaining puppet-like routine as he now spurns 
convention. 
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"George" 
George S. Barker 
ΒΑΘ  
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: American Can Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4, Treasurer, 3. 
Student Council, 3, 4, Vice-President, 3. 
DUCK, boys! George is ready to tell another of his famous hunting stories. This famous Long Island sportsman has oft regaled us with tales of his prowess in the 
marshes, where full many a haughty mallard has been brought to earth by his trusty 
gun. Whatever his fate in Electrical Engineering, there will always be a place for 
George beside those other immortals, Baron Munchausen and Sinbad the Sailor. 
However, our blond basso has found plenty of work in fields far removed from 
the hunt. There is a solidity, an earnest sincerity, an unruffled placidity about George 
that rendered him an ideal intermediary for the Student Council. Perhaps his speech 
was slowed by the necessity of keeping his pipe alight; whatever the cause, it lent an 
effect of sobriety and careful consideration to the propositions he sponsored—an effect 
all too seldom fulfilled by the facts. Then, too, the unnatural depth of his voice adds 
a maturity to his statements, which, although belied by his appearance, was more apt 
to impress the powers in facultate than the piping of some of our other gifted under-
graduates. 
George is a member of that little group of philosophers so often found, even 
during class-time, seated over a cup of coffee in a neighborhood lunchroom. All the 
problems of life are discussed by this knot of intelligentzia; when Mr. Cullimore 
happens by, the conversation after his departure usually turns to more specific and 
concrete considerations. But George was always the scholar of the clique, so his 
ultimate engineering success will, in all probability, outshine that of his compatriots. 
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"Harry" 
Harry A. Batley 
Trunnion 
ΦΣΩ 
Mine Hill, Dover, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: N. J. Zinc Co., Na-
tional Oil Products Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 3, 4. 
H APPY is the man who is sure he is right. Happy, therefore, is the gentleman above; four years of criticism have not swerved him one iota from his chosen 
course. To his credit let it be said, that at no time in our memory did he attempt to 
make converts; he himself, however, remained as adamant as is Mr. Hoover about his 
collars. 
Harry chose to be a plugger. He is one of the few Chemicals who worried about 
not completing those impossibly long assignments; social and political life meant abso-
lutely nothing to him. His reports were always unnecessarily elaborate; multi-colored 
inks, super-elegant sketches, over-abundant discussions, caused pain among both faculty 
and students. What his work lacked in brilliance, it made up in volume; whatever his 
accomplishment, none could deny his sincerity of effort. 
It has been rumored that he was not always thus; that in high school he was a 
prominent figure, an athlete of note, a back-slapper. Mystery shrouds the cause of his 
conversion. Perhaps he "got religion"; perhaps some woman double-crossed him; 
perhaps a self-appointed guardian of youth influenced him too greatly. In any case, 
he now feels that the "follies of the world" are behind and below him. On his in-
frequent dates, his chief amusement seems to be the assumption of a sort of super-
visory attitude; a paternalism that often finds concrete expression in head-holding. 
Harry is too young to be so old. We cannot credit all this maturity. Advice 
is useless to one who looks down on the advisor, yet we cannot refrain from saying—
life is short; too short to be so utterly a reactionary to dissipation. 
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"Chip" 
Graham A. Berger 
Orange, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Gould & Eberhardt. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1, 2; Assistant Treasurer of 
Class, 3; Secretary of Class, 4. 
T is nearly as arduous a task to describe this young man's sterling qualities in so 
I limited a space, as it must be for him to carry them on his diminutive shoulders. 
Whatever our success, we feel sure that this retiring half-pint will not be forgotten by 
his fellow-students. 
Chip came to N. C. E. from Orange. In fact, despite all predictions to the con-
trary, he continued to come, rain, snow, or shine, in his antiquated, dilapidated Ford. 
Of course, the machine underwent a few changes; minor things, like body and motor. 
The general effect of complete decay, however, remained. It is both memorable and 
remarkable that this contraption ran on perfect schedule, never missing a day. 
Although not an ardent participant in extra-curricular activities, Graham pur-
sued his few choices wholeheartedly. He was an efficient, thorough, and systematic 
class secretary. In his Sophomore year, he was a very earnest and profoundly un-
skilled basketball player; his luck with long shots was proverbial. 
He is a serious student, but is equally adept at work in class and on an engine. 
No doubt this is the secret, not only of his scholastic success, but also of the longevity 
of the afore-mentioned Ford. 
Our own solution for the depression is the production of more men like Chip; 
his output is out of all proportion to his size. He is the efficiency expert's ideal. 
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"Dean," "Bogie" 
Dean B. Bogart 
ΦΣΩ 
Bloomfield, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Junior Smoker 
Committee, Chairman, 3; Associate Ed-
itor, Kem-Lec-Mek, 4; Student Council, 
4. 
C LASS-ROOM activity is not a true criterion of any man's possibilities; yet Dean has at times displayed flashes that have betokened genius. The fact that these 
spurts can be measured by the appeal of the course does not lessen their impressive-
ness, for all Dean's work is to a definite end. He has for a dream-desire a position 
comparable to state engineer; a hope not all moon-mist, for his inborn will to achieve 
should bring this ideal within his scope. 
Dean's first term at Newark was sincerely devoted to conscientious interest in a 
"someone else". For more than two years things went smoothly; thus when school 
assembled for our final fling, Dean proudly presented Mrs. Bogart. We hope their 
tranquility will continue. 
Boggie did not long evade the possibilities of extra-curricular activities; he has 
ably assisted in the growth of the Civil Club, and the success of '32's Junior Smoker 
reflects of Dean and his varied abilities. 
This year terminates the associations of Dean and his duo of compatriots—
known together as "The Three"—but those to come will enhance past memories and 
add new triumph through other wider contacts. 
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Herbert C. Buerkle 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Twilight Section. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
H IRE is a self-confessed silent man. Buerkle guides his destinies by the policy of Nicolaus Catharinus: 
"One tongue, two hands, hath nature given you, 
Hinting that little talk, much work, is due." 
In fact, so quiet has he been that the bonds of matrimony, so often a tether to our 
Twilight men, have as yet failed to snare him. 
He has been a Newark man almost as long as is possible, having attended Tech 
prep and Tech proper before entering the college. Despite his retiring ways, his 
worth was evidently known to his associates; he was elected to N. T. S. F., and has 
since become a junior member of the A. S. C. E. 
Athletics, too, play a prominent part in Buerkle's life. He is interested in almost 
all forms, from bowling to football. His capabilities are unknown; however, he looks 
able. To be frank, we feel that here is a strong, silent man, the sort that sets fem-
inine hearts aflame; it may not be long, perhaps, ere some determined maiden calls that 
semi-marcel her own. After all, an Essex County Highway Engineer is not to be 
sneezed at, particularly in these deflated days. 
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"Jit" "Cap'' 
Jules Capone 
ΦΣΩ 
Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Junior Var-
sity Basketball, I; Varsity, 2; Intramural, 
3; Varsity Track, 1, 2; Interclass Base-
ball, 1, 2. 
FROM the fair city of Paterson hails this modest, unassuming engineer. His career started the first week of the freshman year when he stole the sophomore paddle 
and had to flee the vengeful hands of those terrible upper-classmen. Cap has always 
taken a great interest in college sports, including football, basketball and track. 
Interclass baseball games were won for the class of '32 through his pitching skill. 
His chief hobby seems to be trading and repairing automobiles. Who can ever 
forget that first Studebaker (the one which used more oil, gasoline, and water than any 
ten cars in school) or that old model "T" Ford. But dilapidated as they appeared, 
they carried the Paterson contingent every morning and evening. The big surprise 
came when Jit arrived one morning in a car comparatively new! (That is, that did 
not rattle so very much.) 
In the Junior year Cap gave up his sporting career to a certain extent for a more 
important social life. He joined a fraternity and it is rumored that frequent trips 
were made to East Orange to visit (ahem!) a certain member of the fair sex. 
We all wish Cap as much success as a mechanical engineer, as he has had athlet-
ically and our wish is certain of fulfillment if he plays as square a game. 
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"Cara" 
Ara Caramanian 
ΦΣΩ 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Assistant Manager 
Basketball, 3; Varsity Track, 1, 2, 3; A. 
A. Council, 1, 2, 3. 
CARA seems like an old friend returned to the fold. He was originally a mem-ber of the class of '31; due to outside circumstances, he was forced to leave 
college in his Junior year, later returning to take place among us. It is indicative of 
his accurate measure of the two classes' worth, that he chose to be entered in this 
volume with us, rather than with his former fellows. We cannot but welcome a man 
of such perception. 
One of this lad's most outstanding characteristics is his unfailing good humor. 
No matter how black things look, Cara, though not a laundryman, ever sees brighter 
days ahead. He lives on the very note of optimism so many of our business-men and 
politicians attempt to spread verbally; many of the latter would do well to profit by 
his example. More cheer emanates from one happy person, than from fifty pompous 
exhortations. 
A promising career in extra-curricular activities was cut short by Cara's untimely 
exit from our midst. Basketball managership was in the offing, for he had served his 
real term of labor as assistant. But despite his misfortune, he entered as whole-heart-
edly into the projects of his new class, as he had in the old. 
We feel sure that a year's delay has not harmed Cara's progress in the least. In 
fact, perhaps we should envy him, for he should be utterly without the traditional 
"college-boy" illusions of rapid, easy success. (Ed. note—But aren't we all?). In 
any event, his pursuit of Civil Engineering should bring him no less gain than the 
best of his contemporaries. 
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William J. Carew 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark P. O. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Bill" 
MAILMAN Bill is one of the busiest men we know. Few of his fellow-classmates 
appreciate the number of things he does; he is not prone to talk about himself, 
and is free from self-pity. Yet even the most fanatical advocates of participation in 
extra-curricular activities must admit, when they learn the facts, that here is one 
man with sufficient excuse for ignoring them. 
For four years Bill has been the sole support of himself and his Mother. He has 
worked for the Post Office Special Delivery department, even while attending college 
continuously during the Freshman and Sophomore terms. In fact, cooperative shifts 
do not ease the situation; he holds his job during both periods. How he manages to 
attend classes until four o'clock, work until eleven or after, and still keep up with his 
reports and recitations, is a matter for amazed conjecture. Glanced at casually, it 
seems impossible. 
Needless to say, Bill is a man of will-power and determination. His soft-spoken 
manner is sometimes deceiving, however, as he is not decidedly aggressive-looking. 
But behind this coating of civilization is an inflexibility that often surprises those 
with whom he scrapes fenders on his hair-raising delivery rides. A large man, backed 
by a willingness for combat, is an unfortunate combination to argue with. 
This hard-working, enterprising youth has an abundance of qualities. Our hope 
is that he soon gets time to sow a few wild oats, in order that a measure of easy-
going tolerance be added to his make-up. A small tendency toward prejudice is his 
biggest failing. Aside from that—mailman or engineer, he has the makings of success. 
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Ferdinand E. Caspar 
Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Twilight Section 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
A PROSPECTIVE pedagogue gazes at us from the portrait above. In fact, Caspar is a full-fledged practising instructor. That keen, inquiring look has already 
become a fixture on his countenance; from all appearances, he is as capable of pleasant-
ly passing out flunks as a man of twenty years' experience. He is already a member 
of the New Jersey Association of Professors; perhaps before long our own freshmen 
will tremble at his voice. 
However, Caspar does not confine himself to teaching. He is another of the 
many Municipal engineers in the Twilight group. His allegiance is to the town of 
Orange, where he attended high school, and where he still lives. 
Athletics still claim his attention; football and basketball particularly interest 
him. Yet we predict a steady decline in his interest as participant; it is hard to 
reconcile sports and marriage. Moreover, work during the day, coupled with teach-
ing at night, leaves small time for home-life, much less play. 
Nevertheless, Caspar has kept up a number of other activities. He is a member 
of the student branch of the A. S. C. E., and was elected to N. T. S. F. We feel 
sure that his combination of scholarly and professional work will render his life both 
interesting and remunerative. 
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"Al" 
Alfred De Maio 
∆ΣΖ 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: General Electric Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Interclass Football, 
1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2; Glider 
Club, 3, 4; Student Council, 4. 
AFTER being in close contact with Al for four years, it should be easy to disclose his good and bad characteristics to a waiting world. As a matter of fact, we 
probably could cover the latter quite effectively, were it not for the Board of Censors. 
But somehow, the task proved more arduous than expected, and we failed by a wide 
margin to turn in this blurb on time. (Ed. note—And you weren't the only one!) 
We may summarize Al's standing scholastically by his own statement—"There is 
only one Prof I can't make an impression on; if it weren't for that—I'd be all right". 
Considering how many of us are in the bad graces of several faculty members, Al 
must be well off indeed! 
It is not in the classroom, however, that this little fellow finds his greatest in-
terest. He is a dyed-in-the-wool sports fan. He spends every free moment delving 
into the pages of the large metropolitan dailies, following with avid interest the 
athletic hero of the moment. Nor does he confine himself to mere philosophical in-
terest; he is an energetic participant in games of every description. A glance at his 
list of activities will indicate the extent of his endeavors. 
According to Hatfield's theory, Al, (by the shape of his head) must be a "doer". 
Where the fair sex is concerned—how he does! Whatever we may think of amateur 
phrenologists, we must admit that in this case their system has hit the mark. All 
that's necessary now is the transferance of this energy into engineering channels; then 
Al will soon be Mr. General Electric himself. 
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Garrett Den Braven 
Bloomfield, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Twilight Section. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
THE rather owlish effect of the above portrait, however misleading it may be physically, is most appropriate; that is, provided that the bird in question lives up 
to his name for profundity. For this, ladies and gentlemen, is the acclaimed leader of 
the Twilight section. 
His motto is, "Be sure you are right—then go ahead." From the distance he 
has travelled, he must have often been sure. He seems destined to lead; for example, 
he is a past president of N. T. S. F., and was in the fore-front of the movement to 
protest against the now notorious budget cut. 
His activities are amazingly diversified; not only is he constantly in the political 
arena, but somehow he also finds time to pursue interests in athletics and gardening. 
The latter probably explains his exodus from Harrison, where he attended high school, 
to Bloomfield. On the other hand, any one familiar with the former town's makeup 
can readily understand his moving—with or without valid cause. 
With all this dashing about, Garret still finds time to do a bit of electrical 
wizardry for L. Bamberger & Co., for the very minor purpose of earning a living; and 
somehow, somewhere, he squeezes in a bit of married life. We often wonder if per-
haps his wife doesn't mildly disapprove of his incessant busy-ness. She may feel it 
worth bearing; for here is a man destined for big things. 
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William De Ritter 
Trunnion 
Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Weston Electrical In-
strument Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1. 
"Bill" 
THERE are many of our classmates who have been non-participants in extra-cur-ricular affairs. However, in the majority of cases, these men have been offended 
by some real or imagined snub; perhaps fraternities did not approach them, or per-
haps they were not heeded at some class-meeting. Thus they became sour, self-con-
tained recluses, the dead-wood in all class or A. A. ventures. Bill is not of this type. 
He is, true enough, absolutely without blemish, as far as activities are concerned. He 
never engaged in one, outside his professional society. Yet his condition is entirely of 
his own making. 
Not that various organizations came dashing up to him, to proffer honors; that 
is not the case. Nevertheless, he was asked to join a fraternity, and a good one, at 
that; he was casually mentioned for various small offices—the sort that lead to larger 
ones; but in every case he declined emoluments hardly pending as yet. 
Why he chose to assume this attitude in indeed a mystery. He is sufficiently 
able in class to easily spare the time demanded by student politics; in fact, Trunnion 
membership is, despite faculty denials, a better graduation insurance than any pro-
vided by Lloyd's. We sincerely hope that when Bill emerges into the unsympathetic 
atmosphere of industry, he will be less mouse-like than he has been here. 
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Harold J. Dibblee 
Trunnion 
ΦΣΩ 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: New York Steam Corp. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Class Secre-
tary, 2; Technician, Associate Editor, 3; 
Class President, 4; Student Council, 4; 
President of Rifle Club, 4. 
"Hal" 
AS president of the graduating class, Hal certainly needs no introduction. The above list of activities is evidence that he surely deserves this token of appre-
ciation and respect from his classmates. 
Inasmuch as Dib seems to be able to do twice the work in half the time it 
takes anyone else, he has plenty of opportunity for indulgence in what we lesser fry 
must forego. For instance, he likes to ride. Only two short years ago a horse would 
have been the most desirable of possessions—but that was two years ago. Now rumor 
has it that carrousals, with their prancing steeds, hold strange fascination for Harold. 
Perhaps, though, it is only the rings. 
Shooting, fencing, and camping also occupy a part of Hal's never-ending leisure 
time. If he can't be found engaged in one of these, he is probably dancing with the 
girl who, it seems, occupies his mind in all other hours. 
Truly a busy man, this Dibblee fellow! How does he do it, and still remain at 
the head of the class? No one knows; draw your own conclusions. 
Seriously, though, if Hal's accomplishments during these four agreeably hard 
years indicate anything, they point to almost certain success in whatever he sets out 
to do. At any rate—best wishes, Dib. 
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"Walt" 
Walter A. Dietz 
Trunnion 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: United Color and Pig-
ment Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Student 
Council, 4. 
IT is really quite "gunny" to have this opportunity to describe the most inordinate 
I punster on the class roster. It takes but one of Walt's beloved contortions of the 
English language, to cause ye editor to emit a string of exceedingly explicit colloquial-
isms. 
Despite his conversational versatility, Walt has held as aloof from girls as he has 
from extra-curricular activities. His reticence is not traceable to lack of desire, for 
he is a confirmed addict of "art" magazines, and will bow to any bill-board that por-
trays blonde loveliness; yet only twice in his life has he attempted to give vent to his 
suppressed emotions. The results of these excursions led Walt to turn to tennis as a 
means of burning his excess energy; since his discovery that personable women play, 
he has not once missed a Forest Hills tournament. 
Nevertheless, whatever Walt's lack of social brilliance, we cannot but admit that 
he has distinguished himself scholastically. He has always been the one to spoil a 
perfect class record, by getting his reports done on time. He has certainly worked 
for his laurels, yet perhaps he reaped reward enough on that day his experiment was 
cited as the perfect example of what the embryo engineer should do. 
The years should reveal a real engineer in this young Trunnionite. He may 
eventually pursue the development of Alaska, (as he has often threatened) ; let us 
hope that before he goes, he'll say "I'll ask 'er"—and not to take a walk, either! 
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"Hank" 
Henry C. Dohrmann 
ΑΚΠ 
 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Driver Harris Co., 
Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Chess Club, 2. 
THOUGH Hank, often known as Hendryk, is no relation to Hendryk Hudson, he resembles him in his navigating ability. He first set sail to NCE (for his de-
gree?) from the settlement at Teaneck (yes it's in New Jersey)—and if that isn't 
navigating, Herr Hudson never held a tiller. 
Now that we've become acquainted, let us turn from the truthful to the sublime. 
Hank has truly sublime faith in his "vibrator"—otherwise called a Dodge. It has 
more vibrating elements in its system than the elec. lab. oscillograph. The combina-
tion of fluttering heart and quivering car is found well-nigh irresistible in Jersey City, 
our hero's present abode. 
Hank is not only a master of the terpischorean art; he is also a good swimmer, 
and (can't you tell by that placid expression?) a fisherman of note. During the 
warmer weeks of last summer, he garnered no end of practical engineering experience 
hobnobbing with Staten Island's seashore elite. It is unfortunate that his great mod-
esty has prevented him from tripping the light fantastic at any of our college functions. 
Study is not Hank's only weakness. He is addicted to cross-country driving, 
accompanied by the latest "heater," a nip of stimulating—tea. One would not expect 
a fisherman to be so adequate a gigolo. 
With all his failings, our Hendryk is a scholarly gentleman, and will be long 
remembered for his familiarity with little known subjects. His ultimate success in 
electrical engineering is assured by that old saw—"you can't keep a good man down." 
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Arthur L. Domaratius 
Elizabeth, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Twilight Section. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
ANOTHER man reticent about his past, present, and future! Little data is avail-able on Domaratius; like too many of his Twilight contemporaries, he seems 
determined to make staff writeup work as hard as possible. We know only that he is 
unmarried, and that he has attended Tech and its associated institutions since a time 
beyond the momery of the oldest inhabitant. 
He also reluctantly confesses that he is a Civil, employed by the Village of South 
Orange; that, coupled with his addiction to hunting and fishing, may be the key to 
his character. We have often wondered what these roaming transit-swingers do with 
all their leisure moments. Is it not easy to picture Domaratius wandering away from 
his fellow-putterers, in order to take a surreptitious shot at a Reservation deer? Or 
perhaps dropping an illegal line in the bubbling stream of his latest sewer project? An 
entrancing prospect! 
Further biographical notes are almost negligible. We find that our subject be-
longs to N. T. S. F., an honor, to be sure, but one sufficiently common to render it 
undistinctive. The fraternity's men possess no definite mark of identification (save 
immediately after initiation). Thus we must leave Domaratius; a man more steady 
than colorful—a condition indicative of a technical mind. 
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William A. Duym 
South Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Twilight Section. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
T is indeed a relief to come upon a Twilight man who not a Municipal engineer, 
I even though his choice of course is the same. There is no end to Civils; the re-
puted (and indignantly denied) ease of that branch of study must have affected the 
selection of many. 
Duym is a pillar of the Building Engineering Department of the Bell Telephone 
Company. How he escaped the fate of the "chain gang" in his native village of 
South Orange is an unsolved mystery. Perhaps he is not sufficiently enthusiastic about 
hunting and fishing. 
He attended Columbia High School 'way back in the days when Turkey Day 
whippings from West Orange were even more regular than today. We have not been 
able to elicit a definite statement on the extent of his physical participation in these 
routs; consequently, we fear the worst. We do know that his interest extends to 
basketball, tennis, and swimming, sports in which his ex-alma mater has less cause to 
hang her head. 
Duym is active in the A. S. C. E., displaying there a well-balanced make-up 
which should carry him far. 
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"Em" 
Americo A. Faruolo ∆ΣΖ  
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Singer Mfg. Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Intramural Basketball, 1, 
2, 3; Interclass Wrestling, 2; Student 
Council, 4; Ring Committee, 4. 
H ERE is a man whose aspirations are greater than his size. When Em entered our portals, fresh from the nest of roughnecks next door, he brought a good tech-
nical foundation plentifully diluted with a loud mouth and vicious temper. His 
noisiness was ever bringing him trouble; his flaring rage forbade his gracefully extri-
cating himself. 
It can be readily seen that his transformation into the "Newark Type" was no 
easy task. Yet it has been accomplished. Perhaps the greatest single influence in the 
change was the back-breaking job he held with Singer's. It does no good to get out 
of temper with a wheelbarrow. 
Em is still far from a shrinking violet. His present-day loudness, however, is far 
from objectionable, especially if taken with a measure of tolerance and understanding. 
He has a penchant for locker-room and laboratory arguments, but as he raises his un-
believable voice at many basketball games, we can forgive that failing. 
All things considered, the four years spent converting this miniature package into 
an engineer have been far from wasted. A steadiness of temperament has been im-
parted to him, that renders his tendency to fight hard much more valuable. 
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"Kenny" 
W. Kenneth Fiester 
ΑΚΠ 
 
Montclair, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: United Color and Pig-
ment Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Secre-
tary, 2; Intramural Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Interclass Football, 1; Varsity Track, 1, 
2; A. A. Council, Secretary, 1, Treasurer, 
2, Vice-President, 3, President, 4; Class 
Treasurer, 1; Class Executive Council, 3; 
Technician Business Manager, 3; Kern-
Lec-Mek, 4; Student Council, 3, 4. 
T HE pale and wistful—nay! naive—countenance so graciously adorning this page is none other than that of William Kenneth Fiester, the last of a clan of heart-
breakers, car-wreckers, and over-indulgent partakers from the cup of life. He came 
to out of nowhere, and, strange but true, Ken was a sober, conscientious lad, who not 
only scorned wine, women, and song, but men as well. His lack of interest in the 
latter was largely due to a defense mechanism, set up to combat a deep-rooted infer-
iority complex. 
The latter was slowly overshadowed by his brave and fruitful defense; at the 
second Freshman elections, Ken was raised to the exalted post of class treasurer. This, 
we may rightfully say, was the turning-point in his life, for it was not long after that 
he began his amorous and active career. His political endeavors are dwarfed only by 
his Solomon-like tendencies; those who doubt the latter, need only visit his home, and 
examine the pictures and letters which litter it. Unlike another member of this class, 
Kenny does not go in for "big, splendiferous automobiles which he can ill-afford to 
run." He only drives a Buick, and has had at least one new (Ed. note—He means 
"different") car each year, not to mention several suits (law). 
As for the eventual fate of our editor—perhaps the less said, the better. As a 
sane, sober, ordinary engineer, his failure is assured. There may be something for him 
—but we doubt that it's technical by nature. 
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"Ernie" 
Ernest W. Frohboese 
ΑΚΠ 
 
East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Alex. Potter (Consult-
ing Engineer). 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Baseball, 1; Interclass Football, 1, 2; In-
tramural Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Art Editor, 
Kem-Lec-Mek, 4. 
W HAT a difference a few years make! Were it only possible to place beside the above portrait, one of the same man as he appeared on entering college, the 
metamorphosis he has undergone might be more readily appreciated. Yet the change 
has affected far more than facial expression. 
When Ernie first entered Newark, he was even more silent and abashed than the 
average frosh. He seemed the most credulous prson imaginable. But somehow, when 
confronted with a cock-and-bull story, he always managed to stammer out a question 
or remark which revealed a mental process far more rapid than his speech. In con-
sequence, he has held a number of offices relating to business administration. He 
makes an ideal comptroller; too good an analyst to be easily parted from money, and 
too poor a talker to annoy his classmates dunning for it. 
Fribby's reaction toward the opposite sex has changed in much the same manner 
as his oratorical ability. His progress has been slow, but as unwavering as a Jugger-
naut. Even today he clings desperately to a few of his early ideals; his mental picture 
of a Civil Engineer, disdainful of women and the elements alike, his ASCE badge ever 
covering his heart; but emotional inroads have taken their toll, so every once in a 
while—ooh! that kiss! 
However, because of, rather than in spite of, his idiosyncrasies, we wish Ernie the 
height of worldly success in that lowest of technical occupations—Civil Engineering. 
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Edward S. Godfrey 
Arlington, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Public Service. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, Junior Varsity, 2. 
I UST where this little fellow arrived from, we never did discover; it was some time 
in the Sophomore year before we noticed a new name on our roster, introducing 
Edward Salter Godfrey. He rather crept into our life by degrees. First he was just 
another "here" when the roll was called; then we noticed his ever-industrious class-
room attitude; next he appeared with the Soph Elecs in our intramural basketball 
league; for one season, he even decorated the varsity bench. But the high point in 
his career was undoubtedly the night of our first class banquet, when he planked down 
fifteen dollars dues on the line. That action spoiled the meal for most of us. 
However, Joff has a well-developed social side, as well as an instinct for large-
scale money matters. He has been a faithful, if not conspicuius, attendant at college 
functions. As he seems to be the sort of person one notices only when he is absent, 
our belief in his frequency of appearance is based on the fact that we have not often 
missed him. Yet do not assume, from the above, that Ed is mouse-like; he is an invet-
erate wise-cracker, and can string out a line of chatter on anything from current 
events to the faculty. But he is in no way a loud-mouth, and is apt to be passed by 
without his due. 
We are informed that Ed gets along especially well with the Cooperative depart-
ment of the school. This is an accomplishment almost beyond the layman's ken; if 
it is indicative of the future, our little subject's industrial stature should far out-
shadow his physical one. 
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Alfred J. Guzzetti 
Trunnion 
ΦΣΩ 
Leonia, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Bloomingdale Bros. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Glider Club 
Secretary, 2; Glee Club, 2, 3; Technician 
Staff, 3; Kem-Lec-Mek Advertising Man-
ager, 4. 
"Guzz", "Al" 
IN this picture, ladies and gentlemen, we have a rare and unusual photograph of 
I the redoubtable "Gus". 
"Why, you say, what is so extraordinary about this mug? He has curly hair, but 
then, with the low price of permanent waves, what of it?" 
There is where you are stuck. His classmates, however, know what distinguishes 
this innocent little cut from any of its kind. Only those who have associated with 
him (I was about to say worked but a feeble conscience forbade it)—. There, the 
secret is out. This is the only time in four years that we can present absolutely irre-
futable, grade "A" evidence that "Al" is not worrying the gray matter. 
If there were any justice, he should receive at least two diplomas; one that he 
rightly earned for himself, another in consideration of all the help that he has given 
his fellow classmates. For "Gus" was not one of those despicable "grinds" that kept 
all his findings a sly secret to the immediate discomfort of others. In fact he was a 
barometer of the class on assignments prepared. If "Al" did not have the job done, 
all worries were assuaged. No one was prepared. 
Like all great men, he has his weakness. He's ticklish. 
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"Johnny" 
John Hoerter 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: American Can Co., 
Crocker Wheeler Co., Newark College of 
Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Cane Spree, 1, 
2; Junior Smoker Committee, 3; Elec-
trical '32 Historian, 3; Senior Ring Com-
mittee, 4. 
ABIG voice, a cheerful disposition, and a rare judgment of women have made John one of our most popular men. His classic line of chatter—a mixture of gentle 
rebuke and mild flattery, when dealing with personalities, or a positive and opinionated 
flow if technical matters impend—has won him more friends than arguments. 
John is a great report writer; nothing pleases him more than to spend a Sunday 
making up a thirty-page presentation. The sole flaws in these masterpieces are the 
red lines he draws under titles. They irk us tremendously. 
One, in particular, of this mighty man's artifices inspires the envy of his fellows. 
That is his ability to sleep in class without fear of consequences. He has the innate 
ability to awaken just in time to give creditable, if not correct, answers to all queries 
designed to take advantage of his somnolence. 
Our hero's loquacity in Coordination classes is the eternal wonder of all Juniors. 
They little realize his insidious mode of attack. John talks as an experienced boxer 
fights—only when his efforts will make the best impression on the judges. 
All in all, we predict great things for John. A man with his joint aptitude for 
engineering and human relations can hardly help making a mark (perhaps a dent) on 
this long-suffering world. 
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"Ed" 
Edward Hopper 
ΦΣΩ Glen Rock, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Barbour Flax Spinning 
Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4, Treasurer, 2; 
Sophomore Hop Committee, 2; Senior 
Ball, 4. 
W HEN Hop came to Newark four years ago, he was "quiet, reserved, and always on hand when needed." At present he's not so quiet, but is always on hand, 
needed or not, when the possibility of meeting a new girl arises. His passion for, 
(and, at times, his success with) the fair sex is nothing short of remarkable. 
As for his athletic prowess—Eddie is one of the most renowned one-armed drivers 
in the state. He has a special attachment on his green roadster which enables him to 
execute miraculous manouvers, mechanically, with his left hand, while his ability to 
perform with his right is almost legendary. 
In the Sophomore year Ed became "Champion Chair-Tilter of the Back Row in 
Calculus Class". This is a bitterly-contested title; however, Hop's crown (and chair) 
slipped but once throughout the season. 
As may have been indicated before, Eddie has been an active man socially. Many 
of our best dances have been largely his work. But in all justice it must be said that 
Hop has also been known to attend classes, and even, on occasion, to do homework. 
Furthermore, he is progressing industrially. At present he is employed in a power 
plant, where he plays with boilers and turbines. In fact, if he doesn't go to sleep on 
the job, dreaming of last night's date, we predict a brilliant financial future for this 
yet-to-be-singed butterfly. 
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"Carl" 
Carl H. Huebner 
Trunnion ΑΚΠ 
 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Real Estate Management 
Inc. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; President of 
Class, 3; Student Council, 3. 
ACLOSE scrutiny of the portrait on this page might be of value to a physiogno-mist, but to the average individual the picture will reveal little or nothing of 
the character of the young man, because versatility is a difficult thing to catch with 
the camera. 
In the first place, Carl is conscientious, with a capacity to learn a bit above aver-
age. He is inclined to serious things when he is not investigating the ridiculous, and 
contributes generously to highly technical discussions when not regaling the audience 
with stories of a humorous, if not a proper, nature. 
He ranks among the first in scholarship but has been extremely active in extra-
curricular affairs; membership in the Trunnion and the presidency of the junior class 
are his most notable exploits on the campus. 
Of his affairs without the cloistered walls little is known (for publication). It is 
said that he reads books with fearful titles, not connected with engineering, and that 
he has the instincts of a socialist. These things may or may not be true, but the fact 
remains that he has been known to use words with over three syllables without ap-
parent difficulty. 
Carl is modest, withal, and when discussion turns to the Trunnion, he twiddles 
his key on his watch-chain, embarrassed to death. 
If the opinion of his class-mates counts for anything, this home-town boy will 
make good. 
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"Dick" 
Richard E. Hull 
ΑΚΠ 
East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: New York Steam Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4, Secretary, 3; 
Sophomore Hop Committee, 2; Chairman, 
Senior Ball Committee, 4. 
W HAT, again? Yes, another Hull—the third of his line to matriculate at this institution—and there are more to come! We challenge the world to equal 
the one-generation record of this tribe. All mechanical engineers, and all "campus" 
leaders! 
Pride of family is a fine thing, and Dick surely is justified in it; yet, like every-
thing else, it can be overdone. If it makes its possessor hypersensitive to insult, quick 
to take offense, and slow to forgive, it has been carried a bit too far. Such is Richard's 
condition; all may not be attributable to pride, but his absolute self-sufficiency is surely 
rooted in it. 
The consequences of this attitude have been far-reaching. Dick's real friends 
have been few, but faithful; his women, many, and beautiful. The former have re-
mained virtually unchanged; the latter have come in rapid succession, and in nearly 
every case Dick has convinced himself that "this time it is different". Pride has 
caused him to quarrel with men, and to leave women; the last for fear of being 
thought "hooked". 
His pride is undoubtedly the motive behind his preference for large, splendiferous 
automobiles—cars that he can ill afford to run, but which are of tremendous aid in 
sidewalk pick-ups. But withal, he is honest and outspoken, and, although he indig-
nantly denies it, about the most obliging cuss in the class. 
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Raymond Jastram 
East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Twilight Section. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
JASTRAM, innocently enough, illustrates one of the tragedies of our college life. 
J If one but glances through these senior pages, he cannot help but notice that some 
of the photos resemble the motion-picture idea of a college man, in both clothes and 
physical appearance; the vast majority, on the other hand, while perfectly respectable, 
somehow lack the collegiate air. Upon investigation, it will usually be found that the 
former are members of the Twilight, or late afternoon, section, while the harried, 
impoverished-looking mob comprise the daylight "college boys". Ah, the irony of fate! 
But to be specific about Jastram—he is an alumnus of Irvington High School and 
Newark Tech; he is an electrical (just another misled youth!), and is not among the 
unemployed. 
He still retains his single blessedness, and if we were to run a matrimonial agency 
for unmarried Twilighters (tradition says they should all be wed), he would be one 
of our prize exhibits. There's just one catch—those not interested in DXing need not 
apply. 
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Freddie" 
Fred G. John 
Palisade Park, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Westinghouse Lamp 
Co., Jennings and John Iron Works, 
Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 2; 
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3; Rifle Club, 4; Senior 
Ball Committee, 4. 
THIS young man comes from wilds of—Palisades Park, is it?—where the native American still holds sway. It is surprising that he should risk the lives of his 
wife and self by living in such a place. (Yes, he is married, has been for almost 
three years.) 
But to get back to the individual,—that "young man" is used advisedly, is ap-
parent to anyone knowing Freddy's way of shouldering responsibility, and his ability 
to see a job, once started, to the finish. His self-confidence, industry, ambition, and 
strong will mark him an almost certain success in the field of engineering. More-
over, he has a generous heart and is a loyal friend. 
His will and confidence, however, manifest themselves sometimes in an over-
bearing attitude, and a slight inclination to appear to know that which he doesn't. 
A word of advice (we hope not out of place) to Freddy—do not consider yourself a 
"man of iron", take things a little easy when you can. After all, there are many 
things we all want and can never get. 
Those characteristics of Fred which tend to lead him to success, must be tempered 
by those which are conducive to a happy life. And, if he only lives long enough, there 
is no telling how far he will go. Best wishes to one classmate who has succeeded simul-
taneously in conducting a home and in getting passing grades at N. C. E.—best 
wishes, and a query—how do you do it? 
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"Irve" 
Irving Kahree 
ΒΑΘ 
 
Perth Amboy, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Clark Thread Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
THIS pale, blond gentleman is one of the most unobtrusive in college. He is very quiet, yet beneath that eternally wondering look is the heart of a child. A well 
brought up child, true; one who is ever attentive to his elders. Yet to determine the 
extent of his playfulness, sit near him in some lecture, or try to perform an experi-
ment in his presence! He will coyly remove a chair from the spot where you have 
every right to expect it to be; he will casually drop an ingot in the general direction 
of your toes—if your eyes aren't sharp, your temper soon will be! His companionship 
is a great aid to coordination of mind and movement; if you care to continue life 
uncrippled, you cannot stop to think things over. He is probably earnest sobriety 
itself, when he hits industry. We sincerely hope he calms down a bit, anyway; if 
he doesn't, we now understand why Mr. Lavenberg's hair is turning. 
In spite of his proclivity for wise-crack and horseplay of the more silent sort, 
Irve is an excellent worker when aroused. He avoids, by calmness, all tendency to 
fuss, fume, and do tremendous amounts of unnecessary labor; in this respect, he 
comes nearer to sanity than most of his electrical contemporaries. He uses the time 
saved to further his social standing at college; although not active in extra-curricular 
affairs, he is an occasional dance attendant. 
Irve and his meditative pipe should not fail to earn enough to provide fuel and 
lodging for them both; perhaps a third party might enter as well—although we fear 
that in that case, the old smoke-producer would go into involuntary retirement. 
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"Kiffer" 
George Keeffe 
ΦΣΩ  
Hawthorne, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Eureka Printing and 
Dyeing Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Intra-
mural Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Assistant 
Manager Varsity Basketball, 2; Manager, 
3, 4; A. A. Council, 2, 3, 4; Press Board, 
2; Chairman, Senior Ring Committee, 4; 
Student Council, 3, 4. 
MR. STEWART, may I ask a question?" Shades of Emily Post! This query 
might seem to mark George as the personification of blameless modesty. Alas, 
we know better. The questions he has asked would keep the Washington Bureau busy 
for months. We must admit, however, that Kaffer has acquired an amazing amount 
of knowledge; though seldom the silent man of destiny, his rise to prominence has 
been actuated by sheer plugging. And if he can succeed by shooting queries at the 
profs, who, save they, can quarrel with him? 
George is not wont to disport at social functions, but rarely passes up an oppor-
tunity to display his prowess at basketball. During his four seasons with class teams, 
he has piqued many by the way in which the undulating motion of his posterior has 
brushed them aside. His familiarity with "pro" rules explains. As he is a bit heavy 
for intercollegiate competition himself, he has confined himself to managing the 
varsity squad. Furthermore, for the past two seasons George has coached a girls' 
team near his home. They so appreciate his efforts, that on a recent morning we 
viewed that wondrous spectacle of two black eyes on Kif's chubby cheeks. There 
isn't space to print his alibi—but we wonder if it was basketball he was trying to 
teach, when he collected his shiners. 
Just to be serious a moment, though—George is the summation of the words, 
"The man who wins is the man who works, 
Who neither labour nor trouble shirks." 
Success has a brilliant hue, so let's hope he "dyes" soon! 
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"Geo" 
George Lancaster ΦΣΩ 
Bloomfield, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Bakelite Corp.; Newark 
College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2; Interclass Football, 1, 2; 
College Orchestra, 1, 2, 3; Junior Prom 
Committee, 3; Assistant Class Treasurer, 
4. 
F OR the past four years, George has tried to make our dear old 'stitution ultra-collegiate. In the potpourri of types in the class of '32, he alone has been the 
strident advocate of the God of Rah-Rah. His personal apparel has closely resembled 
the inner man; that camel-pile coat, those corduroy trousers—indescribable! From the 
rear, one comment alone was possible: "There goes one of those five-year freshmen—or 
Lancaster!" It is sad indeed that he has not yet seen the culmination of his fondest 
hope. But never fear; his younger compatriots will carry on (while they last). 
The first two years of George's career were marked by his exceptional, albeit mis-
directed, command of written English. Many were the joys of the theme reader. 
Our hero will not soon forget, (his classmates, never), that masterpiece of description 
—the myth of the Maid of Niagara. After the presentation of that classic, our rough 
and tumble engineers were undecided whether to place Lanc with the flora or fauna; 
finally they compromised on a name sometimes applied to both—"Fruit". Even to-
day, that appellation haunts him. 
George has been a "big noise" socially; his attendance at dances was very regular 
until his final year. We understand, however, that certain fair ones were unappre-
ciative of Georgie's advances, thus explaining his unwonted absence during the past 
season. This enterprising lad also strove for a musical awakening in Newark; his ef-
forts to promote a college orchestra were clearly as energetic as they were profitless. 
But with—and in spite of—everything, one tribute must be paid to George. 
He has always meant well. Luck to him. He'll need it. 
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"Day" 
Day B. Landis 
ΑΚΠ  
West Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Edmund R. Halsey. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Varsity Bas-
ketball, 1, Junior Varsity, 2, 3, 4; Junior 
Prom Committee Chairman, 3. 
THE curly-headed adonis above has, as you might expect, been a renowned gigolo during his career at Newark. Despite the fact that the atmosphere of this insti-
tution, and its scholastic policy, mitigate against "collegiate" doing of any sort, Day 
has been as near a duplicate of the motion picture idea of a college man, as any Rut-
gers student. His clothes, conversation, and the manner in which he drank, all were 
designed to give a college-boy impression. 
Furthermore, he does, with some slight justification, believe himself to be quite a 
hand with the women; at one time, his object seemed to be to dazzle as many as 
possible with his assumed sophistication. But like most of our "men of the world", 
he is a domestic person at heart. The influence of a charming young lady from East 
Orange, coupled with crippled financial circumstances, has kept his recent philandering 
down to an absolute minimum. 
Day's tendency to violate, as far as possible, the traditional specifications of the 
"Newark Type" is more than balanced by one saving grace—the ability, and the will-
ingness, to work. Moreover, his efforts have not been confined to the classroom; he 
has lent earnest cooperation to all extra-curricular activities with which he has been 
associated. He served well on a number of important dance committees; he played 
basketball with more spirit than ability; he did his bit for the Kem-Lec-Mek and ( it 
is this that endears him to us) turned it in on time. No higher tribute can we give 
to any man. 
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"Charlie" 
Charles Laslo 
Hawthorne, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Atlas Refinery. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Intra-
mural Basketball, 1, 2. 
C HARLIE is about the most unassuming lad in the class. Yet this retiring manner is not inspired by an inferiority complex. A single look at him is enough to 
scout that idea; he fairly radiates complacency and self-satisfaction. This is not the 
paradox it seems; perhaps Chas is able to live up to both statements because he is sat-
isfied with so little. 
Three years ago, Hawthorne's contribution to N. C. E. was not at all socially in-
clined. In fact, he was even indifferent to purely masculine temptations. We refer 
in particular to his non-participation in the Crucible Steel orgy so graphically described 
in a current Coordination report. Recently, however, he has undergone considerable 
change. The terpischorean art has lured him from his aloofness; behind that, of 
course, is the inevitable feminine. These woman-haters always fall the hardest. 
We also notice that Charlie knows his office politics; the Recorder is a fine ally. 
Although it is almost inconceivable that he plans to get into hot water, either scholas-
tic or disciplinary, he is living up to the engineer's creed of providing for unex-
pected exigencies. 
It is hard to believe that one so certain of his own value, will fail to make a 
mark in his profession; our only hope for Charlie is that he learn to "give the world a 
break", and emerge from his social cuccoon. 
Page Seventy-nine 
"Dick", "Lem" 
Richard W. Lemassena 
ΑΚΠ  
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; A. A. Council, 1, 2, Sec-
retary, 2; Class Vice-President, 1; Student 
Council, 1; Junior Smoker Committee, 3. 
H E'S free, white, and independent as hell; is a self-destined civil engineer and can handle a transit with the best of them; takes quiet delight in the inspection of 
a construction job, yet tinkers with radios now and then; is always ready, as are most 
of those in his profession, to join a bull-session on shop, sex, prohibition or politics. 
Was quite a football player in halcyon high school days; has, as an outgrowth, a 
tremendous weakness for the opposite sex—especially daughters of bank-presidents and 
professors; knows every swell ( ?) rendezvous; believes in the expression of emotional 
desire, thinks an occasional spree necessary for everyone, and has the courage to live 
his convictions. 
Seldom takes anything seriously except his fear of seasickness; admires, and uses to 
advantage, Franklin's views on argument; can be, nevertheless, as stubborn and un-
yielding as a determined woman; prefers to be physically immobile as much as possible, 
but will rouse himself to play a practical joke; is nearly as fond of food as sleep, and 
is undisputed peach-eating champion; has loads of money (?), as he is always ready 
for a free party. 
Has a most engaging manner of frankly telling you what he thinks of you; gets 
away with it too, just as we've gotten away with our analysis of him—that outstand-
ing Civil, Dick Lemassena. 
Page Eighty 
"Art", "Mac" 
Arthur W. MacPeek 
ΑΚΠ 
Newark, N. J. 
Coarse: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Borough of Glen Ridge. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity, 1, 2, 4; 
Interclass Football, 1, 2; Interclass Base-
ball, 1; A. A. Council, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
IF knowledge were power, Mac would be an All-American basketball player. No 
fine point is beyond his ken; he is conversant with the most intimate secrets of all 
famous coaches. He knows just what to do next under any circumstances, yet some-
how he just can't seem to do it himself. He is a very acceptable performer, and has 
twice won a varsity letter, but his actual accomplishments are not easily reconcilable 
with his profound knowledge of the game. Perhaps coaching is his forte; he and 
Sacharoff should make a good pair, the former the brains, the latter the mouthpiece. 
Although Artie is decidedly socially-minded, he has rarely exhibited his talents 
about the college. Greenwood Lake and Lake Hopatcong find him in his element, 
but the Elizabeth Masonic Temple and the Hotel Winfield Scott know him not. Per-
haps the installation of a few half-barrels of beer would make local affairs more appeal-
ing; they might provide just enough exhilaration to break down that undesirable 
air of formality. 
Mac's Dodge coupe is more or less of a record-holder. It has lasted longer, as far 
as we know, than any other N. C. E.—owned vehicle which was junk when bought. 
(That last covers most undergraduate contraptions). Although the old girl will 
barely touch fifty now, her condition is remarkable, considering what she has been 
through. We can do no better than to wish her owner the same lasting-power in the 
face of adversity. 
Page Eighty-one 
"Frank" 
Frank Manning 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Track, 1, 2. 
T HE man whose serious countenance you see above is one of our supporters from Jersey City. Frank is a true son of his native town, and when singing of its 
virtues is hard put to it to explain why he had to come to Newark to college. 
He has always been a literary leader; many of us remember his outbursts of "fine 
writing" (sometimes almost fine enough to be ridiculous) in English themes. In fact, 
Doc Waters thought an "A" not inappropriate for some of his poetry. Later this 
aptitude reappeared in verbal coordination discussions. 
Outside the classroom Frank has been a very good sport in his way, despite his 
retiring manner. We well remember a certain Nash that afforded interesting sights 
and scenes during the Sophomore year. 
Toward the end of this year Frank's mind turned toward a distant boarding col-
lege, but some unknown influence deterred him. Perhaps it was a matter of human 
relations—or perhaps one of finances. Whatever its identity, it served to keep Frank 
with us for the second half of the journey; something we feel he will never regret. 
Our Hague-hireling's sincerity, once a moot question, has been proved by the 
years; we are quite certain that, despite his flair for over-elaborate English, he has the 
makings of an engineer. 
Page Eighty-two 
William R. McLaughlin 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Mac" 
O UR "Old Pal Mac", as he is tenderly called by his classmates, is a quiet, reserved, self-satisfied, self-confident student. Quiet people usually lead unassuming lives 
but Mac is an exception, for he had his "Moments". 
The "Big" moment which shines forth from Mac's background like a beacon oc-
curred last year on Parents' Day. Professor Peet, after much persuasion, allowed Mac 
to demonstrate the Static machine. Overjoyed, Mac set up the apparatus and waited 
until a sufficient number of people had gathered about the room to assure him of a 
large and appreciative audience. Then he started. The first spark was a long one, 
designed to make a sharp report and attract attention. Instantly the people gathered 
about Mac and his machine. For fully fifteen minutes he surrounded himself with 
arcs, lights, flashes, corona and other manifestations of static electricity. When he had 
completed his exhibition Mac quietly laid down his implements, gazed slowly at his 
astonished audience, and then, flushed with pride, turned about and sauntered slowly 
away, followed by such expressions as "What a man!", "He's marvelous!", from the 
girls in the crowd. Never before had his classmates beheld Mac so radiantly happy. 
Well, Mac, we all join in wishing you success, and hope that your initiative and 
self-confidence will always aid you as they have here at school. 
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"Phil", "P. V." 
Philip V. Miele 
∆ΣΖ 
Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Class Trea-
surer, 2, 3, 4; Junior Prom Committee, 3. 
THIS pale ascetic is custodian of the funds of the class of '32. In fact, he has been a perennial treasurer for the past three years, a truly remarkable record when 
one considers the difficulties of pleasing our more suspicious members—those who pay 
no dues. Perhaps it has no connection with his office, but—the bulldog of the treasury 
has done considerable travelling about the country, and is an accepted authority on 
the topography of the United States. Since occupying his present post, however, he 
has been careful to keep within gunshot of all. 
Phil's nature is one of perfect equanimity. Nothing ruffles the placid pools of 
his mind. Formerly, his mustache became quite upset at class meetings; when money 
rolled in, it twinkled brightly, while when payments lagged, it dolefully drooped. After 
thirty months of filtered soup, Phil finally shaved it off. 
He has had many unofficial honors thrust upon him during his career, not the 
least of which was the presidency of the "Hard-Hittin' Go-Getters Club", an organi-
zation of high ideals. This club is devoted to the suppression of all extra-curricular 
and social activities, and has lived up to its principles by never holding a meeting. 
But whatever his future in Civil Engineering, of one thing we are certain—P. V. 
will enjoy himself. 
Page Eighty-four 
James G. Miller 
Bloomfield, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Public Service. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Jim" 
THE four years of Jim's attendance at Newark have been productive, to say the least. His first two were devoted to the acquisition of the elements of an en-
gineering education; his last, to getting a model A Ford. Both projects required a 
great deal of time and trouble, but Jim, we are glad to say, pushed both of them 
through to a successful conclusion. In fact, he still pushes the Ford very frequently, 
and uses his technical ability in repairing it. 
Power-plant engineering is the forte of this indefatigable young man. He delights 
in the intricacies of modern power stations; nothing pleases him more than to be 
questioned about various complicated features of machinery arrangement, and, as a rule, 
he gives the right answers for both his own and Mr. Arnott's problems. 
However, his extra-curricular activities have been few. Although he appears 
anything but a grind, he is one of those sane (?) persons who insist on placing work 
before pleasure. On the other hand, he balances his program by inveterate attendance 
of social functions. 
Jim is quiet by nature, but his friends have uncovered in him a brand of very 
subtle humor, capable of causing much discomfort to those who think they can pull 
the wool over his eyes. And lastly—the concern with which he cooperates still pays 
dividends. 
Page Eighty-five 
"HiIt" 
Hilton H. Moore 
Pequannock, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Borough of Glen Ridge. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Track, 1. 
STRONG indeed are the bonds of friendship—but they do not aid a long-suffering 
editor. We received a most elaborate write-up of the above gentleman, from his 
constant companion, Frank Manning; a piece of literature overflowing with fulsome 
praise of its subject, and only surpassed in elaborate complement by Moore's blurb on 
Manning. Far be it from us to hint at collusion between these respected members of 
our class. However, it is not the policy of this department to permit effusive glorifica-
tion of any individual, even if he deserves it; were we to wax eloquent on the accom-
plishments of more retiring men, we should be doing a great injustice to the real 
workers (in extra-curricular affairs), whom, in the main, we have grievously maligned. 
In consequence, we have thus modified Manning's conception of Moore to fit our own, 
more truthful one. 
Hilton is undoubtedly a worker. We fear, however, that he was too rashly ex-
posed to "success" magazines, before his mentality became capable of filtering out the 
bunk. He has striven for high marks, for the sake of the marks themselves; we well 
remember our astonishment on hearing him complain to Mr. Cummings because his 
exemption grade in Hydraulics was only C. This assiduous pursuit of his profession 
has deprived Hilt of his chance to investigate the less serious aspects of college life, 
and has drastically narrowed his circle of friends; yet, if he is sincere in the belief that 
happiness lies along that path—advice is useless. We wish him godspeed. 
Page Eighty-six 
"Dick" 
Richard Muhlethaler, Jr. 
Trunnion 
ΦΣΩ 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Bakelite Corporation. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Chairman, 
Class Banquet Committee, 3; Junior Prom 
Committee, 3; Student Council, 4; Kem-
Lec-Mek Business Manager, 4. 
YES, this is none other than our little business manager of the Kem-Lec-Mek, full of his usual business and bustle and just overflowing with energy. You know, 
Dick is one of those big little men, small of stature but capable of doing great things 
in a large way. 
When Dick first came up from the High School ranks he was merely another 
freshman. In fact he was even less because he was smaller. But after taking life 
easy for a while Dick started to do things little things at first, but each time a little 
bigger and better until now he rests in his glory as a live wire on the staff of this 
year book. 
And when it comes to scholastic work Richard is right there. With all his extra-
curricular activities he manages to stay right up where the high marks are. Dick has 
that peculiar gift of always having the right answer at the right time. 
Of course, we do not wish to give away any secrets, but Dick's life is not all a 
path of roses. He is faced with one terrible, almost overwhelming obstacle on his 
road to success and happiness. It seems that there is a shortage of really little girls 
in the world. Search as he may, Dick cannot find enough small ones to go around. 
He has hopes—vague and shadowy, he admits—that someday, somewhere, a little one 
will turn up and make life really worth while. 
Dick has managed, however, to lessen this great sorrow somewhat by a deplorable 
over-indulgence—in ice skating! He must skate, winter or summer, day or night, 
and, if no ice can be found elsewhere, he is suspected of skating in the refrigerator. 
After surviving four years of toil at N. C. E., Dick is determined to become a 
Mechanical Engineer—and, if you ask us, he is going to make good. Good luck, 
Dick, "no end!" 
Page Eighty-seven 
"Mutt" 
William Mutterer 
Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
GENTLEMEN, we present to you at this time, the one man at Newark who has done most to overcome the depression. It is truly said that silence is golden—
do I hear a dissenting voice?—yet this little Civil has been more lavish with it than 
have any of his contemporaries. From the very day he entered school, he has open-
handedly distributed large gobs of quiet all over college; we have never seen his equal 
in generosity. After four years of earnest endeavor, in which his classroom record 
has been above average, he is still more entitled to the letters N. C. (Non Commital) 
than B. S. (Never mind, Mr. Arnott—we know what they stand for, even if out-
siders, happily enough, do not). 
Of course, such a program puts considerable difficulty in the path of writing him 
up. Worst of all is the realization that Mutt, like of these very retiring boys, has 
killed a man, embezzled from a bank, or is supporting a mistress; unfortunately, his 
hidden life will probably be uncovered after we go to press. No one could endure a 
life so utterly devoid of activity other than engineering; not even one with true Civil 
temperament. Our only consolation is that some day we shall be able to say, "I 
knew him when. . ." 
Page Eighty-eight 
Harry E. Noethling 
ΦΣΩ 
Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering 
Cooperative Concern: General Electric Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Junior Prom 
Committee, 4. 
"Harry" 
F OR the first year or so, Harry kept fairly well to himself. He was quite content 
to pursue his studies diligently, and asked for nothing more than the opportunity 
to putter around the laboratory. When four o'clock came, he entered his Nash, and 
sped silently (?) to Ridgefield Park, there to hit the books, and to cram more know-
ledge down that intellectual maw. 
Harry did lighten his scholastic grind by playing on the Freshman football eleven, 
and during the big game it became apparent that he could use his head for something 
besides a hat-rack. Yes, with that self-same cranium, he butted grunting Sophomores, 
effectively, enthusiastically. 
To Harry falls the dubious distinction of having the most prolific beard within 
these cloistered walls. It fairly leaps from his skin; when he has finished shaving, and 
combed his hair, he often finds it nearly time to shave again! 
Our bluebeard has won fame of a sort—perhaps notoriety is the word—through 
his possession of a peculiarly subtle brand of humor. That, in fact, is the underlying 
cause of his recent classroom downfall. Instead of hieing home at four, he chose to 
loiter in the boiler-room and swap stories of his favorite brand. 
But after all, one can hardly blame him for relaxing in his college periods. 
Bloomfield is a long way from Ridgefield Park—and G. E. starts at 7 A. M. 
Page Eighty-nine 
Joseph Nothum 
Elizabeth, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: National Oil Products 
Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 3, 4; (Entered 
from Cooper Union, 3 ) . 
'Joe" 
JOE is one of our more recent acquisitions, having entered the college in his Junior year. He is a graduate of Newark Tech, and has several years at Cooper Union 
to his credit. But whatever his past, he is certainly a capable student now. Organic 
chemistry is his forte. The way he rattles off names such as "beta prodilidine car-
boxylic acid" is really amazing; he must spend hours of concentrated effort in memor-
izing them. 
However, in between alkyl groups, he finds time to pursue his social ambitions. 
He is a bridge fiend, an expert dancer, and (we hear) a second Don Juan. We ad-
mire his taste in picking the ladies; he certainly doesn't miss a thing when they're 
around. It is rumored, though, that Joe, like so many of our once-proud gigolos, 
has been tapped by Dan Cupid. Elizabeth, that proverbial haven for love-seeking 
males, seems to hold strange appeal for this one. 
Another of Wohler Jr.'s hobbies is eating. His appetite is an insult to the cook-
ing profession. In fact, his capacity has been compared to that of a canary. (NO, 
not Camera). 
Like most of the products of our parent institution, Tech, Joe is a hard-hittin' 
go-getter. He should go far; we certainly hope so. In any event, it will be interest-
ing to compare his progress with that of his more easy-going classmates. But life is 
short, and success hard to gauge. The best we can wish to any man, is—happy land-
ings! 
Page Ninety 
Robert Obermann 
Trunnion 
ΦΣΩ 
Garfield, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Arthur Noack, Inc. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
'Bob" 
THE above photograph is one of the few available for publication of the grave and serious Robert Obermann. Yet don't let that picture fool you, for Bob can 
actually smile; in fact, he has been known to laugh outright. But he is usually so 
serious that he even makes the professors sober; in itself quite a feat. 
Robert is human; like most of us, he has his weakness. However, his failing is 
not "five foot two with eyes of blue", nor a craving for strong liquor, but an illusion 
that he is the one and only truly great tenor in the country today. Professional 
loyalty is also a part of Bob's makeup, for to him there is nothing just like Civil 
Engineering. Girls, you may look, but not touch, for he is true to his "art". The 
wiles of the fairest temptress cannot lure him from her side. 
Bob comes from that sturdy little town of Garfield (Ed. note—Blah! written 
by a fellow Garfieldian!). He does not dream of foreign fields, but will be quite 
content to rise to local prominence. He should do so; he is one of the shining lights 
of the class, especially in Civil subjects. He is never more at home than when 
tackling a problem to which there is no apparent solution. The method he usually 
employs makes it very easy; he merely assumes an answer. 
A man of these qualities needs no wish of ours to bring success; but we're all 
behind him, just the same. 
Page: Ninety-one 
"Ed" 
Edward Olsta 
ΦΣΩ 
Keansburg, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Diehle Manufacturing 
Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4, Vice-President, 
3, President, 4; Interclass Basketball, 1; 
Technician Staff, 3; Student Council, 4. 
"CAN you tell me in a minute? I've only twenty to catch that train, or wait 
two hours; you know trains don't run to Keansburg every few minutes." 
Thus our seashore commuter greets every attempt to delay him after school. Four 
years is quite a time to spend travelling on the Central, and still retain a desire to get 
anywhere promptly, yet Ed seems as energetic as ever. 
However, the number of times in a week he manages to see his native hamlet 
by daylight, are fewer than the number per year the college windows are washed. 
Perhaps it's just as well for his civic pride that such is the case. But be that as it 
may, one activity after another keeps his after-school hours more than occupied, 
while in spite of everything, his reports roll in with automotonic regularity. 
Ed has two weaknesses he cannot seem to escape—Ernie Haer and cigars. At 
every college function, Ed, Ernie, and tobacco of the sort America needs, combine to 
render the atmosphere almost unbearable. The very obvious nature of this annoyance 
gives some clue to our hero's character. There is no pose about him; he is always 
straight-forward, save for one forgiveable habit—that of maintaining a profound air 
when confronted with an unfamiliar situation. Inasmuch as the latter is an integral 
part of Professor Stewart's formula for success, we feel certain that despite his choice 
of course, Ed will some day make nearly enough money to finance all the bad habits 
he has ever acquired. 
Page Ninety-two 
Laurence Parachini 
Trunnion 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: D. L. Miller, Inc. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
"Larry" 
"N OW down at Weston's, that's where I work, you know, the management system is used this way. . ." Larry, one of those who joined us at the be-
ginning of the Junior year, inevitably conveys his fatherliness by just such a remark 
as this. It is impossible to describe the gentle patience and patronage in his tone; it 
is never his words, but always his inflection, that gives the impression of long-suffering 
superiority. It is probably the inner conviction of his own genius that gives rise to 
his Olympian attitude; having already broken scholastic records at Tech, he continued 
to spread his Stardust, hoping to repeat with '32. As a result, he set a new mark for 
dogged, grinding, unrelieved, uninterrupted, deadly plugging; at least one faculty 
member warned him against doing too much homework. He was promptly admitted 
to the Trunnion—but on the other hand, glance at that organization's personnel b--
fore basing conclusions on its action. 
Coordination classes have rumbled with Larry's pleas for the reorganization of in-
dustry. The Parachini Plan would have a man work days and go to school nights 
until he reaches the age of thirty-five or thereabouts; by that time he will have 
learned enough, and been promoted enough, to assume an executive position which 
will give him a comfortable living for the rest of his life. This scheme has one ad-
vantage; only one-third the population will drunkenly defy the Volstead Law under 
its realm. Of the remaining two-thirds, half will be lunatics and the others, suicides. 
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"Phil" 
Irwin L. Phillips 
Trunnion Φ∆Μ 
Englewood, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Triplex Glass Co., At-
las Refinery, Englewood High School. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Glee Club, 1, 2, 3. 
N INETEEN-TWENTY-EIGHT! Men knew not what to do! Stocks were at the peak, business was hysterically prosperous, and Irwin was entering Newark's 
sacred halls! What else could happen? As the camel's back was broken by a straw, 
so was happiness and financial security snatched from our grasp. Perhaps Phil 
was not entirely to blame. Though he knows everything, can do everything, has 
seen everything, (Ask him! He'll tell you!), even he could not have created the de-
pression single-handed. But he's a more logical cause than most of those investigated 
by the Hoover commissions, at that. 
Seriously, Phil is a grand student. He used to be a persistent course-grabber, 
but since receiving the Chemical third degree (No relation to B. S.) he has spent 
most of his time in search of a better and more universal phenagling factor—the 
"square-root of K sub-S to the Nth" that is the panacea for all engineering ills. In 
fact, so painful have been his endeavors in that respect, that he intends spending the 
next few years as a pedagogue, inflicting troubles on others. 
Irwin is a man of much foresight, although he can see no farther than the end 
of his nose. But don't feel superior. That proboscous contains the most efficient 
fume-filter ever devised; its owner can penetrate to the depths of any analytical lab, 
speak-easy, or—er, ah—almost anywhere, without fear of ill-effects. Keep your eye 
on this man; someday you'll read his name in the papers—and we don't mean the 
funny-papers! 
Page Ninety-four 
"Johnny" 
John B. Quinn 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Westinghouse Lamp Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Interclass Basketball, 1, 2; 
Glee Club, 1, 2. 
QUINNY is not a rapid thinker. We recall one incident in particular which caused no end of amusement among Section B freshmen, 'way back in '28. 
John's group in Elec Lab was about to embark upon a test; our hero, in earnest desire 
to aid, stepped up to the stock-room, (which contains nothing larger than a volt-
meter) , and asked for a shunt generator! On such little tragedies are reputations 
built; depsite this Joisey City-ite's subsequent scholastic triumphs, nothing could undo 
the damage. 
It is rumored that our big Irishman is quite a sheik in his home town; he has 
also given some evidence of such tendencies about the college. For example, in his 
Sophomore year he developed a sudden interest in track. After he had attended three 
successive meets, his motive was uncovered. It seems that a certain athlete has a sis-
ter, who rarely fails to see her brother perform . . . . 
Quinny caused quite a furor by escorting an exceedingly good-looking girl about 
the plant on Visitors' Day. Excitement among unattached young men reached an 
even higher pitch when it was discovered that the beauty is his sister. Keep an eye 
on her, fella! You know the Newark Type! 
Perhaps Quinnski's slow-wittedness is not all that it seems. A year ago he 
bought a second-hand car for just about what it was worth—the price of the tin in 
it. 	 Recently, just as the can was about to perish, he turned it in ( for a fancy 
figure) on a new Chevvy! If he continues to display such acumen, and if the 
Chevvy keeps running, we need have no doubt of his reaching his chosen destination. 
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"Rob' 
John G. Robb 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Gould and Eberhardt. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 3, 4; Intramural Bas-
ketball, 1, 2, 3; Interclass Football, 1, 2; 
Varsity Track, 1, 2; Interclass Track, 3. 
THIS, dear friends, is none other than John Robb, the curly-haired man from 
"down neck". His debut at N. C. E. was like Caesar's entrance to Rome, save 
that instead of being crowned with a laurel wreath, he was walloped with a Sophomore 
paddle. He, Romano, and Sacharoff—three who particularly "appealed" to the Sophs 
—immediately formed a triumvirate for mutual protection. Their association lasted 
throughout the first term; they were grouped together in lab, and often amazed the 
instructor by the data they compiled. 
Robb is also a football player of some repute, having played on both class teams. 
His appetite for the game must be enormous, for every weekend, winter and summer, 
he travels to the country to play for the "Mudville Wildcats". We wonder if there 
isn't some other attraction there, also. These country gels. . . .! 
But this activity does not take all of John's time. He is also a Boy Scout of 
note, unless he has recently graduated to the W. C. T. U. But in any case, his in-
dustry is remarkable. He cooperates at the Gould and Eberhardt plant, (Ed. note—
G. & E. wouldn't buy an ad.—so here's a free one!), and makes about five dollars. 
His expenses are about seven dollars, yet out of the difference ( ?) he managed to 
save enough money to buy a car. Anyone who can do that will surely make a suc-
cess of anything. 
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"Romo", "Ro" 
Claude Romano 
∆ΣΖ 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Gould and Eberhardt. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Interclass Football, 
1 	 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2. 
THIS tall, easy-going lad is quite a Romeo—by reputation. We are given to under-stand that during the four years spent here, he has caused frightful carnage among 
feminine hearts; that although known as "Baby Face", he has exhibited talents far out 
of keeping with that appellation. Unfortunately, first-hand information on his ability 
is almost non-existant. Claude has shunned our college social functions completely. 
Yet where there is so much smoke. . . .! Keep an eye on your woman, if you see 
him approaching. 
Romo's limited extracurricular activities have been chiefly athletic. He played 
well on both class football teams, and made an attempt at intra-mural basketball. 
He was forced to give up the latter, however, for the sake of his own health, as well 
as that of others on the same court with him. He attempted to employ traditional 
football methods to a game played in a gym suit on a wooden floor; the results were 
universally disastrous. 
It is hard to imagine a more stubborn cuss than Ro. Once he has formed an 
idea, the devil himself, (and how much more so our long-suffering faculty) is hard 
put to eradicate it. But in one way this characteristic reacts to his advantage. He 
is not easily led, and takes nothing for granted; he is slow to accept statements at 
their face values. Consequently, most of the ideas that stick in his skull are well 
founded on fact, and it is rarely necessary for them to undergo that most painful 
process of change. This whole attitude is typical of the engineer, and should aid in 
Romo's eventual success. 
Page Ninety-seven 
"Louie," "Rosie" 
Louis T. Rosenberg 
Φ∆Μ 
Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: National Oil Products 
Co., Van Dyke Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Parents' 
Day Committee, 1, 4. 
OUIE is possessed of the original roller-coaster disposition. One day finds him on 
the very crest of the wave; nothing worries him; joy unrefined radiates from his 
beaming countenance. But without notice—pft!--down he goes, into the uttermost 
depths of abject despair. This phenomenon strikes us as being more worthy of discus-
sion than our subject's social, political, or scholastic accomplishments; let us, therefore, 
investigate its cause, and examine its ultimate effect. 
Its cause is a worthy one, and her name is Clarabelle. Its effect has been pro-
found indeed. In fact, Louie's life at college thus far may be divided into three phases; 
sans Clarabelle, the pursuit of Clarabell, and contentedly Clarabelle's. 
Era number one was the calmest. Rosy had no worries save the satisfactory com-
pletion of his day's assignments; exercise of his alleged wit was his sole amusement. 
The second stage was hectic. Classwork, friends, faculty—all that did not 
directly concern the frantic chase—were left to their own resources. Our tethered 
lover added little to oral recitations; on the rare occasions when speech was compul-
sory, he shuffled to the front of the room like a surly orang-utan. 
Of course he snapped out of it. His presence here is evidence of that. But 
despite his subjugation, and his relative success (amatory), he is still temperamental. 
However, marriage, and a little heavy-handed treatment by Clarabelle, should elim-
inate forever his oft-recurring moan, "I'se down in the dumps!" 
Page Ninety-eight 
Norris Sacharoff 
Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Public Service. 
Activities: A. I. E. F., 2, 3, 4; Junior Varsity 
Basketball, 1, 2, Varsity, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2; 
A. A. Council, 2, 3, 4; Class Secretary, 3. 
"Sach" 
ALIKENESS of Sach is really incomplete without sound effects. From the first year, right through to the present day, his positive words of advice have been 
issued to often unwilling listeners. When a basketball game is in progress, for in-
stance, so enthusiastic do his comments become, that he readily merits the somewhat 
satiric title of "Head Coach" pinned on him by his admirers (?). 
The opinionated quality of his remarks, and his rather unjustified swagger on the 
court, have prejudiced a number of men against him. Yet underneath his pose as 
demagogue, Sach is a hard worker. He is one of the few who were willing to devote 
real energy to the Athletic Association; although he has never held office in the coun-
cil, he has never been unwilling to aid in any project. He has been branded a publicity 
seeker with a lust for power. In reality, he looks upon himself as an unappreciated 
worker, willing to sow while others reap. Perhaps he is a bit too effusive in his 
martyrdom; nevertheless, it is true that he has done more than he has ever been 
credited with. 
Moreover, Sach is one of the few seniors who are willing to think on other 
than technical matters; his views on morality and religion reflect more intelligence 
than respect for the conventions—a tendency which should gain more ground with 
Newark men. 
Pared of his positiveness, Sach should find a place in the sun. There is a mind 
beneath that questionable veneer. He should give others a chance to realize it. 
Page Ninety-nine 
"Walt", "Polack" 
Walter P. Sarnowski 
ΑΚΠ 
Harrison, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Westinghouse, Newark 
Technical School. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass Bas-
ketball, 1; Junior Varsity Basketball, 2; 
Varsity, 3, 4, Captain, 4; Interclass Foot-
ball, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2; Varsity 
Track, 2. 
W HO would suspect that the owner of the above slightly-annoyed expression is the personification of harmonious rhythm? That, transferred into a basket-
ball suit, he becomes a flash of light—a whirling dervish, devastating to the opposi-
tion, and eternally a source of joy to Newark fanatics? Yet such, we proclaim 
dramatically, is indeed the case. Our retiring captain is the most graceful figure this 
department has ever seen cavort upon the court. His play has only one serious fault—
his own mental attitude. 
If Walt sinks the first few shots he tries, he's "on" for the evening. Everything 
he lets loose, drops. Yet should his initial efforts fail, he will, in all probability, go 
well-nigh scoreless throughout the game. This lamentable situation is not due to 
discouragement; he fights just as hard in any case. It is rather a loss of confidence, 
coupled with a sort of frantic over-exertion. Though the correlation may be some-
what far-fetched—we hope he "clicks" on his first outside job. 
Walt's life has not been confined entirely to basketball. He has been an untiring 
wet-nurse for his dilapidated Buick; he has assiduously soldered down anything he 
saw lying around loose in the Electrical stockroom; he has consumed more Coca-Colas 
at one sitting than any other man in college. We hope that before this volume makes 
its appearance (Ed. note—If ever) he will have broken the social fast that has so 
long engaged him. It's a selfish wish at bottom—we long to introduce him as 
basket-shooter, trouble-shooter, and square-shooter! 
Page One Hundred 
Douglas 13. Simpson 
ΒΑΘ 
Great Kills, S. I., N. Y. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Diehl Mfg. Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Doug" 
W HAT gleam of maniacal light illumes this tall man's eye? Is it solely the re-sult of his association with electrical engineering, or is there some more basic 
cause behind his intent stare? We suspect the latter to be the case. Of course, the 
lack of mental balance inspired by too much familiarity with three-phase do-hickies 
(or sumpthin') has had its effect, but Doug's acute interest in life, be it sexual, in-
dustrial, or academic, is the moving force behind his fixity of expression. In fact, his 
curiosity often leads him from the straight and narrow; as he leans wearily against the 
rail on his morning trip from the wooly wilds of Staten Island, he is wont to exclaim, 
"Oh, why did I let her do it to me!" 
However, this strapping man has not been sufficiently interested in college social 
functions to attend them, and his participation in athletics, despite his build, has been 
absolutely nil. Even when his home was in the more convenient locality of West 
Orange, he did not deign to lend cooperation to extra-curricular schemes. It is such 
as he who make outside activities difficult to put across; men who can and do engage 
in pursuits other than homework, yet refuse to show their faces at college-inaugurated 
affairs. 
Doug is sufficiently well-informed on non-technical subjects to make him a most 
valuable employee. He should be adept at handling men, and he posseses at least 
enough self-confidence to be impressive. If she doesn't "do it to him" too often, he 
should have strength enough to carry his career to a happy and profitable culmination. 
Page One Hundred and One 
"Sal" 
Salvatore F. Scillia 
∆ΣΖ 
Montclair, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Scillia Welding Works. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Cane Spree, 1, 2; 
Interclass Football, 1, 2; Interclass Base-
ball, 1, 2; Radio Club, 1, 2. 
O UR first impression of this Montclair brunette was not so good. He was one of the ruthless Sophomores who so cowed us on our first day at Newark; who stole 
our virgin gold, clothed us in Freshman cap and tie, and forced us through the weary 
down-town parade. Yet when Sal met scholastic disaster, and changed his class al-
legience for the better, we suspected the presence of redeeming qualities in him. It is 
hard for anyone to resist that winning smile, anyway. 
And who can hate a man with so pronounced a weakness for the opposite sex? 
Sal loves to dance, and, stage performances to the contrary notwithstanding, women 
are a necessary part of that activity. Thus he loves women; or it is that he loves 
women—and therefore loves to dance? Be that as it may, many of his worries can 
be traced to that fact that he will pass up homework any day, in order to shake a hoof. 
Despite the lure of the social whirl, this man has his serious side. While his con-
temporaries hold very subordinate positions in industry, Sal is a plant manager. True, 
it is his father's business that he runs, but inasmuch as he seems to be eating regularly, 
and paying tuition occasionally, he must be reasonably successful. He plans to con-
tinue there after graduation; if everything were as sure as his job, he would have an 
easy time indeed. We trust that he has outgrown parental discipline; if not, we no 
longer envy him. 
Page One Hundred and Two 
"Stephan" 
Clarence H. Stephen 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: None. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
THE imperturbable Stephan is one of our most self-assured members. In common with most of his ex-night-school compatriots, he reeks with self-bestowed divinity. 
With no apparent justification, he bears himself in the manner of a man accustomed 
to deference, and to close attention to his words. Many have ventured to analyze his 
attitude; it has been said that advanced age gives him his otherwise unfounded air of 
superiority, and that married life has accustomed him to receiving obeisance. The 
former may be true, but we earnestly recommend a flyer in matrimony for those 
who espouse the latter theory. As a matter of fact, Stephan's very un-browbeaten 
manner causes us to seriously doubt his avowed imprisonment in the holy bonds! 
But aside from his private life, this man has qualities which we honestly believe 
will bring him monetary success. The sort of initiative sometimes called "crust"—
which must be backed up by profund conceit—is very valuable, when judiciously em-
ployed. Stephan is amply equipped with it, and furthermore, can support it with a 
modicum of actual ability. 
His technique in establishing belief in his status as demi-god is most effective. 
His manner, as befits one above the common plane, is pleasant, but not cordial. He 
never backslaps. His whole calm certainty is exceedingly impressive to the guileless, 
and we venture to predict that if he turns to political and executive fields, he will cut 
a wide swath—even though his name is Clarence. 
Page One Hundred and Three 
"Sut", "Ed" 
Edwin G. Sutcliffe 
ΦΣΩ 
 
Lodi, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Krebs Color and Pig-
ment Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Inter-
class Football, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 
1, 2; Interclass Basketball, 1, 2; Intra-
mural Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity 
Track, 2. 
I N dreamy retrospect, we scan the visionary horizon of some four years ago, when 
first those lasting college acquaintances were made. It was then that the writer 
had the pleasure of meeting that "natural man", Edwin George Sutcliffe. 
Sutt will be remembered as that one man of the Chemical Engineering division 
who possesses several characteristics of exceptional quality. We recall him as a fresh-
man basketball man, leading his team to victory over the sophomores; as a sophomore 
track-man, winning honors, sans practice; as an upperclassman, displaying a unique 
ability to successfully mix scholastic necessities with social pleasures. 
He's a bit uncivilized; still primitive in many of his instincts; yet within his 
bosom lies an immeasurable respect for women, and a downright worship of chastity 
and continence. We fear the results of his ultimate disillusionment; a tumble from 
so high an air-castle cannot fail to injure. 
But he may fight out of it, for it is Eddie's indomitable spirit, his willingness to 
work, and his infinite supply of subtle ( ?) humor, that makes him a character to be 
remembered and admired. 
Page One Hundred and Four 
William M. Tango 
∆ΣΖ 
Irvington, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: National Oil Products 
Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Intra-
mural Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2; 
Junior Prom Committee, 3. 
"Bill" 
BILL represents quantity production of smiling good-humor. That rotund figure 
invariably fulfills its prophecy of jollity; that booming voice, amplified by years 
of hot-dog vending, is rarely raised except in effervescent joy. Even when argumenta-
tive, he reflects happiness, though no one else using the same method of dispute could 
fail to arouse enmity. Bill feels that to sufficiently impress an audience, one must 
shout it down. In that respect, he is irrepressible; even Mr. Berggren's clipped cold-
ness could not subdue him long. 
Bill's career here, viewed from our present standpoint, is kaleidoscopic. We see 
him plugging gaps in a faltering '32 line; popping in unbelievable "hawkers" for the 
Chemical tossers; weaving, in rapt ecstacy, about a darkened ballroom; enticing Dr. 
Giesy into philosophical discussions; leading an uproarious beer-party in a down-town 
speaky; slapping out the needed hit in a crucial Soph-Frosh baseball game. Despite 
his physical make-up, and in spite of Mr. Hatfield, he has been fully as much "doer" 
as "enjoyer" during his term at college. 
When he further calms his boistrousness, and regulates his excitability, he should 
be an excellent salesman. But those conditions must be first fulfilled; no one can be 
"high-pressured" today, even if faced with Bill's high good humor. Nevertheless, we 
recommend William as an antidote for all depression—to be taken in the only way 
available—large doses. 
Page One Hundred and Fire 
"Paul," "Van" 
Paul J. Van Ness 
Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Diehl Elec. Mfg. Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4. 
ABOVE, ladies and gentlemen, you see the cycling engineer, whose career is strik-ingly like that of an Alger hero. In fact, we could easily compose a penny 
dreadful on his rise to fame and fortune; of course, the part in which he becomes 
President of the very corporation in which he was once merely a spittoon-washer, has 
not taken place as yet, but it is only a matter of a few years now. Let's start the 
first chapter: 
"Paul was an upstanding yound lad, not handsome, perhaps, but of a clean-cut 
and open appearance that rarely failed to impress favorably. He was the son of poor 
but honest parents, and when he became old enough to realize their straitened circum-
stances, resolved to make his own way in the world. 
"So, one fine spring morning he mounted his trusty bicycle, and set out for the 
big city. He wished to become an engineer, and being sensible as well as ambitious, 
realized that success was almost hopeless without education. It did not take long to 
located a reputable technical school, but he was at a loss to determine what sort of 
employment he could find to support himself, and continue remittances to his aged 
Mother. Unconsciously, he found his way to the Velodrome. . ." 
Need we go on? Gentle reader, you know the story well; how Paul so impressed 
the management with his riding that he was given a lucrative contract; how he shone 
brilliantly at school; how he foiled those ever-present villains who sought his down-
fall. And we also know that before long, the boss's daughter will cast her soft eyes 
upon his manly form, and that he, the soul of honor, will approach that gentleman and 
say, "Sir, 	 " But enough. We present you—Our Rising Engineer, or, From 
Yard to Yacht on a Bicycle. 
Pane One Hundred and Six 
"Charlie" 
Charles Washburn 
 
ΑΚΠ East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1; Circulation Manager of Tech-
nician, 3. 
"HE isn't dead, I hope?" queried the Physics professor, upon noticing Charles' 
dormant position. 
"Brumph!" responded our hero, intelligently. 
No, gentle reader, Charles was not dead; he was merely illustrating the rigors of 
an all-night journey from Westfield to East Orange. After experiencing such ex-
posure on a cold winter's night (we used to have them—remember?), he knew definite-
ly that a career in Civil Engineering held no terrors for him. We wish him the joy 
of it—heaven help him! 
Charlie is a quiet fellow, yet he exercises a personal magnetism attractive to both 
sexes. His qualities may be divided into four. First, he likes nearly everyone he 
meets. Second, he is more than willing to be a listener. Third, when he does talk, it 
is almost invariably in a light vein; his original Irish wit ever brings out the brightest 
spots in every situation. Last, but far from least, he is always willing to do his 
utmost for a friend. 
Two years ago, the object of Charlie's major interest moved to Vermont. Since 
then, his work in college has been of a rather sketchy variety. It is an astounding 
fact that in his Junior year, Washburn was exposed to Accounting for three months 
before the instructor realized that such a person was in occasional attendance. Of 
course, his failure to turn in homework was partially responsible. However, Charles 
passed, somehow; as he seems to have done the same in most other subjects, he may 
yet reach the dizzy heights of technical success. 
Page One Hundred and Seven 
"Don" 
Donald A. Waterfield 
ΦΣΩ 
Irvington, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Triplex Safety Glass, 
Atlas Refinery. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4, Vice-
President, 3, President, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Interclass Football, 
1, 2; Freshman Rules Committee Chair-
man, 2; Technician Advertising Manager, 
3; A. A. Council, 3; Press Board, 3; Stu-
dent Council, 4; Kem-Lec-Mek, 4. 
DON possesses the rare distinction of having nearly everyone he meets look up to him. To most, it is because he stands well over six feet; to others, it is because 
they have come to recognize his merits and his faults. 
If you glance at the above picture a moment—only a moment—you will dis-
tinguish the unmistakable visage of the thinker. Whether or not his thoughts are all 
of engineering is another matter. We happen to know he spends considerable time 
pursuing a very different line of endeavor; one more emotional than technical. 
Don has been associated with many college extra-curricular activities; (remember 
the '32 Chemical's barge-footed center?) ; as president of the Chemical Society he 
made a name for both himself and his organization. 
He is an enthusiastic reader of anything and everything, and will enter into a 
discussion on any subject you care to advance. He and the other two "musketeers" 
can often be seen thumbing pages of books on Bamberger's 79c counter. In fact, he 
believes it to be one of his greatest trials, to be forced to tear himself away without 
adding another volume to his already large collection. 
Another place you may chance to meet him is in the woods, alone, or in the 
company of one or two classmates, wrapped in a dissertation on life and work. 
And so we leave him, satisfied that he will be successful in just the manner he 
himself considers success. 
Page One Hundred and Eight 
"Johnny" 
John J. Weir 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Weston Electrical In-
strument Co. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
THEY say one should never give voice to an idea unless it is patented. Were this universally followed, the patent examiners would know the name John Weir ex-
ceedingly well. The fact that many paper manufacturers have lost money during the 
past few years, is no fault of his. Pad after pad has been covered with his remarkable 
( ?) electrical schemes; perhaps we may all live to see many of them incorporated in 
some sensible design. On the other hand, it would take a combination of the shades 
of Steinmetz and Edison to unravel the greater number of them. 
All this originality is strictly confined to technical matters, as far as the college is 
concerned, yet John advances an excuse for non-participation in extra-curricular activ-
ities that even our rabid prejudice recognizes as valid. It seems that he is a sort of 
home-town Rover boy; the Jersey City Frank Merriwell. All his excess energy is 
devoted to the organization of youngsters; he is a leader in Scout circles, and has in-
terests in other fields of boydom as well. 
It is unfortunate indeed that this commendable endeavor necessitates John's 
breezing out of Newark promptly at four, and forbids his return until nine the next 
morning; the class, the A. A., and the Kem-Lec-Mek (Ed. note—Oh, yes; especially 
the latter) could well use his leadership and executive ability. But perhaps, when at 
last he outgrows his Scout uniform, he will return, as the "rich alumnus" who is the 
dream of every student organization, to make all prosperous and happy. 
Page One Hundred and Nine 
"Carl" 
Carleton Werner 
ΑΚΠ  
Orange, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Gould & Eberhardt. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1, 2; Circulation Manager, 
Kem-Lec-Mek, 4. 
TRANGE are the ways of women! But a year ago, this introduction would have 
ben an acrid diatribe; its subject termed, and justly so, the most conceited man 
in college. In that well-remembered era, Carleton aspired to be the gay Lothario; he 
modestly claimed unlimited technique and experience in handling the opposite sex. 
He vainly sought to develop a capacity for alcohol in keeping with his position in 
college—but why go on? All this has passed. Jeanette is in control. 
One incident in Carl's career will remain fresh in the minds of his classmates, 
when his accomplishments are long forgotten. That is the occasion upon which he 
first revealed his theological beliefs. He presented a theme in English class; a paper 
which professed a most sincere Christian code. It was difficult to reconcile that work 
with the self-appointed sophisticate who read it. Only his recent outward conversion 
to sobriety and respectability gave final proof that the worldliness, not the piety, was 
affected. 
Carleton has been a consistent supporter of all social functions. In four years, 
he has not missed a single college dance; most of the fraternity affairs, too, have 
boasted his presence. As a man with a position to uphold, it was only natural that 
he should become a disciple of Bill Arnott; that is, one who says only what is diplo-
matic—who sacrifices honesty to expediency. But this excess of tact is merely a 
veneer; the solidity beneath should make Carleton a satisfactory, if not aggressive, 
engineer. 
Page One Hundred and Ten 
"Whit" 
Howard E. Whitford 
ΦΣΩ 
Hawthorne, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Barbour Flax-Spinning 
Co., Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2. 
THE profound expression customarily adorning the above countenance is not due to extreme knowledge, now, evidence to the contrary notwithstanding, extreme 
lack of it. As a rule, it represents somnolence all too frequent after an evening of 
over-indulgence in an amber, frothy beverage of about eight times legal strength. 
Of course, this condition interferes somewhat with Whit's work, but his philosophy 
is a healthy one indeed—if business interrupts pleasure, t'hell with business! 
Perhaps it was Whit's job as stoker of the college boiler that precipitated his 
downfall. Everyone realizes what a comfort beer is to the working-man; in fact, to 
any man. And down in the pit, heaving coal . . . . pardon me a moment. Even 
the thought has made me thirsty. . . . 
Ah! Now where was I? Oh, yes—All this gentleman's experience was not as 
furnace-man. He also indulged in higher pursuits, one of which, in particular, 
brought him up to street level. Yes, our Howard was a shoe-salesman. It was in 
this profession that he gathered his thorough knowledge of human relations, as dis-
played in Coordination, and his magnificent technique, as revealed in Eddie Hopper's 
rumble seat. Can you not imagine Whit coyly toying with a maiden's tootsies, and 
so deploying himself (the little rascal!) that she receives the full benefit of that 
heart-rending profile? 
But in spite of everything—this man is an engineer; if he is as level-headed out 
of college as he was in, his future should not be in doubt. 
Page One Hundred and Eleven 
"Ernie" 
Ernest A. Willis 
Ogdensburg, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: N. J. Zinc Co., Nation-
al Oil Products Co. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 3, 4. 
ERNIE is so quiet that it took some profs four years to learn his name. In fact, it is said that at one time Mr. Stewart had the skids all greased for "that quiet 
lad with glasses", but, when the Scholarship Committee met, the name of Willis 
slipped his mind completely. Thus Ernie still remained solvent, and now takes his 
last bow. 
Despite this single triumph, his retiring ways have done him more harm than 
good. Even his fellow Chemicals found it hard to break that outer shell. A stiff 
course in public speaking, and a continuation of Coordination, would do Ernie a world 
of good. 
Beneath his confounded reserve, we find a rather practical soul, with inherent 
matter-of-factness lightened by streaks of dry humor. Yet few of his contemporaries 
realize that he is really human. His mouse-like manner has kept him apart from all 
save the irrepressible Chemicals. 
Perhaps he is happier so. Perhaps his complex is one of superiority; it may be 
that he is merely indifferent. We may some day be surprised by burning headlines, in 
the best Ledger manner, revealing his secret love-life. We rather hope for the latter. 
It is not well for any man to be so thoroughly absorbed in engineering; a brief digres-
sion would be beneficial. And after all—one doesn't need a job to eat in jail! 
Page One Hundred and Twelve 
"Carl", "Futzer" 
Carl F. Wilson 
A K II 
Boonton, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Alexander Potter. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Intramural 
Basketball, 1, 4; Varsity, 2; Interclass 
Football, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 2. 
THIS rangy lad hails from the delightful little farming community of Boonton, New Jersey, where he was famous as a football player extraordinary. Boonton, 
however, has not left its stamp on him; he is now a sophisticated city feller, and no 
longer looks up at twenty story buildings with amazement and awe. Only his 
leisurely, rolling walk, peculiar to sailors on old clipper ships and to farmers of the 
Garden State, betrays his rural origin. 
Good nature is in the very bones of this solid man. Under the most trying cir-
cumstances, which would make ordinary mortals fly off the handle, Carl's perpetual 
smile is in evidence. He is not particularly loquacious, but has been known to say 
plenty when the occasion demanded it, and with good effect, too. 
Gregariousness is not a feature of Carl's nature. His membership in a small, but 
select coterie, which has stuck together for four years, suffices for all his social con-
tacts at Newark. The high esteem in which his friends hold him is his best recom-
mendation. 
Civil engineering and Carl should get along well, because the Boonton boy has the 
ability to plan a job and the energy to carry it out. He can be on good terms with 
everyone, a necessary requirement of getting a job done. Rumor has it that he endears 
himself to laboring gangs by juggling hundred pound bags of cement. 
Everyone wishes Carl luck in making the 'desert blossom as the rose'. 
Page One Hundred and Thirteen 
Through The Looking Glass 
SO, neophytes, you stand at last at the door of life! Your last excuse for irre-
sponsibility has vanished; work, and work alone, awaits you. To some, this 
future fate seems much like that behind them; your grinds, your serious, admirable 
Trunnion men, have know little of levity, and less of sin. Bitterly will they curse 
the choice they made in college. Future years will find the more prosperous of them 
engaged in senile debauch, vainly striving to fan to flame the blaze of passion they 
once assiduously suppressed. But what of those who have lived? Aha! They, too, 
will bemoan the past. Lost opportunity; sketchy knowledge; poor groundwork in 
elementary subjects; these will be the fruits of their four years' endeavor. You fools! 
No matter what your course—it has been wrong. 
But wait! The glass is clearing! I see a man—a tall, blond man. He is in 
churchly robes; he speaks, speaks well indeed, of duty, God, and pudity. Yet his 
graceful words are false, and his inspiring phrases mere equivocation. Although per-
sonally benevolent, he is a thorough hypocrite; behind his righteous shield, he heads the 
biggest ring of crooked politicians in the state. There is a sudden upheaval—I think 
I see him falling—but—the picture fades. 
How many Babbitts we have here! So many who are destined for lives of con-
ventional, standardized happiness! Rosenberg, Landis, Waterfield,—still deep in mari-
tal bliss; Bogart and John—beginning to emerge; Dietz, Batley, Willis—oh, a host 
beyond number—wed or single. ever sombre, sober, sane—poor fellows! 
There are few indeed in this motley crew who will ever rise above pettiness; few 
who will devote a single thought to else but business, salary, and thrill-less creature-
comforts. 'Workers and drones alike, have reached the height of their perceptiveness; 
from this point on, contentment, or the dull sense of injustice inherent in the "licked" 
failure, will blunt their senses more each day. Only the most obvious display, in 
argument or emotion, will rouse them from coma; subtlety will soon be only a word. 
Success and failure alike will follow the rut, and when death claims them, the memory 
of neither will survive his grandchildren. Why is life—if it is to be lived in such a 
way? 
Once again the glass is clearing! A virtual kaleidoscope of portraits, this! A 
fat man—a chemical who spells his name peculiarly—a moral man—has become a 
captain of industry; a man with shining pate, fringed with red—is still hard to get 
along with, but is happy within himself; a tall, lean, querelous individual—very hard-
headed and practical—has become one of the few real leaders to emerge from your 
pack of fools— 
But enough. You are a sorry sight; a brilliant group of youngsters, trained by 
the public schools, educated in a most reputable college—trained not to think out of 
turn, and educated to be drab, soulless automotons, ashamed to live, ashamed to rebel, 
—even ashamed to love. Go in peace—and heaven help you. 
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Passe Yearly 
THE KALEIDOSCOPE REVIEW 
September—October 
By far the most noticeable change in dear ol' Newark during the summre of '31 
was the addition to the office force 
	 Not bad, sez we 	 And says the editor, poor 
fellow 	 But competition was keen for a while. 
The Technician came out on opening day 	 Remarkable 	 Poor '34 was given 
another kicking around in football 
	
And the Bears lost the Int. pennant by a nose, 
alas! 
November—December 
The Alumni dance was quite as usual 
	
But slim attendance scared Beta Alpha 
into making their brawl informal 	 The depression-dipped tax failed to put them 
in the black, however 	 Even though those balloons kept things popping 	 Most 
Seniors were home waiting for warnings 	  
Our weakened varsity started well, but proved to be front-runners 	  No 
freshman talent, either 
	 But we can always lick Webb and Drew. 
The Soph Hop was on a most stupid date 	 the night before New Year's Eve. 
	 It deserved to fail, despite lavish decorations. 
January—February 
The Student Council crushed Phi Sigma Delta, and deservedly 
	
No room for 
high school fraternities on our campus 
	  
Phi Sigma Omega cashed in where Beta Alpha flopped 
	 A formal dance always 
has more appeal 	 And someone in Phi Sig. had perspicacity enough to realize it. 
Midyear exams 	 Frosh theme song—"All, all are gone—those old familiar faces." 
March—April 
The state cut Newark's appropriation 	 Much howling by the Administration--- 
Gov. Moore silver-tongued our protest committee into dazed silence. 
The Bears started well 
	 and took heavy toll of afternoon class attendance 
	  
Warnings came out, and numerous Seniors commended their souls to God 
	 a prepar- 
ation for Hari-Kari 	 But we made the eligible list, anyway. 
Plant design caused severe cases of the jitters among chemicals 	 and Kem-Lec- 
Mek copy was due at the same time 	 Gavalt! 
May—June 
The Senior Ball 	 ah! There was a dance! 	 Even Dietz came. 
Spring with a vengeance 
	 and commencement in the offing---Frosh-Soph base- 
ball—very much less thrilling than when '32 played it 
	 But what weather! 
Conversation: 
"Graduatin' Friday, I suppose?" 
"Well—no. Guess I'll wait 'till next time." 
"Oh----. Sorry." 
Life is like that. But what the hell! 
"The worldly hope men set their hearts upon 
Turns ashes—or it prospers: and anon, 
Like snow upon the desert's dusty face, 
Lighting a little hour or two—is gone." 
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UNDERCLASSES 
That age is best which is the first, 
When youth and blood are warmer; 
But being spent, the worse, and worst 
Times still succeed the former. 
ROBERT HERRICK. 

Class of 1955 
GEORGE D. WILKINSON 
President 
GEORGE E. DANALD 
Vice-President 
CHARLES H. DUURSEMA 
Secretary 
JOSEPH BOROWSKI, JR. 
Treasurer 
PROFESSOR B. S. KOSHKARIAN, A. B., A. M. 
Faculty Advisor 
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The 33rd Engineers 
T was on a memorable day—September 16, 1929—that one hundred and sixty am-
bitious and confident embryo engineers crossed the threshold of the College of 
Engineering. At the close of the first day, we were escorted through Newark by the 
ever thoughtful Sophomores. The annual Freshman-Sophomore football game ended 
in a defeat for us, however, we were not discouraged, for on Parents' Day, February 
12, 1929, we defeated our arch rivals in a hectic game of basketball. 
The 33rd Engineers suffered severe losses at mid-years, and those remaining 
quickly adopted the professional attitude; settling down for some real work. Finals 
were met successfully only by those who, profiting by their experiences at mid-years, 
had applied themselves during the second semester. 
When we returned in the fall, we found that about half of the original group 
were left. Thus we were placed at a disadvantage in handling the large incoming 
group which it was our task to discipline. Although a little unruly at first, the 
34's became more sociable after we defeated them in football. 
The activities of '33 outside the classroom were many in number. We in-
augurated the plan whereby the class subscribed one hundred per cent to the Tech-
nician and Kem-Lec-Mek, and laid foundations for the standard constitution which 
has since been adopted by all the classes. The members of the class, almost to a man, 
turned out to join the Engineering Societies to which they were entitled to belong 
after the completion of one of the four years of training. During the holiday season, 
the annual Soph hop was brought to realization—our first collegiate social function. 
Once again mid-years and finals marched by, each time catching a few off guard. 
At the end of the second year our ranks were increased by the men of the twilight 
group as well as those coming from "Tech". 
After spending the summer in industry, we returned to college to be initiated 
into the cooperative system. Our class was split up into two sections, so that it be-
came necessary to carry on our activities in the late afternoon and evening. The 
publication of the "Technician" was started and the work of the staff, in turning out 
the fine issues they did, was greatly commendable. With this auspicious beginning, 
we followed by entertaining the class of '35 at the Junior Smoker. 
Our second whirl at social life came after mid-years—the Junior Promenade—
February 20, 1932. It will be well remembered for many years by those who at-
tended. 
With the exception of the school paper, our main activities ended shortly after 
the first semester and the whole class now looks forward to examinations and the senior 
year. 
"No game was ever yet worth a rap 
For a rational man to play, 
Into which no accident, no mishap, 
Could possibly find a way." 
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Class of 1934 
RALPH H. SAYRE 
President 
OLIVER J. SIZELOVE 
Vice-President 
LEO J. CARLING 
Secretary 
FRANCIS E. BAKANAU 
Treasurer 
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Sophomore Class 
IN the middle of September, 1930, a motley squad of one hundred and eighty high 
school boys entered N. C. E. as Freshmen. After peacefully receiving their 
traditional equipment, they were full-fledged greenies. It seemed to many upper-
classmen that '34 was lacking an integral part of the traditional spirit, for it was 
only with the greatest difficulty that a few restless '32's incited a riot. 
However, a desperate battle was fought a few weeks later, under the name of 
the Freshman-Sophomore football game. The light yearlings held well in their own 
territory, and it was only in the last few minutes that the Sophs triumphed. 
Organization of the class soon followed. By pursuing a policy of non-violence 
reminiscent of Ghandi's, '34 succeeded in slipping out of the yoke of the 33rd 
Engineers. Members entered whole-heartedly into extra-curricular activities. The 
varsity basketball team had three Frosh on the first five; the squad included six others. 
These men contributed materially to the team's phenomenal success. 
Soon the climax of all obstacles arose—midyears. This hurdle eliminated about 
half the class; the remnant sadly meditated on the "survival of the fittest". But Vis-
itors' Day salved our sorrow somewhat, though our guests watched our basketeers 
fulfill athletic tradition by losing the annual game to the Sophs. 
The second semester passed quickly; spring took its toll, even of the ambitious. 
However, most of our men passed the finals in June. 
Upon returning in September, members of the class explained almost unanimously 
how they labored hard (?) that summer trying to obtain employment. Nevertheless, 
work was at hand, for the number of greenies had greatly increased, and many were 
without their regalia. The weather-man favored us by providing a shower to keep 
the Frosh cool and calm (?) during their parade. 
Continuing our athletic impotence, we lost the football game to a clearly superior 
'35 eleven. This youngster victory instilled in them a rebellious spirit, which took 
some time to quell. 
The remainder of this year, activity was rife. Members of '34 turned out en 
masse to join the Engineering societies, for which they were eligible after completing 
one year's training. The Soph Hop, the first social activity of the class, was an 
aesthetic success, but a complete financial failure. The unfortunate selection of date 
was largely responsible. Our second Visitors' Day saw us win our initial major victory 
by whipping '35 on the court. We hope this triumph was the tardy turning-point of 
our athletic fortunes. 
Having completed our second year satisfactorily, we look forward anxiously to 
the application of this learning in industry—if there is any industry left by the time 
we get there. 
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Class of 1935 
OFFICERS 
LEWIS E. CONNOR 
President 
DONALD R. SCHULTE 
Vice-President 
WILLIAM L. VAN DERBEEK 
Secretary 
EDGAR J. LUERICK 
Treasurer 
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Freshman Class 
O N the morning of September 14, 1931, two hundred and thirty-seven Freshmen, the largest and greenest class ever to enter the college, wandered aimlessly about 
its corridors. Their freedom was short-lived; later in the afternoon they were herded 
together in the yard to acquire an essential part of their education. Each yearling was 
given (?) a cap, tie, tag, and card of regulations. The poor babes were then forced to 
parade through the streets of Newark to show off their newly-gained (and dearly 
bought) regalia. 
Two weeks quickly passed; the scene changed to Branch Brook park. Here the 
once-proud Sophomores were forced to bow to their younger brethren in a hectic foot-
ball battle. That same night, at the Junior Smoker, the Freshmen were officially wel-
comed to the school, and each one presented with a corncob pipe. 
Soon after this, basketball got under way. Four members of the class made the 
varsity squad; others, less skillful, participated in intramural contests. 
In December, Frosh-Soph athletic rivalry was again in evidence. Our wrestlers, 
some of whom later developed into promising material, were no match for their more 
experienced opponents in the annual Alumni Night fracas. 
This disappointment was soon overshadowed by the major catastrophe of mid-
years. Sadly enough, our class established a new record for scholastic collapse. The 
five year men, especially, felt the edge of the axe. Financial troubles also thinned 
our ranks; the saddened remnant assumed that expression of impending disaster we 
have since learned is a fixture on all Newark men. 
Our public debut as full-fledged representatives of the college took place on 
Visitors' Day. But so proud were we of our lab demonstrations, that before we 
realized it, a crack Sophomore quintet had run off with the honors in the basketball 
game that followed. 
We, as a class, are gradually becoming acclimated; those out of tune with the 
college and its ideals are fast disappearing. Our work is improving, and although we 
have already discovered that complete satisfaction of any professor is impossible, we 
have hopes that our shocked survivors will not fall below the standards set in other 
years. There seems to be a certain mental attitude inherent in all Newark men. 
Faculty and upper-classmen assure us that we have not yet attained it; however, 
after another harrowing six months, and a summer in industry, we should at least 
be on the way to becoming engineers. 
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College Roster 
CLASS OF 1933 
Bailey, Daniel R. 	 Greenberg, Benjamin 	 Ohlson, Carl A. 
Baker, Halsted W., Jr. 	 Haldeman, Edward G. 	 Orlovsky, Joseph H. 
Barclay, Robert E. 	 Heyman, Max A. 	 Otto, Arthur L. 
Bodjo, Joseph S. 	 Hines, Joseph J. 
	 Papandrea, Natale N. 
Breen, Marshall J. 	 Hoffman, William R. 	 Payne, Albert V. 
Brown, William J. 	 Hoffmann, Paul O. 	 Pelligra, Anthony 
Burns, Edward P. 
	 Hull, Mortimer E. 	 Rosenkrans, Allen A. 
Cantlupe, Dominic N. 
	 Kisch, Joseph P. 	 Sauerborn, Alfred J. 
Cervenka, Otto A. 
	 Kopp, Alvin H. 
	 Schroeder, Melvin R. 
Clark, Franklin 	 Koschorreck, Gustav 
	 Scofield, Ernest C. 
Close, Herbert S. 
	 Krumenaux, Frank C. 	 Striven, Walter A. 
Coakley, James J. 	 Kunz, Miles C. 
	 Seligman, Monroe 
Comins, Alfred W. 	 Kupfrian, Wilbur J. 
	 Selkinghaus, Walter E. 
Coppersmith, Frederick M. 
	
Kutyniak, Leonard 	 Shaw, Samuel L. 
Dabb, Albert H. 	 Maher, George E. 	 Slattery, Nicholas T. 
Danald, George E. 	 Mainardi, Pompey 	 Spencer, Charles W. 
Dandridge, William E. 	 Manning, Frank G. 
	 Strohl, Carman D. 
Dobrovich, Andrew L. 	 McEwan, James W. 
	 Stults, Wallace W. 
Duursema, Charles H. 	 Meyer, Fred C. 
	 Turnet, Abe 
Enander, Carl A. 	 Mitchell, John C. W. 
	 Tyler, Everett 
Evangelista, Ernest 
	 Monaco, John C. 
	 Ullmann, Albert W. 
Finlayson, Kenneth C. 	 Moody, William A., Jr. 
	 Van Zile, Lawrence W. 
Finley, Howard J. 	 Moss, John W. 
	 Wahlberg, Eric C. 
Fitzpatrick, Daniel P. 	 Mutchler, Raymond P. 
	 Wheadon, Fred H. 
Frederick, Harry A. 	 Neider, Russell C. 
	 Wilkinson, George D. 
Fritts, Stewart 	 Newberger, Reuben 
	 Woehling, John G. 
Gamarekian, A. Richard 
	 North, Frank H. 
	 Woodcock, William G. 
Gegenheimer, William C. 
	 Nudenberg, Nathaniel J. 	 Yahn, Robert 
Graf, Charles A. 	 O'Brien, Frank X. 
	 Zeliff, David E. 
CLASS OF 1934 
Bahun, Charles J. 	 Chapman, George E. 	 Duggan, Charles E. 
Bakanau, Francis E. 	 Chosnykowski, Theodore S. 
	
Eckhardt, George R. 
Bird, Stanley P. 	 Ciallella, Louis A. 
	 Erskine, Robert M. 
Blarney, Almon C. 
	 Dautel, Charles D. 
	 Finigan, Robert J. 
Borowski, Joseph, Jr. 
	 Davis, Paul M. 
	 Fix, Carl F. 
Boucher, Francis L. 
	 Day, Albert E. 
	 Florence, Alexander F. 
Browne, Joseph A. 
	 Demarest, L. Burdette 
	 Fontanella, Frederick 
Burrell, Harry 
	 Dempster, Norman 
	 Freudenberg, Charles F. 
Carling, Leo J. 
	 DeWitt, George G. 
	 Friedman, Henry 
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Fuss, Theodore 
	 Kreitz, Andrew, Jr. 	 Rocchini, Albert 
Galloway, Chester A. 	 Lakoff, Albert 	 Rosenthal, Ellis 
Gargiulo, Rene L. 	 LaRue, Allan B. 	 Roth, Milton M. 
Gasior, Joseph 	 Laufer, George 	 Ruzika, Edward F. 
Geisler, Edward F. 
	 Leba, Theodore 	 Sawyer, Richard F. 
Gildersleeve, Henry S. 
	 Lelek, Thaddeus A. 	 Sayre, Ralph H. 
Gismond, Lorenzo E. 
	 Lemerman, Milton 	 Scharf, John L. 
Greidanus, S. Charles 
	 Leonard, Edwin W. 	 Schultz, Sidney 
Grimm, Godfrey 
	 Leong, Edward Y. 	 Schwarzwalder, Paul T. 
Guinan, Raymond W. 
	
Macaoay, Miguel V. 	 Sinclair, Donald S. 
Habig, William A. 
	 Maddison, Robert J. 	 Sizelove, Oliver J. 
Hague, John M. 
	
Mangold, Wendell P. 	 Sizelove, Robert R. 
Hambright, John K. 
	
Mastriani, Albert 	 Smith, Gordon A. 
Hansen, Einar 
	
McKnight, William H., Jr. Stober, Charles N. 
Harang, Edward 	 Mills, George S. 	 Thompson, Robert W. 
Herbst, Robert S. 	 Mon, Joseph A. 	 Tornambe, Anthony 
Hoffman, John C. 
	
Mueller, Edwin 	 Turner, William S. 
Hollar, George B. 
	
Mulner, Paul 	 Van Auken, Oscar W. 
Holman, Edwin A. 	 Neats, Lester P. 	 Velardo, Anthony J. 
Horrocks, Stanley W. 	 Olsen, Harold O. 
	
Waldeck, Lester E. 
Hoyt, Neldon I. 
	
Olsen, Trygve A. 	 Wechsler, Samuel 
Hubach, Kenneth G. 	 Opdyke, Margaret G. 	 Weir, William F. 
Hutchings, Erwin 	 Perrin, Chancellor H. 	 Wendell, Joseph V. 
Israelow, Paul 	 Pignolet, Louis W. 	 White, Samuel E. 
Jackson, A. Milton 	 Pollara, Ralph E. 	 Willcox, Oswin B. 
Jennes, Adrien 	 Procak, Michael 	 Wilner, Jack 
Knox, Charles R. 	 Rackelman, Fred G., Jr. 	 Winston, Adolph A. 
Koeppel, Charles H. 	 Resnick, Martin 
CLASS OF 1935 
adamski, john j. 	 black, kenneth w. 	 caprio, james t. 
asnis, david 	 blackman, paul r. 	 carrell, stuart t. 
balestrine, john j. 	 bliss, frank h., jr. 	 carver, leonard t. 
barron, donald b. 	 boey, chew k. 	 catarinicchio, carmen j. 
baumgartner, edward w. 	 boniface, edmund a. 	 ciszeski, eugene j. 
bay, matthew 	 boote, henry w. 	 clericuzio, serafino j. 
beam, roger 	 bowe, robert h. 	 clinton, edward j. 
beecher, evan r. 	 brady, william h. 	 cobbett, william e. 
bergmann, charles r. 	 braund, albert j. 	 cocks, charles a. 
berkowitz, Sidney a. 	 braz, alfred 	 connor, lewis e. 
bernstein, william b. 	 brennan, frank x. 	 conti, aldo e. 
bertholf, clifton a. 	 brixner, benjamin f. 	 cook, leslie l. 
bilach, michael 	 brolo, frank a. 	 cornish, jean b. 
bird, montgomery r. 	 cameron, john r. 	 cortelyou, lawrence h. 
birish, george a. 
	
campbell, william c. 	 cottone, michael f. 
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coulter, waiter j. 	 johnson, john s. 
	 osterlund, arnold c. 
criger, william a. 	 kabis, charles w. 	 otterbein, mark e. 
crowley, cornelius j. 	 kissam, william m. 	 otzmann, henry 
davidson, robert l. 	 klophaus, raymond w. 	 parnes, abe 
davis, roy h. 	 knauff, francis t. 	 pasieka, thaddeus i. 
degennaro, p. frank 
	 kocserha, john 	 pasternack, waddle s. 
de jaager, fred 	 kohlins, william d. 
	 pawlinger, max 
del vecchio, valentine 	 koncher, leo f. 	 perry, anthony j. 
de panicis, eugene 
	 kopecky, august j. 
	 pesce, ernest f. 
desmond, john v. 	 koscinski, john f. 
	 petersen, harold o. 
doby, waiter v. 
	 krol, frank p. 
	 phy, william c. 
dudziec, matthew j. 
	 lago, joseph 	 piscopo, bernard 
dugan, john 1. 	 lakoff, george 1. 	 preston, frank h. 
eary, stephen e. 
	 lanzafame, john 	 price, arthur w. 
edelson, max 
	 lartaud, harold r. 
	 puglia, angelo j. 
ellerbrock, irwin w. 
	 laubach, charles 
	 reilly, bertram b. 
engelman, charles h. 
	 Lazar, john 1. 
	 rickey, howard k. 
esposito, philip a. 
	 lewis, howard c. 
	 ritterbusch, harry f. 
foiling, john p. 
	 libkind, herman 
	 roth, edward 
feldman, nathan w. 
	 lindhe, walter f. 
	 rotherham, herbert g. 
filippone, joseph e. 
	 linkletter, alfred c. 
	
rovi, benedict m. 
fischbein, herman e. 
	 lioi, joseph m. 
	 rubinstein, bernard a. 
francis, robert h. 
	 Lowe, fred c. 
	 ruck, louis a. 
frank, joseph j. 
	 luerich, edgar j. 
	 ruggieri, frank 
freifeld, max b. 
	 lytle, glenn w. 
	 runge, arthur t. 
froelich, Clinton 1. 
	 macchi, albert j. 	 russell, frederick a. 
gala, f. frank 
	 magnes, Sidney 	 russo, roland 
galcher, William j. 
	 mainardi, marcus 
	 salvatore, roland v. 
gialanella, livio a. 
	 masi, felix j. 
	 salvest, gadamis j. 
gibson, john w. 
	 matonti, gustav 1. 
	 samaritano, angelo j. 
glenday, frank m. 
	 maurer, martin 
	 saslaw, otto a. 
goeller, j. crawford 
	 may, harold a. 
	
scarlatelli, carmine a. 
gordon, benjamin h. 
	 may, joseph 
	 schaab, robert g. 
gottlieb, sol h. 	 mccabe, joseph c. 
	 schroeder, albert h. 
graham, spencer 
	 mccutcheon, james h. 
	 schulhoff, alex 
granieri, nicholas 
	 mcdonough, martin e. 
	 schulte, donald r. 
grasso, joseph a. 
	 mcdougall, arthur 	 selander, lawrence w. 
gutowski, edward m. 
	 meyer, elmer e. 
	 sell, norbert 1. 
handville, francis a. v. 	 mika, otto a. 
	 sergovic, john a. 
harris, vervin d. 
	 miller, g. grant 
	 sevestre, lewis j. 
heath, william f. 
	 morris, joseph w. 	 sharp, robert m. 
helm, william v. 
	 mulford, paul f. 	 silfverberg, earl 
hein, wilbur 
	 neidorf, samuel 	 silverman, sol 
heyman, louis 
	 nisnoff, harold j. 
	
smith, charles o. 
hill, edward r. 
	 nixon, george e. 	 smith, russell g. 
hoagland, frank 1. 
	 nordt, paul w. 	 soffel, harold c. 
howland, walter a. 
	 nothum, william m. 	 somma, anthony p. 
hurlburt, franklyn w. 
	 nugent, edward 
	 soriano, gaetano 
ivory, henry v. 
	 o'connor, William t. 
	
spencer, william h. 
jackson, william w. 
	 olawski, russell j. 
	
stefany, william w. 
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stevenson, b. h. 	 wander koogh, clifford 	 Whitney, alva e. 
stoll, george f. 	 veit, herbert f. 	 wildeman, roy e. 
strahman, herman 	 venezia, ralph g. 	 wilkinson, howard m. 
tarzian, albert o. 	 vom lehn, stanley e. 	 willard, john w. 
taylor, john m. 	 vosper, jack w. 	 williams, Louis s. 
ten broeke, edward f. 	 wackenhuth, erwin c. 	 wilson, harry r. 
thomas, jack u. 	 walker, john w. 	 winters, robert j., jr. 
thomson, john e. 
	 waiter, earl 	 wood, wendell 
tobin, aaron h. 	 warner, henry 	 wotanowski, theodore j. 
townsley, h. vincent 
	
warren, j. leslie 	 young, harold j. 
travisano, ralph m. 	 warshauer, frank m. 	 zweig, milton 
turnau, william f. 
	
watts, Sherman s. 	 zwetchkenbaum, Sidney 
van derbeek, william I. 
	
whitfield, kenneth f. 
Alumni 
CLASS OF 1923 
Earl F. Adams, B.S. 	 Milton Holmes, B.S. 
Gustave H. Bjorklund, B.S. 	 F. Leslie Jacobus, B.S. 
Donald K. Craig, B.S. 	 Judson G. Spofford, B.S. 
William Crutchlow, B.S. 	 Joseph Spielvogel, B.S., M.E. 
Frederick C. Fraser, B.S. 	 Elwyn Waller, B.S. 
Joseph P. Wludyka, B.S., Ch.E. 
CLASS OF 1924 
Ira Bergman, B.S., Ch.E. 	 John H. W. Nile, B.S. 
George Boorujy, B.S. 	 Lawrence J. Patterson, B.S. 
Cecil S. Davis, B.S. 	 William L. Perrine, B.S. 
F. Raymond Fogel, B.S. 	 Samuel Reigenstreich, B.S. 
Norris Kosches, B.S. 	 Charles A. Schultz, B.S. 
Carl P. Mannheim, B.S. 	 Arthur L. Vanderlip, B.S. 
Leo J. Mosch, B.S. 	 Robert Widdop, B.S. 
CLASS OF 1925 
Charles C. Bauer, B.S. 	 Frank A. Jilliard, B.S. 
Charles M. Beyer, B.S. 	 Kenneth Marshall, B.S. 
Frank W. Borman, B.S., E.E. 	 Donald S. Collard, B.S. 
Lawrence E. Burnett, B.S. 	 Frederick M. Damitz, B.S. 
Philip G. Cobb, B.S. 	 Granger Davenport, B.S. 
Charles A. Fausel, B.S. 	 Robert J. Morganroth, B.S. 
Herman C. Hesse, B.S., M.E. 	 Herbert B. Pollard, B.S. (deceased) 
Harry E .Hosking, B.S. 	 Wm. D. Vander Schaff, B.S. 
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CLASS OF 1926 
John M. Coe, B.S. 
	 William K. Perry, Jr., B.S. 
Frederic Cox, B.S. 
	 Henry O. Probst, B.S. 
John F. Ditsch, B.S. 
	 Frederick W. Riemer, B.S. 
Edgar C. Fischer, B.S. 
	 Daniel M. Rosamilia, B. S. 
Albert S. Kopf, B.S. 
	 Francis G. Rosenfelder, B.S. 
Charles J. Lee, B.S. 
	 Adrian W. Stevens, B.S. 
Martin Monahan, B.S., Ch.E. 
	 Herman Ulanet, B.S. 
Frank Orosz, B.S. 
	 Frank M. Wlosinski, B.S. 
CLASS OF 1927 
Louis Balenson, B.S. 
	 Nuncio Pico, B.S. 
Lewis H. Bates, B.S. 
	 Edmund S. Redmerski, B.S. 
Arthur Booth, B.S. 
	 Victor H. Ripley, B.S. 
Joseph Brendlen, B.S. 
	 Lawrence V. Edwards, B.S. 
Paul R. Cunliffe, B.S. 
	 Solomon Fishman, B.S. 
Barney A. Diebold, B.S. 
	 Howard C. Goellner, B.S. 
Harry W. Dierman, B.S. 
	 Wilson R. Hull, B.S. 
John D. Drukker, B.S. 
	 Robert W. Jenkins, B.S., E.E. 
Lester W. Dunn, B.S. 
	 George Kane, B.S. 
John E. Kane, B.S. 
	 Malcolm E. Runyon, B.S. 
Lawrence E. Koch, B.S. 
	 Frank Schetty, B.S. 
H. Rupert Le Grand, B.S. 
	 Emerick Toth, B.S. 
Andrew Mueller, Jr., B.S. 
	 Sidney Weinfeld, B.S. 
William J. Opdyke, Jr., B.S., M.E. 
	 Edward S. Weinstein, B.S. 
Howard G. Patton, B.S. 
	 Alfred Werner, B.S. 
Frederick S. Wolpert, B.S. 
CLASS OF 1928 
Ralph A. Brader, B.S. 
	 Clifton, J. Keating, B.S. 
Edward S. Bush, B.S. 
	 John Kopeske, B.S. 
Anthony Cenci, B.S. 
	 J. Leonard Kuhn, B.S. 
Warren K. Condit, B.S. 
	 Robert E. Mayer, B.S. 
Raymond J. Cox, B.S. 
	 Robert M. Meyer, B.S. 
Stanley Cozza, B.S. 	 F. Murray Paret, B.S. 
George T. Deaney, B.S. 
	 Louis Pickett, B. S. 
William Falconer, B.S. 
	 Karl J. Probst, B.S. 
Charles F. Forsythe, B.S. 
	 John M. Roche, B.S. 
Karl S. Geiges, B.S. 	 Frederick Wm. Speckmann, B.S. 
James A. Gibbons, B.S. 
	 Nathan Silberfield, B.S. 
Frank Goldbach, B.S. 
	 Arthur Spinanger, B.S. 
Henr yK. Hamje, B.S. 
	 Henry Tobler, Jr., B.S. 
Jerome E. Hequembourg, B.S. 
	 Vincent Vitale, B.S. 
Eugene Hess, B.S. 
	 Gustave R. Weidig, B.S. 
Gerald A. Higgins, B.S. 	 Roswell R. Winans, B.S. 
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CLASS OF 1929 
Ranieri P. Barasso, B.S. 
	 Walter J. Kastner, B.S. 
Marshall C. Bassford, B.S. 
	 Lorenz M. Klenk, B.S. 
Alex Becker, B.S. 
	 Milton B. Leggett, B.S. 
William B. Beveridge, B.S. 
	 Herman P. Lenk, B.S. 
Allan Bochner, B.S. 
	 Edward J. Lou, B.S. 
Charles H. Clarendon, Jr., B.S. 
	 William B. Morningstern, B.S. 
Richard D. Cushwa, B.S. 
	 Howard Orrell, B.S. 
Vernon O. Drake, B.S. 
	 Alfons Puishes, B.S. 
Lyle W. Fleetwood, B.S. 
	 John D. Romano, B.S. 
Robert A. Frew, B.S. 
	 Sam Scalzitti, B.S. 
Morris Friedman, B.S. 
	 Robert V. Schwarzwalder, B.S. 
Corwin S. Gray, B.S. 
	 Joseph Townsend, B.S. 
Thomas F. Groll, B.S. 	 Kenneth J. VanBrunt, B.S. 
Herman A. Herr, B.S. 
	 Stephen J. Wagner, B.S. 
Charles P. Hurd, B.S. 
	 Charles H. Weisleder, B.S. 
Ernest A. Joerren, B.S. 
	 Robert H. Winckler, B.S. 
Meyer Yablonsky, B.S. 
CLASS OF 1930 
Laurence F. Adams, B.S. 
	 Ralph W. Lindeman, B.S. 
Alfred B. Anderson, B.S. 
	 Adolph H. Loos, B.S. 
Roy H. Anderson, B.S. 
	 Kenneth A. MacFadyen, B.S. 
Archie H. Armstrong, B.S. 
	 William J. Melick, Jr., B.S. 
Werner K. Baer, B.S. 	 Richard A. Miller, B.S. 
James C. Bowman, B.S. 
	 S. Paul Nastasio, B.S. 
Edwin B. Branigan, Jr., B.S. 
	 Theodore P. Newitts, B.S. 
Victor J. Cantlupe, B.S. 
	 John B. Opdyke, B.S. 
Paul J. Dumont, B.S. 	 William Osterheld, Jr., B.S. 
Julius Dvorak, B.S. 	 Edythe R. Raabe, B.S. 
Louis Ehresmann, B.S. 	 Armand G. Rehn, B.S. 
Michael J. Elias, B.S. 	 Martin Rieger, Jr., B.S. 
Joseph E. Fachet, B.S. 	 Francis Rogers, B.S. 
Julius E. Forcella, B.S. 	 William Schwerdtfeger, B.S. 
Charles A. Goelzer, B.S. 	 Clark H. Shaffer, B.S. 
Andrew Handzo, Jr., B.S. 
	 Morris Slurzberg, B.S. 
Rufe J. Hardy, B.S. 	 Theodore E. Starrs, B.S. 
Henry Harrison, B.S. 
	 Ralph M. Steljes, B.S. 
William Hazell, Jr., B.S. 
	 Carl M. Stuehler, B.S. 
Fred A. Hedeman, B.S. 	 Thomas J. Tully, B.S. 
Frederick P. Highfield, B.S. 	 Charles Urban, B.S. 
Anthony H. Lamb, B.S. 	 Robert W. Van Houten, B.S. 
Francis X. Lamb, B.S. 	 W. Richard Varndell, B.S. 
Eddie A. Leiss, B.S. 	 William F. Wismar, Jr., B.S. 
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CLASS OF 1931 
William R. Ackor, B.S. 
	 Waldemar F. Larsen, B.S. 
Philip H. Baldwin, Jr., B.S. 
	 Anthony Malerba, B.S. 
Albert Blackwell, Jr., B.S. 
	 Austen T. McLelland, B.S. 
Horace B. Blore, B.S. 
	 George C. McSweeney, B.S. 
Michael Brocuti, B.S. 
	 Ralph O. Menke, B.S. 
Henry C. Brormann, B.S. 
	 William S. O'Connor, B.S. 
William B. Brown, B.S. 
	 Warren Pletz, B.S. 
Francis J. Burns, B.S. 
	 Willis S. Ramsey, B.S. 
Oswald S. Carliss, B.S. 
	 George D. Rust, B.S. 
Thomas J. Casapulla, B.S. 
	 John B. Sheid, B.S. 
Nicholas Cichino, B.S. 
	 Francis L. Schmidt, B.S. 
Frank S. Coe, Jr., B.S. 
	 Charles A. Schrade, B.S. 
Arthur De Castro, B.S. 
	 Harold F. Schumacher, B.S. 
Charles P. Deutch, B.S. 
	 Harry Silk, B.S. 
Benjamin Eskin, B.S. 
	 Thomas T. Smith, B.S. 
Irvin V. Falk, B.S. 
	 Stanley F. Spence, B.S. 
Michael Frederick, B.S. 
	 John A. Stelger, B.S. 
Stanley E. Godleski, B.S. 
	 Francis P. Tobin, B.S. 
Alvin R. Graff, B.S. 
	 Charles Valenza, B.S. 
George I. Herpich, B.S. 
	 Henry M. Voelmy, B.S. 
Charles Hull, Jr., B.S. 
	 Charles F. Wayer, Jr., B.S. 
Ulrich Jelinek, B.S. 
	 William B. Wible, B.S. 
Rudolph J. Jurick, B.S. 
	 Charles W. Wiley, B.S. 
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Next Year's Seniors 
DO YOU RECOGNIZE THEM? 
OUR college backslapper often goes unappreciated. He is both well-meaning and 
able, but many of his contemporaries are constantly under the impression that 
he is trying to bulldoze them into something. Perhaps his attitude toward upper-
classmen is somewhat different than that toward those in his own year, but his rela-
tions with this department have always been of the best. He is a natural salesman 
of no mean ability, and has already taken steps to obtain a position of that nature 
with his cooperative concern. If we mentioned any of his activities, (and they are 
many—too many, says Mr. Sayre) we'd give him away; let it suffice to say that 
in his Junior year, he was always vice-president (he's a '33). 
This man aspires to be the Arnott of the Class of 1933, but he is doomed to 
failure. He lacks polish and tact; while he is full of ideas, many of them are of 
dubious quality. He has so many irons in the fire that he neglects them all; he in-
itiated a number of clubs, but as soon as his interest and attendance faded, the or-
ganizations passed peacefully away. He never fails to give himself every bit of credit 
he deserves, with a handful more for good measure. If he has a personal enemy, he 
will use every means, fair or foul, to fight him,—save the physical. If he were struck, 
he'd probably sue the striker. He has no code of honor, or code of any sort, save 
success; like most capitalists, he bends Christianity to suit his own needs, and is gen-
erous where he thinks generosity will profit him most. If you don't recognize him, 
you're not a faithful reader. 
A blond wise-cracker, addicted to loud ties, scarves, and sweaters—in fact, 
"college-boy" clothes of any sort—is usually not a particularly likeable person; the 
subject of this blurb is the exception that verifies the rule. In his case, appearances 
lie mightily; his apparel and manner of conversation are merely a veneer, covering a 
very worth-while interior. Constructive energy and common sense are his major at-
tributes; stubbornness, and a tinge of his family's notorious revengefulness, his prin-
cipal failings. 
Then there is the loud-mouthed yegg, who at first sight seems a thorough ruffian; 
he is of excellent family, and has a heart without venom; his excess energy must cause 
his noisiness . . . And, of course, the young fellow who continually wears that dazed 
expression—who looks as though ideas of any sort were beyond him—is merely our 
leading exponent of the game of basketball . . . On the other hand, that exceedingly 
handsome, intelligent looking chap has frittered away scholastic and political oppor-
tunities, until now he is a five-year man without influence. 
What is the younger generation coming to! 
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SOCIAL 
Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend, 
Before we, too, into the dust descend; 
Dust into dust, and under dust to lie, 
Sans wine, sans song, sans singer, and—sans end! 
RUBAIYAT. 

Senior Ball Committee 
RICHARD E. HULL, Chairman 
FRED G. JOHN 
	 WILLIAM D. ARCHIBALD 
EDWARD M. HOPPER 
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The Senior Ball 
THIS year's Senior Ball had added significance for the student body and alumni of the college, due to the enforced hiatus in Lucretean activities by all because of 
the abnormal scarcity of the "filthy lucre." 
Instead of a crowd of jaded followers of the dance, sparkling eyes and glowing 
faces fresh from the Gillette and boudoir predominated at the "hop." Chick Floyd 
and his orchestra did not play "hot" music to deaf ears, heavy feet. Even some of 
the seniors known for shuffling succeeded in sliding over the polished oak at better 
than the usual pace of four feet per minute. 
Some of the couples appeared to be afflicted with sonambulism and only occasion-
ally revived sufficiently to return the cheerful greeting of a fellow classmate. Our 
spies informed us that these aloof individuals were in that coma prevalent amongst 
those sworn "to love, honor, and obey" ad infinitum. 
Fortunately for the success of the affair, dedicated to a final get-together for the 
soon-to-be-graduated Class of 1932, there were some scientifically minded seniors who 
had not as yet found their answers to the matrimonial problem and some light hearted 
Juniors on hand to dispel the illusion that another marathon dance was in progress. 
The favors consisted of brightly polished, brass-bound jewel boxes which could 
also be used to retain cigarettes, in case all the baubles were in hock. The souvenir 
was exceptional in value, proving that Henry Ford is not the only one who can see a 
bargain and pass it on the public. 
This year the dance was held in the main ballroom of the Newark E!ks, bringing 
the affair back to town for the first time in at least several seasons. This change 
seems most commendable and we hope that future classes will follow the precedent. 
The friendly atmosphere of the B. P. O. E. helped to make the night most enjoyable. 
The faculty was well represented and settled down, with that thoroughness so 
painful to students who try to railroad a lab report through, to enlivening the party. 
The guest of honor was Mr. Herman C. Hesse, who had been the seniors' faculty ad-
visor for the past three years. In the last year, the class was handicapped by the fact 
that he was called to another institution to become assistant professor of the Me-
chanical Engineering department. 
The patrons and patronesses were Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hunell, Mr. and Mrs. Fred-
erick L. Eberhardt, Mr. and Mrs. William C. Stobaeous, the Hon. Jerome T. 
Congleton and Mrs. Congleton, President Allan R. Cullimore and Mrs. Cullimore, Dean James 
A. Bradley and Mrs. Bradley, Professor Frank N. Entwisle and Mrs. Entwisle, Dr. 
and Mrs. Wesley J. O'Leary. 
The dance committee who were directly responsible for the prom, may well feel 
that they did a good job. The members were Richard E. Hull, chairman, William D. 
Archibald, Edward M. Hopper, and Fred G. John. 
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Junior Prom Committee 
MORTIMER E. HULL, Chairman 
MARSHALL BREEN 
	 WILLIAM DANDRIDGE 
ELMER BARCLAY 
	 SAMUEL SHAW 
JOHN WOEHLING 
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The Junior Promenade 
O N the evening of February twentieth the Class of 1933, aspiring to maintain the high ideals which have always governed the social events of N. C. E., launched 
the Junior Promenade. And what a Junior Promenade. . . . 
The Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Winfield Scott, a galaxy of color, was the set-
ting for this festival of splendor. I am inclined to believe that this is putting it 
rather mildly. Imagine, if you can, a ballroom with some one hundred and twenty 
beautiful ladies, and one hundred and twenty (I hope) escorts—forgetting their bur-
densome scholastic cares and worries. We see the ballroom first in a deep purple, 
then in green, then blue, then red, then in perfect harmony and bliss. Let us not 
forget those who tripped the light fantastic on the balcony, a scene of striking color 
and beauty. The ballroom dark, the balcony arrayed in color—truly a beautiful pic-
ture. 
At the end of the ballroom, we find one of the big reasons why cares and worries 
passed into oblivion—Paul Sabin, directing his famous orchestra—Paul has played on 
Park Avenue, Fifth Avenue, Broadway, Yale, Newark College of Engineering, Prince-
ton, and all the other rendezvous of society. 
The silk Scarfs readily won their way into the hearts of the fair ones; the black 
and white dance orders were soon filled in by the unfair ones. 
And then—The beginning of the second half—The event which no participant 
will ever forget—The Junior Promenade—Led by the guests of honor, Professor and 
Mrs. Koshkarian, the blushing Juniors and their fair companions encircled the ball-
room, finally breaking into a dance reserved for them alone—And what a dance! 
The following members of the Faculty and their wives were kind enough to lend 
their patronage: President and Mrs. Allan R. Cullimore, Dean and Mrs. James A. 
Bradley, Professor and Mrs. Frank N. Entwisle, Professor and Mrs. J. Ansel Brooks, 
Professor and Mrs. Harold N. Cummings, Professor and Mrs. Vernon T. Stewart, 
Professor and Mrs. James C. Peet, Professor and Mrs. Paul E. Schweizer, and Professor 
and Mrs. Robert B. Rice. It was also the pleasure of the Junior Class to welcome Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Frank E. McKone, Captain and Mrs. John A. Weishample, Professor 
and Mrs. Frank A. Grammer, Professor and Mrs. William S. LaLonde, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert W. VanHouten, and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Bauder. 
Mortimer Hull's committee, composed of Robert Barclay, Marshal Breen, William 
Dandridge, Samuel Shaw, and John Woehling, feels well pleased with the fruits of its 
efforts, and extends gratification to those members of the class who gave their time 
and effort to make this Junior Promenade THE Dance of Dances. 
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The Sophomore Hop 
TRADITION demands that the Sophomore Hop be held in the week between Christmas and New Year's days. This span seems to offer a wide enough choice 
of dates, yet 34's committee selected the night before New Year's eve. As might 
have been expected, their lavish decoration of Campbell Hall, and their very passable 
music, went for naught; only a handful of the faithful appeared, and many of them 
were discouraged by the deserted atmosphere. It was really an unfortunate blunder. 
The affair had all the earmarks of success, otherwise; the group in charge had evidently 
spared no effort to lend attractiveness to the ordinarily uncompromising walls of our 
gymnasium, and had provided an unusually plentiful supply of tasty refreshments. 
Perhaps it was the ill-advised consumption of leftovers that paralyzed the committee's 
flow of literature; perhaps it was merely disappointment; in any event, their neglect 
to submit the customary self-glorifying blurb on their affair is responsible for this 
more truthful than complimentary writeup by a disinterested spectator. (Ed. note—
It was quite a task to find anyone who would admit attendance!) Furthermore, their 
omission causes themselves, their patrons, and their orchestra to remain anonymous; 
all we can remember is that Messrs. Bakanau and Carling were behind it somehow. 
We hope that '35 shows a bit more judgment in handling their first dance, in 
order that it may be restored to its former status; we also recommend that they give 
a request for a writeup more consideration. 
Alpha Kappa Pi Spring Dance 
AN unusually large gathering of Alumni featured the eighth annual Spring Dance of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Pi. Not only did many of the fraternity's own 
ancients turn our for the affair, but also those of several other organizations. Grey-
beards from as far back as the class of '27 were seen hobbling about to the strains of 
Charles Webb, Jr.'s pleasing orchestra. It is certainly hoped that future functions will 
be similarly honored; too many graduates are prone to lapse into social coma after 
graduation. 
The affair was held at the Winfield Scott Hotel, site of the Junior Promenade. 
Far be it from us to disparage the latter, but several favorable comments were made 
on the uncrowded condition of the floor, as compared to that dance. Favors con-
sisted of decks of bridge cards, inscribed with the fraternity coat of arms. Attract-
tive dance orders, in the traditional green and white, were also furnished. 
Unfortunately, the guests of honor, Mr. and Mrs. Schweiser, were unable to ap-
pear because of Mr. Schweiser's illness. Professor Entwisle, too, was unable to appear, 
but Mr. and Mrs. McCone, Mr. and Mrs. LaLonde, and Mr. and Mrs. Grammar added 
the pleasure of their company to the honor of their patronage. All in all, the com-
mittee of Carleton Werner, chairman; George Wilkinson, Carl Huebner, and Stanley 
Bird, produced a most satisfactory affair. 
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Beta Alpha Theta Fall Dance 
FOR the first time in the nine years of its existence, the Beta Alpha Fall Dance was an informal affair. Due to the sad financial state of most students this year, it 
was decided to present a less expensive and less elaborate function than heretofore, in 
order that attendance might be within the reach of all. 
To a casual observer, the result was remarkably good. The Elizabeth Masonic 
Temple was not affected by the change; the music, furnished by the familiar old Cliff 
Club, was somewhat above that group's customary standard. In fact, the absence 
of favors, (which never mean much to the male end of the partnership anyway), and 
the lack of necessity for contortions while dressing, comprised the only differences 
between this and former affairs. 
A flood of inflated balloons, released toward the end of the dance, not only added 
color, but provided the basis for a new indoor sport—punching (and pinching) the 
bag while dancing. 
President and Mrs. Allan R. Cullimore, Dean and Mrs. James A. Bradley, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. James C. Peet, Professor and Mrs. Harold N. Cummings, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Petrie lent their patronage; the committee consisted of Alexander Rutledge, 
chairman; Herbert Close, Irving Kahree, Douglas Simpson, and William Dandridge. 
Delta Sigma Zeta 
THE first social function of Newark's newest fraternity was of a semi-official nature, as far as the college was concerned. Despite the fact that it was not 
widely advertised, many members of other college groups attended. The affair was 
held in the Forest Hill club, on January sixteenth; it was informal both by dress and 
nature. It is hoped that next year will find a full-fledged function added to the 
school's social calendar. 
Delta Sigma Zeta hopes, in this, its trial year, to definitely maintain its position 
among Newark's fraternities. The organization is not a fly-by-night; it is a perma-
nent campus fixture, and its personnel is determined that in spirit and progressiveness, 
it shall not lag behind its older rivals. It pledges allegience to the college, first of all; 
whatever fraternity interests might dictate, Delta Zigma Zeta will strive to maintain 
the greatest common good. 
We herefore take this opportunity to welcome the newcomer in the name of the 
student body. If the organization lives up to the qualities of the individuals com-
prising it, its career should be long and fortuitous. 
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Phi Delta Mu 
K APPA chapter, Phi Delta Mu fraternity, made its debut into local social activity through its first annual Sport Dance, held at the Garden Suburbs Country Club 
in Hackensack, on June 19, 1931. The affair was informal in spirit as well as cos-
tume; wide verandahs and spacious grounds afforded welcome opportunity for revelers 
to promenade in the cool of the perfect evening. 
Guests from metropolitan chapters, as well as representatives of other Newark 
fraternities, joined the brethren in gyrating to the strains of a six-piece orchestra. So 
pleasant was this breathing spell between examinations and the arrival of marks, that 
it was decided to make it an annual event. Its success is a tribute to the efficiency 
of small committees, in this instance composed of Max Heyman, Monroe Seligman, 
and Benjamin Eskin. 
As we go to press, this year's affair is still in the embryo state. Those in charge—
Louis Rosenberg, Monroe Seligman, Nat Nudenberg, and Paul Israelow—are investi-
gating the possibility of holding the dance aboard an ocean liner. 
Phi Sigma Omega Dance 
PHI Sigma Omega's dance—always the first affair of the new year—was held on the evening of January twenty-second at the familiar Masonic Temple in Elizabeth. 
This function marked the third consecutive winter dance sponsored by Phi Sigma 
Omega during its seven years of existence. 
The Royal Crest Orchestra supplied the strains of harmony to which so many 
"tripped the light fantastic". The ladies, bless 'em, received as souvenirs a modern-
istic leather-covered compact, on the cover of which were engraved the fraternal 
letters. Dance programs added further color to the affair, while brethren were dis-
tinguished from guests by their white carnation boutenierres. 
In spite of the alleged depression, previous prices prevailed, and the fraternity 
fared well financially as well as socially. This was, no doubt, gratifying to the 
committee of Edward Hopper, chairman, Arthur Otto, Howard Whitford, Joseph 
Brown, Carman Strohl, and Joseph Borowski. 
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Visitors' Day 
H ERETOFORE, the page devoted to conventional description of Newark's annual open house has been labeled "Parents' Day". The original—and quite logical—
basis for the name, was the preponderance of protidly beaming fathers and mothers in 
our flood of guests on that occasion. That condition still existed this year; the title, 
alas, was changed. 
This violation of custom is one result of a steady campaign; a subtle, undercover 
drive to woo the college into an attitude of dignity; to lure it away from that raw 
frankness apparently deemed (by the administration) consistent with engineering. 
It is one culmination of a four year effort to soft-focus the honest, ugly outlines of 
this institution's policy; of a continual "calm down and cover up" influence, often 
commendable, sometimes mere equivocation. 
The man behind it all is a senior, President of the Student Council—Mr. William 
Arnott. We may not agree with his policy of "tact before principle, diplomacy over 
all", but we do owe him a debt; not for changing this or that, but for enabling us to 
stretch our Visitors' Day writeup to its customary full page. 
Having disposed of Mr. Arnott's innovation, we come at last to the event itself. 
It was held, as usual, on Lincoln's Birthday; about one thousand guests attended. For 
the first time in history, undergraduates were in complete charge. The Student Coun-
cil committee of Mortimer Hull, chairman; Barker, Dibblee, Dietz, Danald, Wilkinson, 
Resnick, O Sizelive,. and Connor, merits congratulations. 
As for the exhibits—the Mechanical Lab was the noisiest and most malodorous 
spot imaginable. Several new airplane engines added to the bedlum of fume and ex-
plosion; the ice-machine did its best to offset the ushers' warm welcome. 
One flight up, the Electrical Lab provided a more brilliant display. A large 
"Welcome" sign, empowered through a photo-electric cell, was the most dazzling ex-
hibit of the day. 
The third-floor Physics Lab gave the Freshmen a chance to show off. Although 
few yearlings knew what they were doing, even fewer guests knew enough to ask 
difficult questions. That profound attitude, so often indicative of tremendous apathy, 
had wide circulation among the Frosh. It did succeed in scaring off most prospective 
enquirers, helping the day pass with a minimum of embarrassment. 
On the top floor, the Chemical Department provided haven for weary travellers. 
No noise, no smoke up here; merely sweetly alcoholic odors, and quiet discussions. 
Moreover, the day's only free samples were distributed at this point; a bottle of Euthol 
shampoo was given to each feminine guest. 
Motion pictures were shown in two rooms in Campbell Hall. We suspect many 
of our footsore visitors of ulterior motives in patronizing them. 
The Glee Club insisted on delivering its usual concert at 3 P. M.; at four, the 
Sophomores' basketball team trimmed the Freshmen. All in all, it was a full day. 
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ATHLETICS 
It should be frankly stated that if a boy contemplates college because of his taste 
for athletics, or because of a desire to excel socially, he should go elsewhere. 
College Catalogue. 
Meet the reprobates! 

Athletic Association 
OFFICERS 
KENNETH FIESTER 
President 
WILLIAM DANDRIDGE 
Vice-President 
LEO J. CARLING 
Secretary 
WILLIAM PHY 
Treasurer 
PROF. F. N. ENTWISLE 
Director of Athletics 
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Athletic Association 
O PERATING on a program of athletics for all, the A. A. has had one of its best years. Student apathy, so apparent in the past was somewhat overcome by the 
impetus of two successful basketball seasons and the promotion of wrestling to var-
sity rank. A new constitution fulfilled the optimistic prophecy made for it in these 
pages last year, by enabling officers and committees to carry on their various tasks 
without confusion or conflict. 
Intramural sports, which form, as they should, the major part of Newark's 
athletic program showed reasonable, progress. Greater diversification is necessary, how-
ever. For example, many men are interested in gymnastic work; yet, although bar-
gains in equipment have been offered from time to time, the Association has never 
been able to shake loose from its financial doldrums long enough to take advantage of 
them. Tentative plans have been presented for swimming and tennis matches, but 
both movements lack aggressive leadership. On the other hand, fencing and rifle 
clubs are already well organized, the latter particularly meeting with remarkable suc-
cess. The swordsmen make up in exuberance what they lack in ability, and show 
much promise. 
Track, once basketball's haughty peer, has been dropped from varsity standing. 
A remarkable decline in enthusiasm for what was once a most popular sport, was re-
sponsible. Those who still cherished a yen for the cinders were given ample oppor-
tunity to display it in interclass competition, and their number was not sufficiently 
great to warrant outfitting an entire team. Little glory will be lost by the change; 
N. C. E.'s track men, while never disgraced, were invariably defeated. Difficulties in 
obtaining practice place and time prevented most men from doing justice to the sport. 
Despite its many loose ends, and its frequently haphazard methods of carrying 
out projects, the A. A. is each year approaching closer to its ultimate ideal—a wide 
reaching schedule of athletics, entirely financed and completely controlled by the 
student body. 
As more and more men lend their support, greater and greater things will fall 
within the Association's scope, until at last every man will have the opportunity to 
engage in whatever sport he chooses—unhindered by overemphasis or compulsion. 
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The 1931-1932 Varsity Basketball Team 
WALTER P. SARNOWSKI, Captain 
THE SEASON'S RECORD: 
N. C. E 	
 49 	 Alumni 	  18 
N. C. E 	
 15 	 Brooklyn Poly 	  31 
N. C. E 	
 26 	 Webb Naval 	
 19 
N. C. E 	
 41 	 Drew University 	  30 
N. C. E 	
 27 	 Long Island U. 
	  43 
N. C. E 	
 20 	 Dana College 	
 31 
N. C. E 	
 28 	 Upsala 	
 40 
N. C. E 	
 36 	 Cooper Union 	  5 0 
N. C. E 	
 36 	 Drew University 
	
 30 
N. C. E 	  14 	 Brooklyn College 	  48 
N. C. E 	  45 	 N. T. S. F. 	
 31 
	
337 	 371 
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Basketball 
IT is often customary for a protagonistic reviewer, engaged in explaining a mediocre 
season, to say that his team was better than its record indicates. In fact, the 
"moral victory" has become synonymous with a poor alibi. This circumstance makes 
recapitulation of Newark's recent basketball campaign doubly difficult, for, although 
not comparable with the phenominal '30-'31 outfit, this year's team was unquestion-
ably better than its total of five victories out of eleven games might lead one to believe. 
	
Coach Falb started the season faced with the sort of difficulty only an engineering 
school can provide. Three men out of the first five on last year's varsity, were lost 
through that "premature graduation" so fatal to athletes in this institution. In-
stead of an entire team, only two regulars remained. The Freshman class was not 
prolific of material; for a time it seemed incredible that any sort of combination could 
be welded from the uncertain talent available. However, the first game provided 
little cause for worry. The usual group of Alumni, older, but still willing, were 
crushed without difficulty. 
It was in the Brooklyn contest that the team's greatest deficiency came to light. 
After outplaying Poly all during the first half, despite the unfamiliarity of their trick 
court, N. C. E.'s tossers went into a state of complete collapse, scoring only one goal 
in the second session. This proclivity for last-period downfall is only partly attribut-
able to lack of reserves; it is also traceable to something less tangible—something not 
often found in Newark teams. 
Apparently undaunted by the break in that carefully nurtured winning streak of 
ten games, Captain Sarnowski's men came through with two victories in their next 
two starts. But disaster soon followed; Long Island U. visited the college for the first 
time since 1928, and offered for inspection the best team seen here in the memory of 
the oldest inhabitant. Newark battled them to a standstill until the last five min-
utes; then the invaders' superiority definitely asserted itself. It was a bitterly fought 
contest; the Engineers did better work in this futile fight than in any subsequent one. 
Two "collegiate" rivals were next met in rapid succession. Dana college took 
every advantage of N. C. E.'s sudden lack of morale to triumph by nine points; 
Upsala, proudly boasting a twenty-game winning streak (started after the hair-raiser 
of last year) ran up a large enough early lead to withstand Newark's late rush. Then 
Cooper Union added the most stunning blow by coming from behind, through a 
non-existant local defense, to score an even half-hundred points. 
When Brooklyn College seemed on its way to certain victory, Coach Falb elected 
to withdraw his regulars, in order to give the reserves a true baptism of fire; although 
the visitors had a smooth-running combination, the score is no indication of relative 
worth. In the final contest, Newark Tech provided stubborn but unskilled opposition; 
the final result was never in doubt. 
Frank North was again the scoring star, garnering 125 points in ten games, but 
to Henry Friedman goes the palm as the hardest fighter on the squad. Captain Walt 
Sarnowski was the most colorful performer, and his play this year was unusually con-
sistent. He alone will be lost by graduation; as the other men are fairly sound scho-
lastically, prospects for next year are bright. 
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The 1931-1932 Wrestling Team 
PROF. EDWARD G. BAKER 
Coach 
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Wrestling 
WRESTLING got off to a flying start early in the fall. The boys were holding practice session five afternoons a week before the term was well under way, 
and were attracting a small but enthusiastic audience each day. 
Mr. Baker, this year's volunteer coach, gave individual instruction to all candi-
dates, and was soon able to show remarkable improvement in every weight class. It 
was expected that all of last season's squad would be available this year; unfortunately, 
Stan Bird, heavyweight extraordinary, was injured during the summer, and was lost 
for the season. Although there was no Freshman material large enough to replace 
him, a number of '35 's won regular berths in the lighter classes. 
The annual interclass bouts on Alumni Night drew many candidates. Experience 
proved to be the deciding factor, and the Class of '34 walked off with high score. 
Yearling entries showed very encouraging signs of progress, however; many of this 
year's losers will soon be varsity men. 
In their first outside match, that with the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, 
our team showed results of assiduous training by coming from behind to defeat the 
New York grapplers decisively. Sadly enough, all did not continue so smoothly; a 
clever Newton High School team proved too resourceful for aged engineers, and 
placed the first blemish on Newark's wrestling record. A return match was arranged, 
but it failed to alter the result. Perhaps next season will see the figures reversed. 
As a result of the wide interest shown, the A. A. provided a mat cover for the 
team, and tentatively nominated wrestling to succeed track as a varsity sport. Pro-
fessor Entwisle and Mr. Davis very kindly assisted in providing uniforms, a step 
thought advisable after one match was held up while Hubach replaced his trousers. 
Final recognition of our local behemoths' growing ability was given when they were 
assigned a separate room, for their use alone. The Glider Club had expressed con-
cern for the safety of its mechanical aviary! (The team had formerly used the Glider 
Club quarters). 
Charles Spencer and Joseph Orlovski were the outstanding performers during the 
past season. Both men have records unblemished by defeat. None of the group are 
seniors; if all survive the scholastic shambles in June, next year's aggregation will be 
more than worthy of varsity standing. In addition to rivals already scheduled, meets 
are pending with Upsala and Cooper Union. Grunts and snorts are well established 
as rivals to the referee's shrill whistle; double-header sports events seem assured in 
the future. 
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Winners of the N, 1931-1932 
SARNOWSKI 
	 MacPEEK 
NORTH 
FRIEDMAN 
VAN AUKEN 
CROWLEY 
	 KEEFFE 
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Basketball 
THE customary intra-mural basketball program was carried out this year with all its traditional enthusiasm. Upwards of fifteen teams participated; although the 
quality of play has increased in the past few seasons, there were still as many laughs 
as thrills from the spectator's standpoint. Early in the first semester, a number of 
Freshmen were under the impression that it was necessary to be a skilled performer in 
order to join a team in this circuit. It might be well to repeat here what was said 
then: The intra-mural league is for the especial benefit of those who like basketball, 
but either have never played, or are poor at it. Experienced men belong on the var-
sity squad, and are not welcomed in league contests. 
Inter-class competition for the Alpha Kappa Pi trophy was most bitterly con-
tested. The Class of 1933 emerged victorious, but few of their victories were by 
more than a few points' margin, and none of them were routs. Presentation of the 
award was made at the last convocation of the year, at the same time as athletic and 
honorary insignia. 
Track 
Inasmuch as no varsity track team represented the college this year, much interest 
centered about the inter-class meet. The number of entrants amply justified the con-
tinuation of intra-mural competition in this sport, but also bore out the Athletic 
Association's contention that those of ability were too few to make intercollegiate 
meets practicable. 
The Class of '35 took first honors in team scoring, with '33 close behind. It 
was virtually a three-way battle, as age and care eliminated most seniors from serious 
consideration. Point-winners were given credit toward intra-mural letters. 
Wrestling 
The only intra-mural wrestling bouts are those held on Alumni Night between 
the Freshmen and Sophomores. Inasmuch as the sport is on the threshold of varsity 
standing, this year's contests attracted more than the usual attention. All matches 
were between men of almost equal strength; in most cases the superior experience of 
the elder battlers brought victory. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
The aim of the college is to train and educate earnest and industrious students 
along technical lines. . . . All other activities are secondary. 
College Catalogue. 
Many a better shot has missed its mark! 

Student Council 
OFFICERS 
WILLIAM ARNOTT 
President 
GEORGE DANALD 
Vice-President 
RALPH H. SAYRE, JR. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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Student Council 
S IX years of existence have brought the Student Council an enviable solidity of position. It is accepted as the highest court of student jurisdiction; its decisions 
are seldom questioned and its projects are made easier of accomplishment by the respect 
accorded them by faculty and undergraduates alike. 
However, this admirable state of affairs did not come about spontaneously. 
Sensible leadership was the major factor in it. A gradual increase in student con-
fidence, nursed along by careful handling, established the organization; a policy of 
moderation maintained it. Those in power kept their heads, and attempted to regulate 
nothing that member organizations did not want regulated. Democracy, rather than 
dictatorship, was emphasised. Thus more and more vital matters came under Council 
control; even fraternities recognized its influence. A few years ago, no group would 
have dreamed of asking the Council's permission to form; now, new clubs not only 
ask, but take denial, if necessary, without rebellion. The absence of furor is a true 
tribute to undergraduate political progress. 
One of the Council's most important functions in some years, was the selection 
of an advisory committee to act with President Cullimore in matters of discipline. 
Although this group is not to make decisions of any sort, its establishment represents 
a long forward step towards student-Administration accord. The President's anxiety 
to consider the younger men's point of view, as evidenced in his request for the ap-
pointment of this committee, is both just and generous. 
The men chosen for service in this capacity were Messrs. Arnott, Dibblee, Fiester, 
Bogart, Barker, and Wilkinson. 
Another indication of increasing confidence in student executive ability was the 
delegation of all Visitors' Day arrangements to a Student Council committee. The 
wisdom of this move was borne out by the smoothness with which the program on 
that day was carried through. There were no outward indications that any change 
had been made. 
Pennant and sticker work was carried on as in previous years. The "Point 
System" of activity limitations was also continued; several men were required to re-
sign from offices which brought them above their quota. Awards were given in the 
same manner as before, save that requirements were raised somewhat. The supporting 
fee donated by the classes was also increased slightly, in view of the Council's ever-
increasing scope of action. 
All in all, it is remarkable how efficiently Council business is carried on. A few 
men, already burdened with outside work, handle student affairs with thoroughness 
and dispatch; our liberal arts neighbors, with a vastly greater amount of time, can 
boast of no more able government. Perhaps there is something cultural in an en-
gineering education! 
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Chemical Society 
OFFICERS 
DONALD A. WATERFIELD 
President 
GEORGE E. DANALD 
Vice-President 
ROBERT R. SIZELOVE 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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Chemical Society 
THE activities of the Chemical Society during the scholastic year of 1931 were brought to a successful close with the election of officers at the May meeting. 
The first meeting of this year was held for the purpose of organization. Plans 
were so proposed for the year that the members could secure knowledge from the 
best of speakers and from visits to various plants. A novel idea was introduced 
which would enable students to participate in the club program. Each member who 
was cooperating in industry was to be given an opportunity to talk about the type 
of work in which he was employed. The object of these speeches was not only to 
make the meetings more interesting and instructive to the lower classment, but also to 
give the upper classmen an opportunity to practice public speaking. A slight change 
was made in the society's constitution which would allow members of the Freshmen 
class to attend the early meetings of the year. This was affected so that freshmen 
could become affiliated with the club sooner and thereby derive more benefits—and 
pay more dues. 
Mr. W. L. Morgan, prominent research director in the Safety Glass industry had 
planned to be the club's guest at the November meeting. An untimely family death, 
however, prevented his attendance. The student who was cooperating at the plant 
where Mr. Morgan is employed fulfilled the obligation and presented a most interesting 
speech. Some of the unique and almost unbelievable features of safety glass were 
explained and demonstrated. 
During the month of November the members of the club visited the United Color 
and Pigment Company of Newark. The trip was arranged by one of the students 
who is cooperating at this company. The visit, which was conducted while the plant 
was in operation, was very interesting and enlightening. 
At the December meeting, Mr. Danald of the student body discussed at length 
the manufacture of "Colors". His topic included the various methods of making 
different types of colors. This was the first of the student talks which had been 
planned for earlier in the year. 
With the January meeting came a change in the topic of discussion to oils, Dr. 
Steik, Research Chemist at the National Oil Products Company, delivered an excellent 
speech on "Sulphonation of Oils". Dr. Steik has been interested in this field of re-
search for many years. The meeting was well attended by the members of the student 
body and also by the faculty. 
At the February meeting, Mr. Dietz delivered a speech, the topic of which re-
verted to the inorganic field. Mr. Dietz is well-versed on this subject as he has co-
operated in a lithopone plant for two years. 
All of the meetings of this year showed a great improvement in attendance by 
comparison with those of the previous year. The club will go into the next year with 
high hopes for another season which will prove interesting and instructive for the 
members. 
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American Society of Civil Engineers 
N. C. E. STUDENT BRANCH 
OFFICERS 
DEAN B. BOGART 
President 
WILLIAM H. DANDRIDGE 
Vice-President 
ROBERT E. BARCLAY 
Secretary 
ARTHUR L. OTTO 
Treasurer 
PROF. H. N. CUMMINGS 
Counselor 
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A. S. C. E. 
IN April, 1931, as the result of much work on the part of Professor Cummings, 
the ninety-eighth student chapter of the A. S. C. E. was established at N. C. E. 
Although in existence only one year, this branch has become one of the foremost or-
ganizations of the college, both socially and financially. 
The chapter ended the scholastic year of 1931 very appropriately when, at the 
May meeting, it had as guest President Allan R. Cullimore. President Cullimore spoke 
on "The Importance of Politics to Civil Engineers", bringing out the fact that it is 
essential that all engineers should take an active part in the selection and administra-
tion of our government. At the conclusion of his formal talk, he answered the 
questions of those members who desired to be enlightened on certain of its details. 
Early in October, after a summer crowded with various jobs and experiences, the 
members of the chapter gathered for their first meeting of the new year. At this time 
the active membership of the society was appreciably increased by the influx of some 
fifteen or more sophomores. The first part of the evening was devoted to discussion 
of new business and plans for the future. During the latter part, Mr. Jacob L. Lenox, 
a noted sanitation engineer, spoke on "The Fourth District Sewer Project of West 
Orange". At the conclusion of his talk, Mr. Lenox suggested that the chapter visit 
the Plainfield Sewage Treatment Plant, which suggestion was followed in the early 
part of November. 
The chapter was indeed fortunate in having as guest at its November meeting, 
Mr. C. W. Dunham, of the New York Port Authority. Mr. Dunham lectured on the 
design and construction of the George Washington Bridge across the Hudson River. 
He included many personal experiences resulting from his participation in the work, 
and presented a number of slides showing the bridge in various stages of con-
struction. 
At the December meeting, the society was favored with an illustrated lecture on 
"Newark's Water Supply", by Mr. Bank, chief engineer of the Newark Water Supply 
Commission. Mr. Bank told the chapter of the past accomplishments of the com-
mission, and of its plans for the future. 
At the next meeting, the chapter was honored in having as speaker Mr. Morris 
R. Sherrerd, chairman of the New Jersey Water Policy Commission, who enlightened 
the members as to the functions and activities of the commission. Mr. Sherrerd has 
headed this organization and its predecessors for the past twenty years. He stressed 
the necessity of an adequate water supply, and urged that young engineers carry on 
the work of those before them. 
The chapter does not restrict its activities to meetings alone, but also sponsors 
inspection trips to numerous engineering projects in the course of construction in this 
locality, and promotes lectures by prominent men on engineering work in countries 
other than our own. 
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American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
N. C. E. STUDENT BRANCH 
OFFICERS 
EDWARD OLSTA 
President 
JOHN G. WOEHLING 
Vice-President 
ALBERT E. DAY 
Secretary 
GEORGE BARKER 
Treasurer 
PROF. J. C. PEET 
Counselor 
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A. I. E. E. 
THE Newark College of Engineering Student Branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers is but one of similar organizations throughout the United 
States, which function under the auspices of the parent organization. Student branches 
offer undergraduates the opportunity to begin a lifetime connection with a national 
organization representing the profession they plan to follow. It is the purpose of the 
Newark College of Engineering Branch to assist in the beginning of our students' 
careers by bringing before them men_ familiar with the problems and practices of the 
engineering professions. 
The year's first meeting was held on September 21, 1931, at which time the 
society had the opportunity of hearing from a new member of our electrical depart-
ment, Mr. Paul C. Shedd. His subject, "Magnetic Testing", was an interesting re-
view of the methods employed by the company with which he was formerly connected. 
Meetings during October were of special interest. On the ninth of the month a 
large representative group of members attended the Essex County Electrical Show 
given under the auspices of the Essex County Electrical League. On the twenty-first 
a presentation of the Bell Telephone Company was given in Newark. The Freshmen 
electrical students were invited to attend this public demonstration so that they might 
become acquainted with some of the activities of the Student Branch. A special 
trip for Seniors was made on the twenty-third of October to the Bayonne Power Sta-
tion, one of the newest of its type. 
On November 2, 1931, a second opportunity to become acquainted with the views 
of a member of the faculty of the college was presented when Dr. P. M. Giesy ad-
dressed us on "My Observations of Engineering in Europe." 
A regular meeting was called on the twenty-third of November at which time 
Mr. G. R. Ottinger, publicity manager of the Bell Telephone Company of Newark, 
gave an illustrated lecture on television. 
On December 16, the Newark College of Engineering Branch was the guest of 
the Student Branch of Rutgers University. An inspection tour was made of the new 
laboratories at Rutgers, following which a joint meeting was held. Mr. W. V. Van 
Dyck, Chief International Engineer of the General Electric Company, spoke on his ex-
periences in Brazil. 
The next meeting was on January 5, 1932, at which time the society had the 
privilege of hearing from their counselor, Professor J. C. Peet. An interesting account 
of the life and accomplishments of Thomas Edison was his subject. 
On the twenty-fifth of January, 1932, Mr. Morningstern, a graduate of the 
Newark College of Engineering and now an assistant engineer for the Western 
Electric Company, spoke on "Magnetic Testing." 
The future of the organization appears very promising because of the enthusiastic 
support of its members. It is hoped that this interest will be instrumental in pro-
ducing an even more successful year than that just passed. 
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ERNEST HAER 
President 
WILBUR J. KUPFRIAN 
Vice-President 
MORTIMER E. HULL 
Secretary-Treasurer 
PROF J. ANSEL BROOKS 
Faculty Advisor 
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A. S. M. E. 
T HE American Society of Mechanical Engineers was organized in 1880 and has a membership of 20,000. The student branches of the A. S. M. E. were first or-
ganized in 1908. There are 108 Student Branches with a total of approximately 
5,000, functioning in colleges in 46 states. Membership in a Student Branch offers 
the opportunity to develop initiative and ability to express one's ideas, a prerequisite 
of a good executive. Following are a few of the many advantages to be derived from 
Student Membership: participation in all National and Local section meetings of the 
parent society, use of Engineering Societies Employment Service and Library (175,000 
volumes, 17,000 technical periodicals) and use of Student Loan Fund, etc. 
The past year has been one of the most outstanding in the history of Student 
Branches of the A. S. M. E., both in our own College and in the Metropolitan insti-
tutions. 
The Metropolitan Student Branch Convention, on March ninth, proved to be one 
of the most interesting on record. The inspection trips included The World Telegram 
Publishing Co., The McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., The National Biscuit Company, 
and the Hudson Ave. Power Plant of Brooklyn Edison Co. The afternoon was de-
voted to lectures, which proved most interesting and worth while. After dinner, at 
Rutley's, a joint meeting with Metropolitan Local Section was held. 
A glimpse into our minutes of the past year shows the names of many eminent 
and interesting speakers. With the opening of the school term, we held our first 
meeting on September 30, 1931. At this gathering the Honorary Chairman, Professor 
Brooks, delivered a brief talk on the advantages to be derived from a Student Branch, 
Professor Rice sketched the various uses of the airplane today, and Professor 
Wesihampel told of his experiences in the engineering field. 
On October 29th, the meeting was opened with a student paper by Mr. Charles 
Duursema, '33, on "Alloys of Magnesium". He was followed by the guest speaker 
of the evening, Mr. 'Marion B. Richardson, Associate Editor of Railway Mechanical 
Engineering, who discussed opportunities in industry. 
On November 18th, Charles Carswell, assistant engineer on the staff of the Port 
of New York Authority, addressed the Branch on "The Construction of The George 
Washington Bridge". This address was interestingly illustrated with motion pictures 
and lantern slides. 
On December 16th, Dr. Lillian Gilbreth, President of Gilbreth, Inc., addressed 
the Student Branch on "Motion Study"; her talk was supplemented with moving 
pictures. 
On February 17th, 1932, Mr. Wilbur Kupfrian delivered a student paper on 
"The Panama Canal". 
The annual smoker of the Society was held in May, providing a worthy conclu-
sion to this most successful season. 
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The Technician Staff 
WILBUR J. KUPFRIAN 
Editor-in-Chief 
MORTIMER E. HULL 
Business Manager 
ARTHUR L. OTTO 
Associate Editor 
MARSHALL J. BREEN 
Circulation Manager 
ALFRED J. SAUERBORN 
Sports Editor 
NICHOLAS T. SLATTERY 
Advertising Manager 
SAMUEL L. SHAW 
Exchange Editor 
JOHN G. WOEHLING 
Reportorial Staff 
PROF. FRANK L. GRAMMAR 
Faculty Adviser 
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The Technician 
T HIS past season our college gossip sheet was put through its paces by an unusually resourceful group of Juniors. The heat for purveyors of good old journalistic 
"boiler plate" was furnished by the irrepressible Mortimer Erwin Hull, and the re-
doubtable Wilbur Julius Kupfrian. 
With startling regularity, issues would appear on scheduled dates. We suspect 
that editing was performed to the tune of that twirling device donated by Public Ser-
vice—a contraption that records the quarts of midnight oil consumed in frenzied 
groping for copy—copy that hangs just over the eyes, but continues to stick there, 
and refuses to register in the old brain cells. (Ask us; we know!) But we must 
commend the editors for their dogged determination, and upon their sacrifice of Mor-
pheus' joys to the routing of every student's bogey—an incomplete assignment. We 
admire the doughty souls who gave us our paper on the bell. The spirit of Pulitzer 
still lives! 
We have it on good authority, if any, that the staff was in touch with that 
master of concupiscence, "0. K. New York", with a thought to livening up the rag. 
However, their fellow member of the fourth estate was unable to dig up any scandal 
about the boys that attend our instiution. That is one advantage of too much home-
work. Still, how about the lads who prefer flesh-pots to ink-pots? Perhaps an 
engineer, like an Indian, always covers his tracks. 
Several innovations were in evidence, despite the failure related above. Contribu-
tions by the faculty on world problems proved genuinely interesting. The sheet's 
appearance was improved by the choice use of photographs. Even though we knew 
most of the faces only too well, it was a relief to see them at close range without fear-
ing that our name would emerge from their lips, to our ultimate discomfort. 
The vaunted Open Forum almost reached the point of pleading for contributions. 
The editors would have willingly promoted any sort of anarchy, if they believed a 
flow of mail would result. However, despite the lure of print, they found that no 
penned battle can supplant those heated locker-room brawls. 
Our yellow monthly definitely went tabloid this year. We trust that the size 
will not continue to decrease, or before long the Technician will have assumed the 
proportions of an atom. Wistfully we toy with that thought. What a relief it would 
have been, had that happy state been reached this year! Perhaps this article need 
never have been written. Why, have you ever tried to write a letter to a maiden 
aunt thanking her for a hand-made wash cloth edged with lace? You get the idea. 
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Glee Club 
THE Glee Club, the only musical organization in college, began the fall term of 1931 in a business-like manner. Under the supervision of Mr. Fithian, the mem-
bers of this organization delved into the music of the south, whose negro spirituals 
completely enchanted them. They also practiced some selections from operettas. 
Many of these songs were presented to the student body and faculty before the 
Christmas holidays, and to the parents and friends on Visitors' Day. As no member 
of the club has received a threatening letter, or has been assaulted, the group takes it 
for granted that its presentations gained the approval of its audiences. (Ed. note—
Oh, yeah?) 
Glee Club members, recruited principally from the Freshman class, were quite 
enthusiastic in preparing the selections, and attended weekly rehearsals regularly. But 
isn't it peculiar how fragile these songbirds are, scholastically? Where are the Fresh-
man vocalists of yesteryear? 
On the other hand, perhaps their voices have changed at last. 
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Rifle Club 
HAROLD J. DIBBLEE '32 
President 
DANIEL BAILEY '33 
Secretary 
WILLIAM MOODY '33 
Vice-President 
WALLACE STULTZ '33 
Treasurer 
THE Rifle Club is one of the latest organizations to come into existence in the college. It was formed in May, 1931, by a group of students who were particu- 
larly interested in the sport of rifle shooting. Due to the fact that the close of the 
school year was approaching, activities were not begun until school reoponed in the 
fall. Since that time the club has been holding weekly practice at the range of the 
Maplewood Rifle Club. Up until the present time activities have been confined to the 
use of the small-bore rifle. New members are taught the proper methods of handling 
a rifle, and instruction in positions, sighting, and firing is given to those who have 
had little or no shooting experience. 
The club held one practice match with Troop B, 102nd Cavalry, at the indoor 
range in the Essex Troop Armory. The club team, consisting of Hal Dibblee '32, 
Will Kupfrian '33, Herb Walker '33 Twilight, and Bob Donaldson '35, gave the 
troopers a close match totaling 366 against their opponents 367. 
Membership is open to all students of the college. Previous shooting experience 
is not necessary. Sophomores and freshmen are especially urged to join and take an 
active interest in the club. 
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Glider Club 
ROBERT J. MADDISON 
President 
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The Alumni Association 
THE officers of the Newark College of Engineering Alumni Association for the year 1931-32 are Clifton Keating '28, President; Robert Jenkins '27, Vice-presi-
dent; Solomon Fishman '27, Secretary; and Howard Patton '27, Treasurer. The 
members of the Board of Directors are William Opdyke '27, Chairman; Harry 
Dierman '27, Robert Widdop '24, Edward Lott '29, Richard Varndell '30, Lester Dunn '27, 
and Charles Fausel '25. 
The two main social functions sponsored each year by the Association are an in-
formal dance, and a banquet held in the spring, just after the close of school. The 
dance was held this season on November 7, in Campbell Hall, and proved as great a 
success as have all of the previous Alumni dances. The dance committee was com-
posed of Clifton Keating '28, Chairman; Lester Dunn '27, Edgar Fischer '26, Richard 
Varndell '30, Albert Kopf '26, and Robert Jenkins '27. 
The brief athletic season of the Association was rather unsuccessful. The stellar 
alumni basketball team opened the college season on December 19 by permitting the 
college varsity to eke out a meager victory. This alumni-college basketball game is 
an annual event, and always draws a lot of alumni from their seclusion, either to play 
or to watch. 
Since the Association has grown so large that frequent general meetings are out 
of the question, a new plan of informal alumni get-togethers has been started which 
will be of great value. These are held at noon time by groups of graduates who work 
in the same plant or locality. Thus, there are meetings of Newark graduates in the 
Western Electric, Weston's, Bell Labs, and several other plants; also meetings of men 
employed in various offices around Newark, New York City, and other localities. The 
dates, places, and programs for these meetings are left up to the individual groups; 
but the tendency seems to be to have the "crowd" get together once every two 
weeks or so for lunch in some convenient restaurant to renew acquaintances, make 
new friends, exchange views, and the like. 
The plan was instituted by the alumni Board of Directors through the efforts of 
Albert Kopf '26, Chairman of the Program Committee. A man in each plant or 
locality was asked to serve as a leader to organize his individual group. It is impossible 
to reach every alumnus with these groups, because many of them work in isolated 
places; but a large percentage can conveniently join in with some one of the local 
sections. It is felt that this arrangement will do much to keep up the spirit and 
ideals of the Alumni Association. 
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Odd Moments With the Faculty 
DOC GIESY has acquired quite a reputation as an amateur pugilist. It all started up in Organic Lab one day, when a lanky senior was holding forth on the tre-
mendous advantage accruing from a long reach. He defied anyone to penetrate the 
guard established by his outstretched arms. Much to his surprise, he did not long 
lack a taker. The rotund Doctor smiled, and, laying his spectacles on a nearby bench, 
quoth calmly, "Put up your hands". 
The astounded student complied; hardly had he assumed a posture of defense, 
when Doc feinted, stepped in, and rapped him smartly on the cheek. 
Classwork was temporarily suspended, while delighted seniors opened up a bar-
rage of inquiries. It developed that Doctor Giesy had selected boxing as the ideal 
exercise and, through constant practise, had become quite proficient; was, in fact, to 
engage in the Newark A. C. Members' Championship within the month. 
Naturally enough, a delegation of students, hardly knowing what to expect, at-
tended the bouts in question. The preliminary eliminations had already been run off; 
our eminent professor had drawn a bye. The finalists entered the ring; one, a strap-
ping young fellow of about twenty-five; the other, a less clothed, but still unmistake-
able Doc Giesy. As they squared off, the crowd roared. It seemed incredible that this 
pudgy, middle-aged scholar could handle his maulies. They laughed—but even though 
he did not sit down at the piano (not did he sit anywhere else)—they cheered him, 
once the battle got under way. 
No, gentle reader, our hero did not smite his opponent to the rosin, nor did he 
whip him into inrecognizability. He fought a careful battle, and the records show a 
decision against him, but it was a very close affair. Almost no one in the house 
agreed with the referee. However, whatever the outcome, the mere attempt is re-
markable; the whole affair has added a tang to the faculty. Doc deserves congratu-
lations. 
Mr. Nims gangled up to the supply store. 
"Uh—I should like a small red eraser." 
Mrs. Greenwood produced the conventional red rubber. 
"Er—no, a small one, please", he repeated. 
"But we have no small ones", replied Mrs. G., perplexed. 
"Ah—yes you have. You know—the ones with the pencil sticking off one side". 
"Market 3-0162", said Mr. Rice absently. 
"Thank you", said the switchboard operator, for although that number is the 
college's own, she knew from long experience that Mr. Rice thought he was calling 
his home. 
Hard-headed engineers! 
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FRATERNITIES 
The Student Council recognizes the following social fraternities at the Newark 
College of Engineering: 
ALPHA KAPPA PI 
BETA ALPHA THETA 
DELTA SIGMA ZETA 
PHI DELTA MU 
PHI SIGMA OMEGA 
No other fraternities have standing on the campus, or in college affairs of any sort. 
There is but one recognized scholastic society at the college. It is known as the 
Trunnion. 

Alpha Kappa Pi 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Alpha 	 Newark College of Engineering 
Beta 	 Wagner College 
Gamma 	 Stevens Institute 
Delta 	 Brooklyn Polytechnic Inst. 
Theta 
	 Columbia University 
Iota 	 Mount Union College 
Lambda 	 Bethany College 
Mu 	 Marshall College 
Nu 	 Lehigh University 
Omicron 	 Pennsylvania State College 
Zeta 	 Coe College 
Eta 	 Presbyterian College 
Xi 	 North Carolina State College 
Kappa 	 Massachusetts Inst. of Tech. 
Pi 	 University of New Hampshire 
Rho 	 Rutgers University 
Sigma 	 University of Illinois 
Tau 	 Tufts College 
Upsilon 	 Centre College 
Phi 	 St. John's College (Annapolis) 
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Alpha Chapter 
CLASS OF 1932 
WILLIAM ARNOTT 
	 CARL F. WILSON 	 ARTHUR W. MacPEEK 
HENRY C. DOHRMANN 	 RICHARD E. HULL 	 WALTER P. SARNOWSKI 
W. KENNETH FIESTER 	 DAY B. LANDIS 	 BRUNO STEMPEL 
ERNEST W. FROHBOESE 
	 RICHARD W. LEMASSENA 
	
CHARLES E. WASHBURN 
CARL H. HUEBNER 	 CARLTON P. WERNER 
CLASS OF 1933 
DANIEL R. BAILEY 	 DAVID E. ZELIFF 	 WILBUR J. KUPFRIAN 
HALSTED W. BAKER 
	 MORTIMER E. HULL 	 FRANK X. O'BRIEN 
HOWARD E. DORER 
	 SAMUEL L. SHAW 
EDWARD G. HALDEMAN 
	 CHARLES W. SPENCER 
CLASS OF 1934 
STANLEY P. BIRD 	 ALBERT E. DAY 	 SCHWARZWALDER 
RALPH H. SAYRE 
ALUMNI 
LOUIS BALENSON 	 JAMES GIBBONS 
	 ROBERT MAYER 
CHARLES BAUER 	 FRANK GOLDBACH 
	 RALPH O. MENKE 
CHARLES BEYER 	 THOMAS GROLL 	 LEO MOSCH 
RALPH GRADER 	 REVERE HARBOURT 
	 WILLIAM S. O'CONNOR 
EDWARD BUSH 	 HERMAN HERR 	 JOHN B. OPDYKE 
CHARLES CLARENDON 
	 CHARLES H. HULL 
	 WILLIAM OPDYKE 
FRANK S. COE 	 WILSON HULL 	 HENRI PRECHEUR 
RAYMOND COX 	 JOHN KANE 	 EDMUND REDMERSKI 
STANLEY COZZA 	 WILLIAM KARL 	 JOHN ROCHE 
GEORGE DEANY 	 WALTER KASTNER 	 CLIFFORD SIESS 
BARNEY DIEBOLD 	 CLIFTON KEATING 	 STANLEY F. SPENCE 
HARRY DIERMAN 	 LAWRENCE KOCH 
	 ARTHUR SPINANGER 
GEORGE DORN 	 ALBERT KOPF 
	 JOHN A. STELGER 
VERNON DRAKE 	 JOHN KUHN 
	 JOSEPH TOWNSEND 
MICHAEL J. ELIAS 	 WILLIAM G. LANTERMAN 
	
RALPH T. URICH 
WILLIAM FALCONER 	 HERMAN LENK 	 W. RICHARD VARNDELL 
CHARLES FAUSEL 	 EDWARD LOTT 	 EDWARD WEINSTEIN 
CHARLES FORSYTHE 	 KENNETH A. MACFAYDEN 
	
FREDERICK WOLPERT 
WALTER E. FROHBOESE 
	 KENNETH MARSHALL 
	 JOHN T. ZIELENBACH 
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Beta Alpha Theta 
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Beta Alpha Theta 
CLASS OF 1932 
GEORGE S. BABKER 	 IRVING KAHREE 	 DOUGLAS B. SIMPSON 
	
ALEXANDER RUTLEDGE 
CLASS OF 1933  
HERBERT CLOSE 	 ROBERT J. MADDISON 	 CARL A. OHLSON 
GEORGE E. DANALD 	 JAMES W. MCEWAN 	 CHARLES N. STOBER 
WILLIAM E. DANDRIDGE 
	
JOHN W. WOHLING 
CLASS OF 1934 
ALMON C. BLAMEY 	 FREDRICK FONTANELLA 	 MILTON JACKSON 
ALUMNI 
WILLIAM R. ACKOR 	 F. RAYMOND FOGEL 	 ROBERT M. MEYER 
	
GUSTAVE H. BJORKLAND 
	
ALVIN R. GRAFF 	 FRANK OROSZ 
	
ALBERT L. BLACKWELL, JR. 
	
HENRY K. HAMJE 	 F. MURRAY PARET 
ARTHUR BOOTH 	 WILLIAM HAZELL, JR. 	 LAWRENCE J. PATTERSON 
FRANK W. BORMAN 	 J. E. HEQUEMBOURG 	 HOWARD G. PATTON 
HENRY BRARMAN 	 MILTON HOLMES 	 WILLIAM L. PERRINE 
OSWALD CARLISS 	 CHARLES P. HURD 	 ALPHONS PUISHES 
DONALD S. COLLARD 	 JOHN S. IRVING 	 GEORGE D. RUST 
FREDRICK COX 	 ROBERT W. JENKINS 	 LESTER D. SMITH 
DONALD W. CRAIG 	 FRANK A. JILLARD 	 THOMAS T. SMITH 
PAUL R. CUNLIFFE 	 WALDEMAR F. LARSEN 	 W. E. VAN DER SCHAAF 
FREDRICK M. DAMITZ 	 H. RUPERT LE GRAND 	 ROBERT W. VAN HOUTEN 
LESTER W. DUNN 	 CHARLES J. LEE 	 ALBERT A. VAN VOORHEES 
	
IRVIN J. FALK 	 WILLIAM J. MELICK, JR. 
	
GUSTAVE R. WEIDIG 
FREDRICK C. FRASER 	 CHARLES H. WEISLEDER 
W. LILE FLEETWOOD 	 ROSWELL R. WINANS 
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Delta Sigma Zeta 
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Delta Sigma Zeta 
CLASS OF 1932 
MICHAEL BERARDESCA 	 CLAUDE ROMANO 
ALFRED DE MAIO 	 SALVATORE S. SCILLIA 
AMERICO A. FARUOLO 	 WILLIAM M. TANGO 
PHILIP V. MIELE 
CLASS OF 1931 
RALPH RISIMINI 
ALUMNI 
NOEL CHARLES VALENZA 
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Phi Delta Mu 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Alpha 	 Columbia University 
Beta 	 City College of New York 
Gamma 	 New York University 
Delta 	 New York Dental College 
Epsilon 	 Fordham University 
Zeta 	 Cornell University 
Theta 	 St. John's College 
Iota 	 MacGill University 
Kappa 	 Newark College of Engineering 
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Kappa Chapter 
CLASS OF 1932 
IRWIN L. PHILLIPS 	 LOUIS T. ROSENBERG 
CLASS OF 1933 
MAX A. HEYMAN 	 NATHANIEL J. NUDENBERG 
	
ABRAHAM TURNER 
RUEBEN NEWBERGER 	 JOSEPH ORLOVSKI 	 MONROE SELIGMAN 
CLASS OF 1934 
PAUL ISRAELOW 
	
MARTIN RESNICK 
SAMUEL WECHSLER 
CLASS OF 1935 
MAX PAWLIGER 
ALUMNI 
BENJAMIN ESKIN 	 MICHAEL FREDRICK 
SOLOMAN FISHMAN 	 MEYER YABLONSKI 	 HENRY HARRISON 
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Phi Sigma Omega 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Alpha 	  Cooper Union Institute of Technology 
Beta 
	  Newark College of Engineering 
Gamma 	  New York University 
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Beta Chapter 
CLASS OF 1932 
HARRY A. BATLEY 	 EDWARD M. HOPPER 	 HARRY E. NOETHLING 
DEAN B. BOGART 	 GEORGE C. KEEFFE 	 ROBERT F. OBERMANN 
JULES CAPONE 	 GEORGE H. LANCASTER 	 EDWARD OLSTA 
ARA CARAMANIAN 	 RICHARD MUHLETHALER 
	
EDWIN G. SUTCLIFFE 
HAROLD J. DIBBLEE 	 JAMES G. MILLER 	 DONALD A. WATERFIELD 
ALFRED J. GUZZETTI 	 HOWARD E. WHITFORD 
ERNEST HAER 	 VINCENT ELLIS 
CLASS OF 1933 
JOSEPH BOROWSKI, JR. 	 WILLIAM A. HABIG 
	 ALFRED J. SAUERBORN 
MARSHALL J. BREEN 	 CHARLES H. KOEPPEL 	 CARMAN D. STROHL 
OTTO A. CERVENKA 	 ARTHUR L. OTTO 	 EVERETT A. TYLER 
CLASS OF 1934 
JOSEPH A. BROWNE 	 KENNETH G. HUBACH 	 C. ROBERT KNOX 
ROBERT M. ERSKINE 	 EDWIN HUTCHINS 
	 OSWIN B. WILCOX 
JOHN M. HAGUE 	 JOSEPH GASIOR 
	 RALPH E. POLLARD 
CLASS OF 1935 
WILLIAM C. CAMPBELL, JR. 
	
ARNOLD C. OSCERLUND, JR. 
	
J. LESLIE WARREN 
ALUMNI 
LAWRENCE F. ADAMS 	 CARL S. GEIGES 
	 KARL J. PROBST 
WERNER K. BAER 	 IRVING C. GRABO 
	 EDWARD A. SCHULTE 
EMANUEL E. BERLINRUT 
	
GERALD A. HIGGINS 
	 ROB'T F. SCHWARZWAHLDER 
HORACE B. BLORE 	 RUDOLPH J. JURICH 	 FREDERICK W. SPRECKMAN 
JOHN CONGLETON 	 JOHN P. MCCULLEN 	 KENNETH J. VAN BRUNT 
ARTHUR DECASTRO 
	 AUSTEN T. MCLELLAND 
	
HENRY M. VOELMY 
CHARLES P. DEUTSCH 
	 RICHARD A. MILLER 
	 WILLIAM F. WISMAR, JR. 
LOUIS EHRESMANN 	 PAUL S. NASTASIO 
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The Trunnion 
HONORARY SCHOLASTIC SOCIETY 
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The Trunnion 
CLASS OF 1932 
WILLIAM A. AMON 	 WALTER A. DIETZ 	 CARL H. HUEBNER 
HARRY A. BATLEY 	 WILLIAM H. GAECKLE 	 RICHARD MUHLETHALER, JR. 
DEAN B. BOGART 	 ALFRED J. GUZZETTI 	 ROBERT F. OBERMANN 
HAROLD J. DIBBLES 	 LAWRENCE F. PARACHINI 
WILLIAM DERITTER 	 IRWIN L. PHILIPS 
CLASS OF 1933 
RUSSEL C. NEIDER 	 GEORGE D. WILKINSON 	 JOHN G. WOEHLING 
ALUMNI 
LAWRENCE F. ADAMS 	 VERNON O. DRAKE 	 FRANCIS J. ROGERS 
ALFRED B. ANDERSON 	 SOLOMON FISHMAN 	 FRANCIS L. SCHMIDT 
ROY H. ANDERSON 	 MORRIS FRIEDMAN 	 HAROLD F. SCHUMACHER 
ARCHIE H. ARMSTRONG 
	
KARL S. GEIGES 	 THOMAS T. SMITH 
WERNER K. BAER 	 CHARLES A. GOELZER 	 RALPH H. STELLJES 
RANIERE P. BARRASO 	 WILLIAM HAZELL, JR. 	 CARL M. STUEHLER 
MARSHALL C. BASSFORD 
	
FREDRICK P. HIGHFIELD 	 FRANCIS P. TOBIN 
ALEX BECKER 	 ROBERT E. MAYER 	 ROBERT M. VAN HOUTEN 
HORACE B. BLORE 	 ROBERT M. MEYER 	 W. RICHARD VARNDELL 
OSWALD S. CARLISS 	 WILLIAM B. MORNINGSTERN 
	
VINCENT VITALE 
WARREN K. CONDIT 	 WILLIAM J. OPDYKE 	 CHARLES W. WAYER 
STANLEY S. COZZA 	 ALFONS PUISHES 	 CHARLES W. WILEY 
HONORARY 
ALLAN R. CULLMORE 	 ALBERT A. NIMS 	 JAMES C. PEET 
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WESTON 
ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Weston instruments insure reliable 
electrical measurements 
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP. 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
HOWELL J. YOGG 
COMPANY 
College and Fraternity 
Printing and Engraving 
82 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE 
NEWARK 	 NEW JERSEY 
MERCHANTS & 
NEWARK TRUST 
COMPANY 
763 BROAD STREET 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
South Street Branch 
South and Dawson Streets 
Bloomfield Avenue Branch 
Bloomfield Avenue and 13th Street 
Compliments of 
POP'S CENTRAL-TECH 
Luncheonette 
Corner of Summit Place and High Street 
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SEE AND FEELTHE DIFFERENCE 
MOST women are surprised when 
they see the modern 
Singer. For this table model 
is a piece of fine furniture, ap-
propriate for any room in the house. But 
if you would experience the thrill of a real sur-
prise, sit down with your sewing and feel the 
difference between this Singer Electric and 
any sewing machine you have ever used. The 
moment you press the speed control and sense 
the quiet, eager response, you will realize that 
your faithful old treadle machine is utterly 
obsolete. Never again will you be content to 
treadle with tiring feet. Now silent, hidden 
power is ready and waiting to do all the work 
for you. Now you can have clothes in abundance  
for yourself and the 
children, curtains and 
draperies for your home. 
For with a modern Singer 
Electric you can make them quickly, per-
fectly and with effortless ease. 
But you yourself must see and feel the 
amazing difference between the old and the 
new. That is why we invite you to take any 
modern Singer into your home and try it with-
out the slightest obligation. An authorized, 
bonded Singer Representative will bring you 
the model of your choice and give you an 
interesting demonstration. Or any Singer 
Shop, if you will simply telephone or call, 
will gladly send you a machine to try in your 
home on the Self Demonstration Plan. 
THE machine illustrated is one of eight new Singer Electrics, including several cabinet models that serve as fine furniture and compact, convenient portables that you can carry any-
where. And for the home not yet electrified there are modern Singer non-electrics of the same supe-
rior quality that you can equip with Singer motor and Singerlight when your home is wired 
SINGER SEWING MACHINES 
SINGER SHOPS IN EVERY CITY IN THE WORLD 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
EUREKA Time 
PRINTING 
COMPANY 
Servel Refrigerators 
Need No Attention 
Use Little 	 Current 
Quiet 	 In 	 Operation 
DAVIS ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 
15 CENTRAL AVE., NEWARK, N. J. 
Payments 
NEW JERSEY 
LABORATORY SUPPLY 
CO. 
235-239 PLANE STREET 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
Everything for the Laboratory 
Compliments 
of a 
FRIEND 
HIGHLEY & ATHA 
OIL 
Bituminous 
	 Coke 
Anthracite 
FIREMEN'S BUILDING 
NEWARK, N. J. 
Day and Night Service 
Elizabeth Carteret Hotel 
East 	 Jersey 	 at 	 Broad, 	 Elizabeth, 	 N. 	 J. 
We most cordially invite you to inspect the 
very fine facilities offered by our Hotel and at 
the 	 same time 	 partake 	 of our very 	 delicious 
meals, both in the Coffee Shoppe and Dining 
Room. 	 COFFEE SHOP 
Club Breakfasts  	 35¢  to 75¢ 
Luncheon   55¢ 
Dinner   85¢ 
Sunday Dinner 	 1  00 
DINING ROOM 
Luncheon   75¢ 
Dinner 	 1  00 
Sunday 	 Dinner 	 1.25 
Also a 	 'Ia 	 carte service 
Our Main Ballroom has a seating capacity 
of 800. and ideal for both banquets and dances. 
We 	 shall 	 be 	 pleased 
	 to 	 submit 	 our 	 prices 
upon request. 
PIERRE KUNEYL. Manager 
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BEGIN RIGHT! 
There is no denying the worth of a flying start 
in any enterprise and this applies particularly to a 
young man and his career. 
Get the habit of thinking ahead. For instance, 
you will be old some day. Why not begin 
right now to provide for your Old Age 
independence. 
Thus, for a few cents a day you will absolutely 
eliminate all worry over that important 
phase of your future. 
ASK THE PRUDENTIAL MAN 
Prudential Insurance Company of America 
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President 
Home Office, Newark, New Jersey 
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EVENING TECHNICAL COURSES 
OF 
THE NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
Administered with the College of Engineering by 
the Board of Trustees of Schools for Industrial 
Education of Newark, New Jersey 
General Technical Course ; Architectural, Automotive, 
Chemical, Electrical, and Mechanical Courses 
For information apply to the Registrar 
NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
367 HIGH STREET 
	 NEWARK, N. J. 
SALMOND, 
SCRIMSHAW & 
COMPANY 
Designers, Engineers, Builders 
Industrial 	 Construction 
ARLINGTON, NEW JERSEY 
Fraternity, College and 
Class Jewelry 
Commencement Announcements 
and Invitations 
	
Jeweler to the 	 Senior Class of the 
Newark College of Engineering 
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY 
Manufacturing Jewelers & Stationers 
ATTLEBORO, MASS. 
Represented by 
A. F. HUBER 
	
535 Fifth Avenue 	 New York City 
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Oh .. She Can't? 
When you call the girl friend up and 
say, let's go to the lake, Bill's outside 
with his car, and she says, I can't, I'm 
shampooing my hair, then just give her 
something she'll be thankful for — a 
bottle of Euthol! 
Euthol is' a soluble olive oil that cleanses 
thoroughly the hair and scalp. Dampen 
the hair, rub in Euthol, and wash away 
all impurities in one rinse. She'll never 
be able to pull that excuse again. 
EUTHOL  
 
For a FREE SAMPLE write to NATIONAL OIL PRODUCTS CO., 
Harrison, N. J. 
The results of your labor in analysis depend upon 
the purity of the chemicals you use 
COOPER'S REAGENTS 
are standard and have been for seventy-four years 
MINERAL ACIDS 
AMMONIA 	 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 
AMMONIA SULPHATE 	 ETHER ANHYDROUS 
SILVER NITRATE 
CHARLES COOPER & COMPANY 
194 Worth Street 	 New York, N. Y. 
Works: Established 1857 in Newark, N. J. 
WEST HUDSON OFFICE SUPPLY CO. 
School and College Supplies 
54 JOHNSTON AVENUE 	 KEARNY, N. J. 
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220 WEST 42nd STREET 
NEW YORK 
Completely equipped to render the highest 
quality craftsmanship and an expedited service 
on both personal portraiture and photography 
for College Annuals. 
Official Photographer to the 
"1932 KEM-LEC-MEK " 
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Compliments of 
A FRIEND 
Compliments of the 
Student Branches 
or 
THE A. S. M. E. 
THE A. S. C. E. 
THE A. I. E. E. 
AND 
THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
WINFIELD SCOTT 
HOTEL 
Elizabeth's Distinctive Hotel and 
Beautiful Ballroom 
For Dinner Dances and Class Reunions 
MAXIME L. DUCHARME 
Managing Director 
Compliments 
of 	 a 
FRIEND 
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CANTON 
OVER two thousand Annuals in the past 
eleven years have selected Canton 
engravings coupled with the Canton 
plan of building a distinctive Annual within 
its budget. Ask any editor or manager 
about their experience with Can-
ton Service. The Canton En-
graving and Electrotype 
Company, Canton, Ohio. 
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"Sign with 
Colyer" WH EN it is a question 
of quality, service, co-
operation from expert 
advisers, and last, but not least, a 
fair price for more than fair work. 
It has been a pleasure for us to 
work with the students and faculty 
of Newark College of Engineering, 
in production of "Kem-Lec-Mek." 
When considering your next book 
remember "SIGN WITH COLTER" 
Colyer Printing Co. 
COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE 
Sussex Ave and Dey St., 	 Newark, N. J. 
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The man who wins is the man who works, 
Who neither trouble nor labor shirks, 
Who uses his head, his hands, his eyes, 
The man who wins is the man who tries. 
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